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От редакции 
Данный выпуск Ученых записок Тартуского государственно­
го университета содержит исследовании по вопрсам английской, 
американской и испанской литературы. Авторами являются пре­
подаватели и аспирантн кафедр английской и эстонской филоло­
гии ТГУ, а также учёные соседних университетах / Ленинград, , 
Рига/, которые являются в доляносг* кошндировычных лекторов 
иди имеют другие официальные связи с ТГУ. Большинство статей 
связаны с уже защищенными или готовящимися к защите диссер­
тациями. Сборник отображает научную работы вышеупомянутых 
университетах в области истории зарубежной литературы» 
Editorial Note 
The present issue of the Transactions of Tartu State Uni­
versity contains Sen papers on various problems of English 
American and Spanish literature. The authors are members of 
the staff or post-graduates of the Departments of English 
Philology and Estonian Literature of the Tartu State Univer­
sity, but also scholars from the neighbouring universities 
(Leningrad, Riga), who have been in the capacity of guest-
lecturers or have other official ties with Tartu University. 
The majority of the papers are connected with the dis­
sertations of the respective authors. The publication incois-
porates some results of the research work conducted by these 
universities in the field of literary history. 
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MGLISH HOVEL 
Nina Diakonova 
Leningrad State University 
Soviet and Western critics agree in seeing Huxley as twq 
different writers - the brilliantly ruthless satirist of the 
1920s and 1930s and the mystic preacher of the 1940s and 
1950s. But in either capacity the novelist is true to his keen 
interest in mankind and to his horror-stricken realisation 
of the future before it. In Huxley's earlier attitude irony 
and curiosity prevailed over pity, later it was compassion 
that became dominant, and with it the yearning to contribute 
to the welfare of his fellow-creatures. Paradoxically, this 
more humane mood did not prove creative. A study of Huxley's 
conversion from sober rationalism end materialism and his 
subsequent death as a satirist is the objective of the pre-
sent paper. 
"We lived in a world that was socially and morally wrecks 
ed" Huxley said on behalf of the survivors of World War One. 
The futility and senselessness of existence, the dispropor-
tion between absurd claims and actual possibilities, the cor-
rupting influence of modern civilization upon feelings and 
morals - are the principal subjects of young Huxley's books. 
In his caricatures of social hypocrisy, of the pitiful 
attempts of his characters to present themselves free from 
passions and entirely preoccupied with things spiritual Huxr 
ley leans heavily on the national realistic tradition: Engr-
land did not give birth to Tartuffe, but English Tartuffes 
are more numerous and more varied than all the Tartuffes of 
the world. And yet Huxley leaves the naive hypocrites of 
classical tradition simply nowhere. His characters deceive 
themselves no less than thej deceive others. And that nojfc 
only because they have a mistaken notion of self, but mainly 
- 3 -just because they lack any individuality whatsoever and 
therefore . endeavour to assume an importance they are well 
aware they do not possess. ~ . 
The hero of Huxley's first novel "Crome Yellow" (1921) 
a young poet,named Denis Stone,fails* to comprehend his own 
personality and purposes. The characteristic refrain of a 
poem of his "I do not know what I desire, I do not know" is 
not unlike certain lyrics written by'Huxley himself (e.g. 
"The Defeat of Youth and Other Poems". 1918). The author 
displays no pity for his romantic and dreaming hero but 
dooms him to humiliating inactivity and to inglorious ca-
pitualtion at the very moment when luck smiles, upon him. His 
misadventures are as heart-breaking as they are ridiculous. 
Denis Stone cannot know his own nature because he has 
as yet no real identity. He firmly believes no one can judge 
him as severely as he can until - he chances upon a carica­
ture that outdoes his most self-critical apprehensions. The 
authör of the caricature, a deaf relation of the owner of 
the:. estate where Denis and other highbrows of the "lost 
generation" are staying,is shut off from others by her de-r 
fective hearing, but the same is true of the other inhabit­
ants of "Crome Yellow" who are one and all hopelessly alien­
ated from each other. 
Alienation is also the subject of Huxley's next novel 
"Antic Hav" (1923), a satirical description of the.chaotic 
world of European intellectuals, each imprisoned in his own 
separateness and yet an unwilling participant of the joyless 
and ignoble amusements of modernity. This novel has obvious 
parallels with T.S. Eliot's bleakly symbolic poem of "Waste 
Land" (1922). The life of the characters has lost all mean­
ing and it is in vain they try to recover it by talking them­
selves into a belief in their non-existent talents, Such is 
the painter Lypiatt and the critic Mercaptan whose refined 
aesthecism is belied by his comical name - that of an ill-
smelling chemical. Scientists and humanitarians fare as ill 
at Huxley's hands - they are all remarkable for nothing but 
cynicism, wordiness and, at best, for hopeless irony - .an­
other device of cowardly escapism. The gigantic and crazily 
revolving electric skysigns are, in the author's eyes, an 
epileptic symtol of all that is disgraceful and absurd in 
contemporary life. 
_ ц. -The same hollow falseness, the wretchedness of sel£-4e* 
lusions,' the contrast between the revolting ugliness of men 
and the eternal beauty of Italian nature and art are drawn in 
"Those Barren Leaves" (1925)» The portrait of Mary Thriplow,' 
a young writer whose expensive rings unexpectedly roll out of 
the back of an easy-chair where she secretly thrust them on 
discovering that the man she was out to charm by her elegance" 
was now pining only for primitive simplicity - is character-
istic of Huxley's method of exposing his characters' undig--
nified worthlessness. 
Ironical contrast underlies most of the writer's short 
stories, whether it be the incompatibility of romantic dreams 
and prosaic reality ("Half-Holiday") or the incongruity be-
tween the intensity of suffering and the insignificance of 
its original cause С"A Rest Cure"). Like T.S. Eliot, Huxley 
could have said that the world does not end with a bang but 
with a whimper. The tragedy of men does not lie in the gran­
deur of their misery but in its sorriness. In this concept^ 
no less than in drawing a vast canvas of decay and frustra­
tion, Huxley comes pretty close to James Joyce's pseudo-epic 
of "Ulysses" (1922). And yet the difference between them 
should-not be overlooked. Huxle_y rejected both Eliot'-s. and 
Joyce's formalistic experimental methods. He considered them 
as symptoms of sterility and premature decrepitude brought op. 
by the sensitive and self-conscious artists' fear of vulgar-
ised obvious truths-. To him these methods meant alienation 
of art from life - an evil to be avoided at all cost, for the 
business of art is truth and the whole truth, - the only 
thing that destroys "the excuse of ignorance, the alibi of 
stupidity and incomprehension, possessing which we can con­
tinue with a good conscience to commit. and tolerate the most 
monstrous crimes". 
Despite bis- affinities with modernism >-the Huxley of the 
1920s adheres to the realistic tradition in English litera-
A. H u x 1 e у. Music at Night. Harmondsworth, 
s.a., pp. 56-37. 
2" 
A. H u x 1 e у. Ben Joneon* On Art and Art'istq. 
Bd. by M. Philipson. W,Y., I960, p. 157* 
- 5 -ture. He is friendly with rebels like'Richard Aldington errd 
Siegfried Sassoon and sets out to shake the worn-out founda-
tions of bourgeois morality and religion, to express the 
skepticism, the.doubt, the bitterness and particularly the 
irony characteristic of his contemporaries, "A little ruth-
less laughter clears the air as nothing else can do... it is 
good for solemnity's nose to be tweaked... it should bright-
en the eye _to look more clearly and truthfully on the world 
about us*V<r 
This is exactly what Huxley attempted in his early nov-
els. These endeavours culminated in "Point Counter Point
1
1 
(1928). Technically speaking, he was trying to improve on the 
chaotic structure of his first books and reproduce the chaos 
of modern existence after artistic, musical laws. His pur-
pose was to make his readers see that in literature, no less 
than in music, the various and separate conflicts and prob-
lems (or themes and melodies, to speak in terms of music) can 
be blended into one harmonious whole, into a symphony of hu-
man life. To achieve this he felt it necessary to introduce a 
number of diverse persons and situations and achieve unity by 
displaying similar characters, solving different problems,or 
vice verse, dissimilar characters faced with one and the same 
problem, 
Huxley's book contains a most resourcefully collected 
bunch of human specimens, all demonstrating the scarifying 
effect of false social values upon the natural development of 
character. They are either grossly and selfishly sensual 
(John Bidlake) or endeavour to suppress their instincts for 
the sake of assumed and generally mistaken ideality (Illidge), 
or else to disguise their sensual nature - all the better to 
carry out' mercenary and ambitious plans (Burlap, Web ley)-. 
They may, on the other hand, suffer from excessive intellec-
tuality and emotional impotence, like the novelist Philip 
Queries - or present a case clearly pathological, like Spanr 
drell ,who in his hatred of sex has given way to every manner 
of vice and depravity, which Huxley clearly thinks profound-
A. Huxley, Words and Behaviour. Collected 
Essays. N.Y., 1959, P. 251. 
- 6 -ly symbolical of the corruption of modern society« To гелает> 
his sense of the inexhaustibility of life the novelist intro­
duce s several variants of the same type of moral insufficien­
cy. 
All the characters of "Point Counter Point" are in their 
different ways miserable, for they all suffer from a severe; 
form of solipcism and are thus separated from all other mezl 
and women by a wall of indifference and misconception. Sven 
lovers are painfully lonely, for passion brings together 
bodies but not hearts. The only lovable and natural charac^ 
ters, Mark and Mary Eampion, are portrayed but as partici­
pants of endless conversations. They have no influence upon 
their friends and no compassion for them. Eampion upholds in* 
stinct and emotion, but is depicted only as an argumentative 
rationalist. Artistically he is a failure j as well as all 
characters who are not brutal caricatures of intellectual 
snobbery, of mercenary motives and of cheap vanity. There is 
no interaction between the different actors of Huxley's melo­
drama, no evolution of character, no psychologically convinc­
ing relationship between their several personalities and the 
theme they are supposed to embody. 
Hard as Huxley strove to give a structural unity to the 
world of his characters, the connection between them is mere­
ly formal. To achieve it he used the technique of free asso­
ciation (of similarity and contrast) introduced with the help 
of certain key words and images. 4- But the ambiguity 'of his 
$• One of these is, e.g., the word "carrion".- It i»s 
mentioned in two conversations,, one occuring in a biolo­
gist's" laboratory where it is used in its literal scien­
tific meaning, and the other - in a fashionable restaurant 
where it turns up in a line of Baudelaire's "LaCharogue", 
and acquires a generalizing and symbolic meaning. Another 
instance is the word "statue". It is first ironically ap-
. plied to the fascist Webley who "would like to look like 
his own colossal statue, erected by a grateful nation"« It 
is later repeated about his dead.and rapidly stiffening 
body: "A man can.be ,put in a car but' not his statuer* Tbe 
revolting naturalistic details of this scene expose the 
hollowness of Webley's pretensions. ; own attitude to the world he describee Is what makes his suc­
cess more than doubtful. Huxley's satirical criticism is as 
sharp and powerful as his assertion of positive moral values 
weak and abstract. 
From "Point Counter Point" the way led straight to the 
•pseudo-trtopian"Brave New World" (1932), for, according to 
Huxley, the corrupt society of.the former could not be im­
proved without becoming perilously like that of the latter. 
The hideous cacophony caused by the selfish individualism and 
mean passions depicted in the former could only be silenced 
by violent infliction of complete monotony characteristic of 
the latter. In the "Brave New World" all is mechanized so as 
to produce dictators and slaves whose few and primitive needs 
are supplied by elaborate machinery. 
, Having thus delineated present and future as they im-r 
pressed themselves upon his horrified imagination Huxley felt 
he had reached a hopeless impasse. His further work was whol­
ly devoted to seeking ways and means out of the deadlock. He 
was not alone in that sense of failure and defeat. It was 
shared by all who witnessed the world economic crisis of 1923-
1933 on the one hand, and the rapid rise of fascism in Ger­
many, on the other hand. For a short while Huxley was at one 
with those progressives of the 1930s who like the novelist 
B. Aldington, J.B. Priestley, A.J. Cronin, like the poets 
W.H. Auden, C. Day Lewis and S. Spender mocked old bourgeois 
values and insisted upon the necessity of organised effort, 
of a united front against the evils of fascism. Huxley even 
went so far as to take part in the second Congress for the 
Defence of Culture in Madrid 1937, and to speak against Ital­
ian and German aggression in Spain. 
Yet this was but a short-lived stage in Huxley's devel­
opment to be succeeded by propaganda of pacifism at any cost, 
of charity, mercy, and non-resistance. The first literary 
outcome of these idealistic views was the novel "Eyeless ip. 
4еда" (1936). The evolution of the principal character An­
thony Bevis is, essentially, close to Huxley's own evolu­
tion. He early withdrew into the recesses of his own mind and 
succumbed to the dangerous attractions of abstract thought on-
- 8 -ly to keep away from other people and to keep them at a safer 
distance. That attitude of mistrust, of indifference;, and* 
skeptical curiosity (not yunlike Philip Quarles's) turned out! 
to be fatal as it came to be the starting point of a seried 
of betrayals. After years of painful errors aud alienation* 
Bevis, providentially, fell under the influence of a pacifist 
preacher who taught bim the' art of loving men and women and 
devoting himself to serve them, first and last, and to forget. 
his cowardly indifference»5 
The problem of moral responsibility is treated in a 
spirit similar to that of Priestley's drama "The Inspect оду 
Calls/' (1946) where the English are warned that if they dq 
not learn to respect the value of human lives they will be 
taught to do so in words of fire and blood., 
Another aspect in "Eyeless in Gaza" that has certain 
parallels with the liberal British thought of the period ig 
Huxley's friendly portrayal of a young german communist who 
becomes a victim of the fascists. At the same time to Huxley 
this death means only another martyrdom, for he does not be-r 
lieve in active political interference but preaches the ab-; 
stract gospel of love, compassion and everlasting peace. The 
greatest event of the novel is the mystic insight that de-*-
scends upon the hero towards the end of his story. 
The mysticism of Huxley's later years dulled the satir­
ical edge of his creations. This becomes obvious in his ner$ 
novel "After Many,a Summer Dies the Swan" (1939)» It is a 
deadly summation of the degenerate capitalist civilisation as 
represented by the American milliardaire Jo Stoyte, owner õt 
ä monstrous castle stuffed full of unheard of treasures of 
art that are spread all round in vulgar and ignorant profU7 
sion; it passes a judgement upon different types of aliena-
tion, of science from morality, of refinement and education 
from, active humanity. But Huxley's attention is principally 
fixed on the prophecies of the learned philanthropist Prop* 
"Meanwhile there are love and compassion. Canst ant+ 
ly obstructed. But oh, let them be made indefatigableQ 
implacable to surmount all obstacles, the inner sloth. 
the distaste, the intellectual scorn.... Frenzy of evi* 
and separation. In peace there is unity. TBxLty with othe? 
lives. Unity with all being." "Eyeless in Gaza". Hart 
mondsworth, 1959, pp. 381-82. 
- 9 -
2 ter,! a*
1 apologist of abstract and hazy altruism. Evil ±в net 
longer individualized» iJt is the subject of a general andl 
sweeping indictmesif Ш wBTl as the starting-point of a vague-| 
ly mystic program* of moral improvement. 
Huxley endeavours to strengthen his position by giving 
his ethic concepts the support of Eastern religious thought) 
including different aspects of Buddhism and Hinduism, but is 
a confirmed enemy of all official religion, and particularly 
of the fanatical asceticism of Christianity. He longs for a 
broader outlook where God becomes a synonym for universal 
love, for philosophic contemplation, for enlightened altru­
ism as opposed to the selfishness and ugly passions of an un­
duly inflated ego. 
The idealism of Huxley's new notions was the natural 
outcome of his resolute withdrawal from the progressive move*-
mentš of our days, of his distrust of communism. In the long 
run it destroyed him as a creative artist. The novels he 
wrote after his conversion ("Time Must Have a Stop", 1944, 
"Ape and Essence", 1948, "The Genius and the Goddess". 1955,) 
are few, with ever longer intervals between them , and even 
Huxley's warmest admirers agree in finding them laborious add 
uninspired. This is even more true of his ample philosophic 
tracts, unpalatable to the general reader.
6 
Of his later work only the Utopian novel-pamphlet "Tue 
Island" (1962) deserves special attention. Though written by 
a dying man, it is the most optimistic of his works, as con-
fident and joyous as "The Brave New World" had been filled 
with the recklessness of mockery and despair. "The Island" 
is Huxley's final endeavour to harmonize all the discordant 
elements of his eclectic outlook. 
To begin with, he wishes to strike a balance between tie 
materialistic and idealistic tendencies of his own thought: 
the islanders of Pala achieve freedom and plenty not merely 
by dreaming of God and eternal verities but by scientific or-
ganization of agriculture and labour, of medicine and edu-
cation. The political structure of Huxley's Utopia is deli^>-
"The Perennial Philosophy". 1944-; "To-Morrow anc 
To-Morrow and To-Morrow". 1952: "The Door of Perception". 
1Q52- "Shakespeare and Repgion". 1965. 
- 10 -erately vague. He does not think of "politics as in the leaaij 
important. The only things we learn are that there iß no cen-
tralized government but culture and economics are run ,ou 
democratic and cooperative lines. Pala possesses uo army. Nor 
does it need one as it is blessed with perfect peace» Domes^ 
tic tyranny is abolished, for every child calls at least a 
dozen elderly friends "father'» and "mother", Hjrstic enjoyment 
of God and nature goes alongside with pleasures of sensual 
love that knows no inhibitions and laws. Sober analysis of/' 
others and one's own self is supplemented by irrational ec-
stasies achieved by moderate use of narcotics. Thus, Bala syn-» 
thetises Western empirical science and Oriental mysticism, 
particularly the theory and practice of "the Yogis, which 
teach men and women to master their passions and make them 
the source of true happiness. 
It is only in the final chapter of his book that Huxley 
intimates how clearly he realiaes the illusory nature of his 
Utopia: the time for universal happiness has not yet arrived, 
and Pala is doomed to destruction. It is victimized by. the 
aggressive neighbouring island of Rendang and its fascist 
leader Rendang. Life is introduced as a symbol of the world 
as it is: a tiny skeleton in dirty rags, potbellied and thin-
legged, is brought to our attention as he tumbles down from 
the back of another child, not much bigger and almost as worn 
out. Along with innumberable brothers and sisters they live 
in a stinking basement within sight of Independence Avenue 
and the Palace of Justice with its array of fine rich ladies 
and gentlemen. 
The novel is based on a crude contrast between the rar-
tional happiness of Pala, with its studied equality and rigid 
birth-control- and the irrational misery of Rendang urbare ex-
tremes öf wealth and poverty stand cynically revealed. The 
primitive artistry of the novel is deliberate: Huxley sacrii-
ficed his art to what he considered his duty as a novelist ^-
a plain, outspoken prophecy of life as it should be with np 
labour lost on psychological truth and convincing realism« 
Despite the far too obvious weaknesses of Huxley's le£ejc 
books, despite the more than dubious remedies he recommend^
4 
to his fellowmen, despite the still more obvious reactionary 
nature of his politics, he remains to the last a writer who" 
-11--tries hard to find a proper cure for the manifold troubles oi 
'mankind in sober grasp of material facts and in. harsh criti-t 
cism of the standing evils of capitalism - such as inequal-^ 
- ity, oppression and the mutual hostility of men who are un-J 
able either to think or feel honestly and independently. 
The absurdity of Huxley's Utopia, its utter lack of hu
J 
mour, so unlike the brilliant satirical verve that had beeij 
his before his conversion bear witness both to the intensity 
of the writer's despair at things as he saw them and to the, 
seriousness of the situation that could force a first-rate, 
intelligence into such second-rate phantasies. As Huxley him-т 
self putit, "Prophecy is mainly interesting, for the light it 
throws on the age in which it is uttered".7 Thus, for ex­
ample, if in the famous nursery-rhyme the King is supposed to 
devote himself to counting his money, and the Queen -toeat­
ing bread and honey, with their only maid hanging up the 
clothes' to dry in the royal garden, this should tell us a 
great deal about the world of the supposed authors. Huxley's 
Utopia, for the same reason, tells us about hiõ world and 
constitutes a proof of the tragedy of thousands' of West—Eu-
ropean intellectuals with whom such crazy notions can origi-
• nate ;••'• 
The significance of Huxley's evolution can be properly 
appreciated when we consider his wide popularity on the one 
hand, and on the other hand, the nature and main directions 
in the development of the English novel whose authors were 
faced wjth süttilar problems and similar crushing defeats* 
This is not to say that Huxley exercised ä" decisive ihfiu-t-
ence 6n that development, but only to draw attention to the 
f abt'that; his quest and his failures typify some essential 
tendencies of the capitalist world. 
The English novel of the last decades is, generally. 
speaking, characterized by social and moral interests, аф 
well äs by distrust õf political methods and catchwords^ 
7 ' A. Hu xl "e у, Crebillion the Younger »lindi И 927, 
"
: ' "On Art and Artists", p. 2$S. : • 
- 12 -Religion and search of absolute ethical principles become in­
creasingly popular. Even nonbelievers like J.B, Priestley 
arrive at the conculsion 1?hat lack of faith is one of the 
principal reasons, of the tragedy of the present century« He 
recommends men and women who wish to escape the horrors of; 
complete schizophrenia to behave as if they believed in God 
(^Western Man and Literature", i960)« A similar орШ-on is 
voiced' by Graham Greene's communist character, Dr. Maggioj 
who in his parting letter says that in our days only, believ­
ers can do something to save mankind (The Comedians", 1965)ч 
Echoes of the-same creed are audible in the works of such 
widely different writers as T.S. Eliot, Evelyn Waugh, A.J, 
Cronin, Muriel Spark. 
The evolution of Cronin, particularly, closely parallels 
that of Huxley. Originally an atheist, a materialist, a phy­
sicians a man of many practical activities he comes to seek 
salvation in religion (The story of his conversion is told in 
"Adventures in Two WorldsV 1952). In his novel "The Keys of 
the Kingdom" (1942) a catholic priest, an evangelical pastor 
and an atheist doctor unite to fight disease and poverty. In 
the same way in Gr. Greene's "A Burnt Out Case" (I960), lep-r 
ers are saved by catholic monks and by the rationalist Dr. 
Colin, while the miracle of Huxley's "Island" is achieved by 
the allied efforts of a Buddhist rajah and a,Scottish materia 
allstically-minded surgeon. Religious conversion is also the 
subject of a great variety of modern English and American 
novels. Of these D. Salinger's books and Evelyn Waugh*s well­
-known "Brideshead Revisited" (194-5) are obvious examples* 
Their affinities with Huxley's thought are easily discerned. 
Less obvious, perhaps, but hardly open to question , is 
the importance of young Huxley for the development of the sa­
tirical, aspect of 20th ..century, literature, England^whom Push"* 
kin called.the native land of caricature and satires-is famous 
for a long.(tradition ,in this line of literature. , Huxley has 
. definitely had: av finger, in,-that pie. One of his pet subjects 
- the deformation of man's psyche under the corrosive influx 
ence of civilisation,- is vividly depicted in Angus Wils_o_n.'fe 
. novel "Anglo-£axon Attitudes'*,.(1956). The -title derived fvoin 
a memorable phrase of "Alice in Wonderland" points at th£ 
ridiculous moral contortions indulged in by the characters, 
- 13 -while they cannot destroy the cobweb of lies and frauds that 
disfigure their lives« The pompous pretentiousness, the gulf 
between self-opinion and the opinion of others caricatured 
by Angus Uilson no doubt owes a great deal to Huxley's sa­
tirical methods» 
These are also recognisable in some of E. Waugh's pic­
tures of privileged schools and universities, as in "BecJLLne 
and Pall" (1928), of fashionable life as in "A Handful of 
Dust" (1934-)» of the world of journalism and sensation, as 
in "SCOOP" (1938). Uaugh'a novel "The Loved One" (19Л8) is 
plainly inspired by Huxley's contemptuous descriptions of 
Jo Stoyte's experiments in funeral pomp. The cynicism that 
urges the geniuses of profit to make money out, of all con­
ceivable instincts and feelings, high and low, has a degrad­
ing effect upon those who come within their reach. Both nov­
elists excel in hideous grotesques based on the contrast be­
tween pedantic minuteness of detail and overall fantastic 
incredibility, between the insignificance of the particular 
and the terrifying significance of the general laws it re­
veals. 
Of Huxley's satirical work "The Brave New World" prob­
ably exercised the greatest influence. It is to be felt in 
the ghastly fantasies of Bradbury and Vonnegut, in the"anti-
utopia" of William Golding's "Lord of the Flies" (1954-). The 
latter is ä parable of the ways of the world, of the great 
and inevitable tragedies of history and civilisation whose 
allegory the story of shipwrecked children is supposed to 
be. Like Huxley, Golding is a religious author, with dark 
forebodings about the future and extreme skepticism concern-
ing the Present. 
The novels and stories of Gr. Greene, though very dif-
ferent from Huxley's, have that in common with them that 
ghastly details are introduced with a careful lackcfempha-
sise Its function is to make it clear that horror has so 
much become part of everyday life, that infringement of nor-
mal standards of behaviour is now normal enough tobe treat-
ed unemotionally and even humourously. Deliberate wiping out 
of proper distinction between the terrible and the comical, 
between the comical and the pathetic is characteristic of a 
- 14 -good many modern authors, and Huxley was an early 20th cen-
tury exponent of that technique e Like the author of Toiatj 
Counter Point". Waugh and Greene were fully aware of the 
fact that unreasonable, silly and sometimes Imaginary suffer-
ing can hurt as badly (and worse) than grief that ie real, 
serious and noble. 
As distinct from the classical novel where incongruity 
between emotion and its cause, between man's idea of these 
emotions and other people's idea of them was relegated to the 
sphere of comedy, masters of the modern novel are apt to see 
that incongruity as both comical and tragical. Huxley was 
among the first
4 authors to express that tendency. 
Its philosophical equivalent was the notion of relativ-* 
ity - relativity of self-knowledge, of knowledge of others 
and accordingly relativity of moral judgement, for every 
truth, according to modern beliefs, is not one, but many. The 
idea of plurality of personality, of plurality of truth was 
embodied irr^Point Counter Point", in Huxley's short story of 
"Two or Three Graces", and, on a far wider and more ambitious 
scale, in the two trilogies of Joyce Cary° and the four vol-
umes of Lawrence Durrell's "Alexandria's Quartet", both au-
thors finally arriving at what they believe to be the Truth 
through a veritable maze of contradictory half-truths and 
semi-lies. 
Neither novelist was a disciple or direct follower of 
Huxley but the moral predicaments he had undertaken to solve 
puzzled them "in their different ways. An analogous type o^ 
ethical involvements dominates the now very fashionable nov-r 
els of Iris Murdoch. Like Huxley she delights in depicting a 
very narrow and highbrow world,' whose inhabitants are, one 
and all, at the mercy of contradictory passions and suffer-^ 
ings, ever irrational and unaccountable. Sinister dark in-* 
stinctš bring her characters together without breaking down 
the secret barriers between them, without destroying their 
mutual hostility and aloofness. 
Similar preoccupations with the everlasting flow of 
e The novels "Herself Surprised". 1941; "To Be a Pil-r 
.grim", 194-2; "The Horses' Mouth".. 1QA4. form the first 
trilogy, the second consisting of: "Prisoner of Grace". 
1952; "Except the Lord". 1953; "Not Honour More". 19^57 ' 
- 15 -change and relativity give birth to a certain similarity of 
literary technique« Its most noteworthy symptoms are a naked 
brutality of description, scorn and, accordingly, breach of 
received notions of decency, of accepted standards in behav-
iour and speech, ironical reference to emotion and feeling^ 
especially one's own, and thence a dry and mocking analysis 
of states of mind that are generally treated romantically, a 
style carefully balanced between profound earnestness and 
parody of all earnestness, between tragedy and farce, and 
freely partaking of both. Kindred devices occur in pieces of 
incisive satire - and in studied analysis of the dramatic 
stages in the psychological "evolution of characters either 
deformed by the power of ugly circumstances, or reformed and 
converted to nobler altruistic courses and practices. 
Huxley's interest in and preference for the philosophic 
novel of ideas where the burning issues of the day' are dis-
cussed at large and interlocutors are introduced to embody 
abstract concepts, moral or intellectual, rather than repre-, 
sent the infinite psychological variety of human types , has 
had and still has many adherents. He was among the first to 
lend that tone and direction to English 20th century fiction. 
Novels that are really parables, novels that are philosophic 
Utopias, that discuss the means of rescue from the sordidness 
of selfishness and alienation, novels that tell the story of 
their heroes' conversion and analyse the growth of their mind 
with a sober surgical frankness pointedly stripped of romance 
and poetry, come thick and fast these days, but Huxley's books 
helped to pave the way to that sort of literature. Even his 
opponent and adversary Charles Percy Snow whose ideas on cul-
ture and .society Huxley severely criticiaed contributed to 
the intellectual novel of our times, though with him search 
of absolute values and shrewd investigation of the means to 
establish communication between mind and mind are part of a 
realistically vast social background, including new labora-
tories, old universities and corridors of power. 
A. Huxley. Literature and Science.. N.Y., L., 
1963. 
-..16-All his life Huxley struggled towards a grand synthesis 
of Eastern and European culture, of art and science, of music 
and literature, of sociology and philosophy. His great quest 
turned out to be a great failure. It was no doubt due to his 
consistent distrust of the progressive movements of our 
times. Yet Huxley's failure should not just be jeered at but 
regarded in context. It will never do to forget that both his 
satire (often unfair) and his Utopia (clearly wrongheaded) 
are born of a great fear for the future of men, and that this 
fear is deeply rooted in the very real evils of bourgeois 
civilisation, in its corrupting effect on the hearts of men 
and its criminal neglect of the laws of Nature. The writer's 
most fantastically absurd projects are Inspired by his wish 
to save nature from ruin and the human race from degradation* 
by his horrified vision Pf despairing men, who, like the 
journalist Farnaby in "The Island**, bear their own hell in 
their hearts. 
If Huxley produced his naive tftopean panacea at the cost 
of his own art, turning his later work into paper-thin
:airo-
mans a these"this becomes a severe indictment of contemporary 
European life, since that was what made him feel such a sac-
rifice to be necessary. Which again means that Huxley's fail-
ure invites investigation. All the more so as this failure 
was that of a sharp and active mind, ever probing, doubting 
and seeking, ever questioning the dogmas and idols of the 
capitalist world and relying on the long and justly revered 
traditions of English critical realism to do so, 
If, finally, the intellectual novel, or the . novel of 
ideas to which Huxley so freely contributed is just as much 
alive at the close of this century as it was in its earlier , 
phases, and Huxley's methods find numerous analogies in the 
work of contemporary men of letters this should make a study 
of his books well worth our while. 
3 
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Оддоо Хаксли я традиции английского, романа 
Н. Дьяконова 
Резюме 
Эволюция Хаксли от блестящего сатирика, оледовавщего ан­
глийским реалистам, обличителям капиталистической цивилиза­
ции, к автору отвлеченно-моралистических произведений стра­
дает - в крайней форме - колебания и растерянность тысяч 
мыслящих западных интеллигентов. 6 стремлении противопоста­
вить политическим средствам решения общественных противоре­
чий богоискательство и "категорический императи", Хаксли 
близок таким глубоко несхожим художникам как Гр.Грин, И.Во, 
Т.С.Элиот, А.Дв.Кронин. 
Идеи Хаксли о смешном и в то же время трагическом несо­
ответствии между переживанием и причиной, его вызвавшей»меж­
ду представлением человека о себе и мнением о нем других, о 
невозможности передать и даже познать подлинную правду на 
разные лады развивали в своих книгах Дя.Кэри, Л.Даррел.Айрио 
Мэрдок. 
При все! очевидной слабости конечных выводов Хаксли , в 
его лучших романах, новеллах и эссе подвергаются сомнению и 
осмеянию идолы современной буржуазной культуры, их фальшь и 
дутая претенциозность. Это определяет и значение Хаксли для 
современной ему литературы и его близость сатирической и 
реалистической традиции Англии. 
- 18 -5HE REALITY OF IRIS MURDOCH'S HOVEL WORLD 
Tamara Zallte 
latvian State University 
With several novels of the 1970s already at our dis-
posal we can make a tentative investigation of Iris Hur-
doch's fascinating world that has been unfolding itself to 
us for almost a quarter of a century« It is an exciting and 
colourful world, charged with passions as well as thought» 
Its labyrinthian roads are as unpredictable as the streets 
of London - often abutting in blind alleys, or whimsically 
swerving back to where they started from, like crescents; 
"contingent**, äs Jake, hero of "Under the get calls thera. 
Yet it is also a meaningful world, purposeful in its quest 
for truth. 
The first novel "Under the Het** (1954)
1, that is in 
the centre of the present discussion, was the work of a ma-
ture artist: Iris Murdoch was 55t had read classics at Ox-
ford, spent World War II working for the United Bations Or-
ganisation, mainly on the Continent, and on her return she 
had held a studentship in philosophy^ at Cambridge before re-
turning to Oxford as a lecturer, a position maintained till 
comparatively recently« 
"Under the Het" was preceded by an essay on Sartre, 
published by Penguin Books in 1953» in which she also states 
her views on novel writing. Criticizing Sartre's existential 
novel as too "crystalline", with philosophical analysis and 
intellectually pleasing schemes superseding life as lived by 
unique human beings, she advances her principle of "contin-
gency", signifying man's ^uniqueness and separate complexity« 
She reproaches Sartre for having neither interest nor pa-
tience with the usual stuff of life, - the very "stuff" that 
she herself chose for her novel material« Reality in the pro-
per sense of the word, steeped in imagination, she discerns 
in Shakespeare and the great 19th century Russian novelists« 
That Iris Murdoch should have started with a philo— 
Penguin Books, I960. 
- 19 -Bophical essay is not fortuitous« Despite its apparent light­
ness and humour "Under the Het
a is a serious and important 
novel» saturated with philosophical and cultural matter 
through allusions to thought and thinkers« and through the 
actualization of ideas in sensuous, palpable images» Such 
simultaneous appeal to our intellect and our senses deter­
mines the structure of the novel - in fact, all her subse­
quent novel structures, that are simultaneously worked out 
with minute precision and cunning, and imbued with the pro­
tein quality of life itself« 
"Under the Het" is a "confession" addressed straight 
to the reader« Occasionally interspersed phrases such as "you 
may remember", "as you know" establish the intimate contact 
of an oral confession, and this is born out phraseоlogical­
ly, intonationally, and compositionally (digressions, obli­
que responses to an imaginary interlocutor, and the like)« 
Jake tells us his story with the frankness of retrospection; 
what he tells belongs to the past, but is directed towards 
the future. The point of procedure in terms of time is " »•« 
the first day of the world • •. full of that strength which is 
better than happiness • •• the morning of the first day", i$ 
is the morning on which he admits into his consciousness "«.. 
the pressure of ay own life« Bagged, inglorious, and appar­
ently purposeless, but my own"« In terms of space, it occurs 
in Mrs« Tinkham's little junk-shop that contains, at the 
closing of the novel, all the lasting values of life: Jake's 
manuscripts which are also "only, a beginning"^; the cat with 
her new Siamese kittens (the cat as a traditional and pro­
verbial symbol of resilience and vitality), and Urs« Tink­
ham's smile.•« 
Both time and place are thus temporary and dynamic, for­
ward-directed, the springboard for Jake's real life which 
reaches out ЪеуоВД the novel frame« Both "marvels of crea­
tion? - Jake's writing, and the pure Siamese kittens among 
tabby ones, all in one litter, i.e., the marvel of intellec­
tion and that of Nature, are a challenge to "linear" mechani­




x Iris Murdoch. Under the Net , p. 251. 
2 Ibid., p. 250. 
5 Ibid., r« 251. 
4 Ibid«, p. 253. • 9n A wide-ranging synonym group that clusters around the. 
concept "contingency" (wonder, amazement, marvel, and so on) 
forms one of the salient patterns in the narrative design, 
but with a polarity of meaning, determined by dialectical 
relatedness with other meanings and different contexts 0 When 
Jake introduces himself to us as a "literary hack", whoso 
favourite occupation is "dreamy unlucrative reflection" and 
2  äs "a parasite" , contingencies evoke in him an apprehensive 
protest, and a vision of menacing chaos« She "contingency 
of some London districts'*' is abhorrent to hia - it is where 
Dave the philosopher prods Jake's conscience, and other 
things occur to disturb his comfortable inertia» 1л fact, 
in Southern London, where Hugo has his studio "contingency 
reaches the point of nausea" • The two relationships that 
seem decisive to him, but turn out to be fictitious, - with 
Anna and Hugo - are trailed by images of chaos« tfe may re­
call the fantastic jumble of "colourful debris" into which 
Anna tumbles when he finds her in the dressing room of her 
mime theatre
5; the "soiled and broken chaos" that is all he 
finds on trying to regain her, only to see her property 
"piled higgledy-piggledy" in a lorry, the mysteriously or­
derly world "violated"'« Chaos transfigures the streets of 
Paris - this "beautiful, tender, enchanting ••• city of un-
Q 
resolved harmony" , turning them into a whirl of motley car­
nival crowds when Jake begins to chase Anna through its 
streets - it happens to be July 14th! A fluke of fate - one 
wrong turn! - makes him lose track of Anna forever*•• 
Similarly, Hugo's maghificient film sets of "Rome the 
eternal city" collapses into a shambles when Jake seeks M» 
out there.° In fact, the novel opens on a "contingency" that 
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- 21 -eventually throws Jake back into Hugo's company and sets bin» 
off, forcibly, on a quest that is finally designed to wrench 
him out of his state of inertia« One of the most vivid epi-
sodes in Jake's struggle to relapse into inaction is his at-
tempt, through Sam, to settle his fate not by an effort õf 
decisions, but by betting on race horses» 
However, the same cluster of "contingency" synonyms 
signifies a motif that counterpoints that of passive accept-
ance, inclining towards contingency as what is "wonderful". 
In this sense, it indicates the very fount of life, the prin-
ciple and miracle of creation, and, in man, the point at 
which the intuitive miraculously melts into consciousness» 
!ghis is why those of the characters in the novel who are ac-
tively involved in life accept the miraculous» To Dave, ra-
tional philosopher and disciple of Spinoza, "the world is 
2 
a mystery"» To Hugo "each thing was astonishing, delight-
ful, complicated, and mysterious", , essentially unamenable 
to the normative and classifiable» Hugo's very appearance de-
fies the normative - he "shambles" into Jake's field of vi-
sion enormous, "shaggy'
1, larger than life. Yet there is 
Hugo's sharp reason, his interest in theory, his freshness 
of mind» It is Hugo who shakes Jake's complacency with re-
gard to the profession Jake finally admits to have chosen as 
an escape from thought - that of a translator, though he was 
born to be a writer» Inadvertently, Hugo compels him to see 
"how hopelessly blurred ... by generalities (his) own vision 
was"»*' 
Even Lefty, the socialist propagandist and materialise 
admits recognizing "certain mysteries" - an admission Jake 
takes as a covert reproach to himself. 
Interestingly, Jake's first act of will sparks off his 
sense of wonder: he employs himself as an orderly in the 
1 
2 
Iris Murdoch. Under the Net, Ch. 
Ibid», p. 25. 
!'  *• Ibid., p. 58. 
4 Ibid., p. 55. 
* Ibid., p. 61. 
6 Ibid., p. 101 
- 22 -hospital that faces Dave's house0where he is led to observe 
not his own "inner life" hut, instead, the patienta and "the 
sad mystery of (the nurses') mode of existence"« 
The net of contingencies that has been tightening about 
him since his expulsion from Magdalen's home -Hugo's in­
trusion into his life, Hugo's insinuating himself into the 
lives of both Anna and Sadie, Lofty'a unexpected connec­
tions with Jake's friends, the crazy escapades uith the dog 
liars - all theo© chance circumstances suddenly fall into an 
almost indefinable, yet intrinsically meaningful pattern 
when Jake begins to live by deliberate choice and directs 
his attention outwards« It is as though his spiritual self 
had slid out from under the net, and found Tts separate 
shape» 
"The concept of ... truth (is) other-eentredy* Iris 
Murdoch writes. Or, as Dave puts it* "Always you are 
thinking of your soul. Precisely it is not to think of your 
soul, but to think of other people."^ 
With this goes the realisation that the other's per­
sonality is not something created in his own head, but that 
"character is substantial, impenetrable, individual, inde-
finable and valuable," as Iris Murdoch puts it. Jake real­
izes that others live their separate lives and not his -
that Hugo has been preoccupied all along with his love for 
Sadie and not with him; that Finn has been dreaming of Ire­
land; that even the dog Mars was not what Jake had fancied 
him to be. 
Iris Murdoch presents this reflection through her images r 
her world is a world of eccentrics and cranks0 If ue seem to 
encounter somebody "ordinary" we may be sure that soon enough 
a turn of events will uncover a latent eccentricity in him„ 
impelling him upon unpredictable paths. In some of her cranks 
we can readily trace the classical, especially the Dicken-
sian tradition in English literature - with a stress upon 
the romantic in it; also, the directly absorbed romantic 
Iris Ы u r d о с h. under the Het , p. 203« 
Iris Murdoch,, Against Dryneej, "Encounter", 
, Ho. 88, Jan. 1961, p.17. 
p Iris Murdoch,, Under the Net , p. 27. 
Iris M u г d о с h, Against Dryness, p. 2o. 
- 23 -tradition. These traditions are, however, substantially mod­
ified, filtered, as it were, through modern aesthetic and 
historic experience. In her understanding of human reality 
and realism she is, probably, most deeply affected by Dos-
toevsky (whom she loved and revered - who perhaps induced her 
to study the Russian language). Indeed, as Gilbert Phelps ob­
served long ago, "Dostoevsky contributed powerfully to the 
process which led to the emergence of a new type of fiction 
corresponding more closely to the complexity and fluidity of 
contemporary experience". At any rate, Iris Murdoch's idea 
of character, quoted above, tallies with Dostoevsky's admis­
sion j at the age of 18: "Человек еоть тайна - и ежели буд­
ешь ее разгадывать вою жизнь, то не говори, что потерял вре­
мя; я вандаапюь этой тайной, ибо хочу быть человеком."
2 
later in life, he wrote:
 Ny меня свой особенный взгляд 
11 действительность /в искусстве/ и то что большинство наев -
вяе*почти фантастическим и исключительным, то для меня ино­
гда составляет самую сущность действительного, Обнденность 




A sense of realism and humility, so essential in an 
artist, is in Iris Murdoch's view "selfless respect for 
reality*» -i
none of the most difficult and central of virSw 
ues.
n This statement provides a clue for an evaluation of 
her character presentation. Despite the exciting and intri­
cate love affairs and infatuations, jealousies and venge­
ances. that constitute the patterns of her plots, her novels 
do not belong to the psychological genre.^ Expectation of 
.. . , jj ' • 
1 The Russian Hovel in English Fiction, London 1956. 
p. 184. 
2 Блокноты, письма и записные книнки ф Л .Достоевского. 
Snö. I883, о. 193. 
5 «JM остевский, Пиоьма, *.Il.nB.ltg*,I930, 
* - Trie Murdoch. "The Sovereignity of 4HX>Dover 
Other Ooncepts
H
t Cambridge Univ. Press, 1967, p. 25. 
5 in this first novel the pattern can be more or less 
simply stated: Jake loves Anna, Anna yearns for Hugo, 
Hugo desires Sadie, and to close the circle, Sadie is in­
fatuated with Jake. The later novels display an increas­
ingly dense and intricate set of interrelations. a psychological treatment of personages leads to puzzled 
disappointment and accusations (frequent among early cri-
tics especially) ' of lack of verisimilitude, sensationalism 
and other weaknesses that do not apply because they are out-
side the author's purpose, A philosopher and psychologist, 
Iris Murdoch is primarily preoccupied with the structure of 
the human psyche, the problem of Humanity as such, within 
its changing societal contexts. Her formulation of charac-
ter as "impenetrable** (see above) shows that she perceives 
each individual, in D.H. Lawrence's tradition, as an ever-
flowing, protean, palpitating continuity that can only be 
revealed in terms of POETIC language, i.e., without any "fi-
nality". The comparison is the author's own. In "The Sover-
eignity of Good over Other Concepts" she compares the pro-
cess of advancing towards knowledge of another human being 
to that of acquiring a new language. It is "... a revela-
tion of something existing independently of me", impossible 
without the "humility and honesty of the student". The 
"Sprachgefühl", she continues, is a "respectful sensibility 
towards something like another organism". Such sensibility 
furthers cognition of self, enhancing recognition of the 
other's "otherness" - to use D.H. Lawrence's term - as a 
live, dynamic category interacting with an equally dynamic, 
everchanging context. 
In her novels, Iris Murdoch unfolds the potentialities 
and individual structures, the unexplorable and unpredict-
able possibilities of human beings; but as to the inner-
most essence and mystery of each separate self, we are only 
allowed to conjecture - never to define. In the given nov-
el, this is expressed metaphorically, by way of situa-
tions; for example, it is not given to Jake to even attempt 
a "deciphering" of Anna: his reading of her letters to Hugo 
is prevented by Lefty's appearance.* 
The "freakishness" of Iris Murdoch's characters is thus 
"The Sovereignity of GOOD over 
Under the Net ,pp. 241/2. 
- 25 » 
4 
Iris Murdoch, 
Other Concepts", p. 17. 
Ibid., p. 18. 
Iris Murdoch, a quality of the intrinsic dialectic of human nature« This 
is why we are never given an objective, completed portrait, 
but are always shown more or less subjectively deformed 
sketches from various points of vision, coloured by various 
personal attitudes, revealed, more often than not, most 
closely through what is ephemeral: gestures, dialogues, eva-
luations of others, oblique references within various con-
tests - but never "framed" into isolation. 
This, in turn, accounts for the freakish, "explosive" 
situations so characteristic of Iris Murdoch's writing; in 
this particular novel we may remember the episodes with the 
dog Mars, the pub crawls, Jake's inadvertent eavesdropping 
outside Sadie's flat, and many more« Such situations func-
tion as tropes (here the etymological rootmeaning of "turn" 
.may well be relevant). They are perceived not merely as turn-
ing points in a thrilling narrative, but as metaphors, re-
curring, as they do, in finely nuanced variations on some 
situational theme. (It may be noted that to Iris Murdoch as 
metaphor is "a mode of understanding and acting upon our 
condition"*).- This was exemplified earlier by the "chaos" 
situations, that actualize in images the author's concep-
tion. Another example is the title-metaphor that unfolds it-
se If in a series of "under-the-net" states, embodying the 
concept of unfreedom, as a foil to the theme of Freedom of 
which we shall speak presently: Jake locked up in Sadie's 
flat; Jake perched on the fire-escape outside that flat; 
Hugo and Jake confined in the experimental ward; the dog 
Mars in his cage; the starlings caught up in Hugo's attic 
room, and many more. 
Freedom is the leading theme in Iris Murdoch's writ-
ing,
2 and in her hierachy of values a category close to 
that of Good, without which all other ethical and aesthetic 
values are meaningless« Freedom is "not chucking one's weight 
about, but the disciplined overcoming of self".-
5 Its "pre-
sentation" in art terms is tackled in a Shakespearean way -
Iris Murdoch. "The Sovereignity of GOOD over 
Other Concepts", p. 22. 
2 AoS«Byatt, Degrees of Freedom, London,19^5. 
- an early study of Iris Murdoch's work. 
* Iris Murdoch. "The Sovereignity 'of GOOD over 
Other Concepts", p. 26. 
- 26 -like Hamlet, King Lear, Claudius, her heroes find their in-
ner freedom,, that of value formation and moral choice, when 
most aware of their societal unfreedom. (This idea gains in-
creasingly serious actualisation in Iris Murdoch's 1970 nov-
els - most pointedly in "The Black Prince".) 
In the earlier part of "Under the Net", while Jake is 
vainly struggling to prolong his parasitic existence by im-
posing himself on Dave, he says - "After all, freedom is only 
an idea." This "idea" acquires body in the cubby-hole of 
the hospital that he elects of his own free will. 
Incidentally, the decision to submit himself to the self-
effacement of the hospital hierarchy is only seemingly sud-
den. The seed was sown early on by Dave, and its germination 
is subtly implied by an increasingly insistent recurrence in 
Jake's awareness of the Image of the cold white hospital wall 
that faces Dave's window. If, as Hugo says, "Godis a task", 
- Jake has found in the hospital his own God, the task in-
cumbent on him by the force of his talent« 
In Iris Murdoch's system of concepts freedom is twin to 
loneliness. As Jake moves towards freedom, the ties that 
linked him to the other "dramatic personae" snap one by one: 
Finn leaves for Ireland; Hugo effaces himself - proving not 
to be his destiny after all; Anna becomes a distant voice on 
the French radio waves. He remains alone with Mars - the only 
creature tied to him selflessly and undemandingly, his love 
unmarred by the hypocrisy of words0 
Loneliness is, however, not synonymous to introversion 
and self-indulgence. It is, above all, purposeful activity 
that each individual has to choose and pursue in solitude, 
unaided. "I hate solitude, but I am afraid of intimacy," * Jake 
tells us early in his confession. Iris Murdoch sees solitude 
as an ineluctable human state that has to be faced, since it 
emanates from a complex of circumstances: the structure of 
the psyche, modern urbanism, the specific nature of contem-
Iris Murdoch. Under the Net , p. 27. 
2 Ibid., p. 229. 
3 , Ibid., p. 31. 
-•27 -рогагу civilization, the constant threat of destruction, and 
so on. Hence, it is not loneliness that ought to be fought, 
but rather fear of it - fear in general. As J. Trifonov 
cleverly observes in his novel "Дом на набережной".: "Подавт-
ление espaja»- это путь к добру, к самосознанию - многие из 
персонажей - правда, дорогой ценой! - освобождаются от стра­
ха - в этом их путь к свободе."
1 
Jake's price is not high, his situation is comparative­
ly trivial, when he rids himself of his fears he finds new 
forme of: relationships: an Inner bond with Urs. Tinkham who 
before hardly figured in his mind as a significant human in­
dividual; a respect for Pinn who not only did have an "in­
ner life", but also the courage of his convictions; anawere-^ 
ness of Sadie as a girl with an intellect, who therefore 
"would keep. There is only one thing which will make a 
2  woman keep, and that is intelligence.". Jake resigns from 
his habitual tendency to monopolise others' lives, and learns 
to live his own„ 
Does this imply that Iris Murdoch sees man doomed to 
"solitary confinement", locked up in his own incommunlcabil-
ity? Does she see any attempt at verbal communion as a fal­
lacy? Tes and no. She sees the validity of words in their 
context of relatedness to environment and action. Aesthetic 
realizations of this thought constitute the main episodes 
in Jake's recollections. Most explicit among them are the 
dialogues between Hugo and Jake, in which we discern, retro« 
spectively, the moving force behind Jake's evolution. The 
book, in which Jake has summed up these dialogues, calling 
it, paradoxically, "Silencer" turns out to be the starting 
point of his creative life (which, as was stated before, 
extends; beyond the novel). Jake's guilt sense towards Hugo 
whose ideas, he feels, he has appropriated, may be akin to 
the feeling of guilty debt that writers often experience to­
wards their predecessors whose tradition they involuntarily 
absorb (e.g., Gr. Greene's feelings towards Joseph Conrad). 
1 "Дружба народов", & I, 1970, с. 156. 
г Iris Murdoch. Under the Net , p. 250. 
- 28 -Hugo is unaware of having been wronged in any way, and -to 
Jake's amazement esteems his intellect and ability to create« 
His role in Jake's life is that of having forced upon him a 
confrontation with the PROBLEM of verbal art, 
"What do you mean when you say that you think the mean­
ing in French? ... When you see a picture in your mind, how 
do you know it is a French picture? ... Or is it that you 
say the French word to yourself? ... What do you see when you 
see the translation is exactly right? ... Is it a kind of 
feeling? Can't you describe it more closely? ... What seem­
ed to me to be the simplest utterance soon became, under the 
repeated pressure of Hugo's 'Tou mean', a dark and confused 
saying of which I no longer myself knew the meaning ... 
There's something fishy about describing people's feelings .. 
... things are falsified from the start ... The language is 
a machine for making falsehoods ... I suppose actions don't 
lie ... Only the greatest man can speak and still be truth­
ful ..o"
1 
These fragments from Hugo's utterings . boil down to a 
thought voiced by the magnificent 19th century poet Tuchev 
in "Silencium": "Мысль изреченная есть ЛОЖЬ»" 
Hugo and his ideas are not entirely a creation of Iris 
Murdoch's fancy. His prototype is the author of "Philosophy 
of Language" Ludwig Wittgenstein who in the thirties was 
lecturing at Cambridge, where he left some followers and a 
tradition. The dialogues between Hugo and Jake are a styl­
ized exposition of his basic tenents, while the "Silencers 
reflects the creation of Wittgenstein's "Blue Book" and 
"Brown Book", both of which were lectures taken down by a 
group of listeners. Iris Murdoch draws on Wittgenstein's 
personality as well: the professor had imlgrated to England 
from Austria and had, like the German emigre Hugo, dis­
carded philosophy as soon as he considered that he had said 
all he had to say, and turned to simple manual occupations, 
such as gardening. Hugo, as we know, set up as a watchmak­
er's apprentice. 
The Silencer's ideas are aesthetically materialized 
Iris Murdoch. Under the Uet , pp. 58,59,60. 
-29--above all in Anna's miming theatre that Hugo had presented 
to her - unaware of having "presented" her with his ideas 
as well, which she had gleaned from the book. The effect -
on Jake as well as the reader - of the figures gliding in 
extraordinary silence over a heavily carpeted floor behind 
masks larger than life that bring out the "queer expres­
siveness of neck and shoulder in which Indian dancers ex­
cel" is almost hypnotic, and undefinably meaningful, yet at 
the same time distanced and estranged. "The silence was over 
me like a great bell, but the whole place throbbed with a 
2
 l 
soundless vibration..f|* Jake remembers. 
A similarly evocative effect is produced by numerous 
other scenes in the novel that are "enacted" rather than 
voiced. Among them are Jake's wanderings through the "uncan­
ny loneliness" of Holburn, the "ritual performance" of the 
silent swim in the Thames in the moonshine after which "the 
necessity of silence turned our energy into laughter" (not 
into words!); the picture of Jake lying back in the deep 
grass, sunk in silence, his "eyes filled with the stars,".-* 
A superb pantomime quality marks the meeting between Jake 
and Sadie at the Mayfair hairdresser's where their eyes 
"converse" through the looking glass, while Sadie's head Is 
"in a net" under the whirring drier, and Jake has the curi­
ous fantasy of Sadie's personality splitting: if he were to 
look under the drier he should see "some terrible old witch", 
while the mirror reflected a "beautiful snake". The mag­
nificently grotesque picture of Hugo crawling along the dark 
hospital corridor, his boots gripped by their tongues ber 
tween his teeth, his "posterior rising mountainpusly into 
the air^' serves the purpose of distancing and detaching 
Hugo from Jake, and laughter sets him free from Hugo's spell. 
Iris M  u r d о с Ь. Ui 
Ibid.,  PP. 36-37. 
Ibid.,  P. 91. 
Ibid.,  pp. 105-108. 
Ibid.,  p. 103. 
Ibid.,  P. 53. 
Ibid.,  P. 233. 
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Under the Net , p. 36. Such scenes are more eloquent and richly communicative 
than any verbal presentation. They are always subjectively 
coloured - tender or laughable, as the case may be, but 
filtered through Jake's perception, not "translated" into 
Iris Murdoch's own, hence specifically convincing« There is 
also a marked Irishness about her "performances" - a his­
trionic gift, especially in the comic, that takes us back to 
James Joyce, calling to mind Stephen Dedalus, the poet» who 
thinks: "So that gesture, not music, not odours, would be a 
universal language, the gift of tongues rendering visible 
not the lay sense but the first entelechy, the structured 
rhythm**. 
Iris Murdoch's grotesque is superbly realistic its 
deformations serving to focus our attention on some par­
ticular point or potentiality of life. Above all, however, 
the sense of live reality she conveys springs from her 
talent for plastic rendering of an amazingly wide range of 
practical actions - of,the concrete performances the modern 
world exacts from man. She combines in a rare - perhaps "un-
feminine" - way erudition and intellect with the knowledge 
of how cars are dealt with, how a wall is scaled, a sunken 
bell heaved out of a pond, bow judo is executed, how locks 
and safes are handled. She has precise information on card 
games, rare books, precious furniture and china, fashions 
and tastes of different epochs and different social layerse 
Moreover, it is not only the Immediate concrete envi­
ronments of .characters and situations that are almost pal­
pably convincing. A Murdoch novel is also invariably organ­
ically structured in relation to a definite historical con­
text. Thus, "Under the Net" places us unmistakably into 
post-World War II England, with wartime destruction still 
visible - the "gutted warehouses" and "pitted brick walls"^ 
and a Labour Government rather ineffectually in power, im-
Irie Murdoch ^ is half Irish, born and bred in 
Dublin. 
James Jo у с е, Ulysses. The Odyssey Press, Ham­
burg 1939, p. 4-54-. 
Iris Murdoch. 'Under the Net •, p. 105. 
- 31 -pigmenting what Jake cails "welfare capitalism".
1 
The impact of historical contexts upon human charac­
ters and relations is felt with growing intensity in her 
later work; to quote just a few examples: "The Bed and the 
Green" (1965) is played out in Ireland during the 19I6 East­
er Rising; "An Accidental Man" (1971) - during the Vietnam 
War; in "A Fairly Honourable Defeat" (1970) the central 
character is shaped by experience of a German Concentration 
camp; "The Black Prince" (1973) accentuates the epoch's at­
mosphere .of nuclear weapons and cancer« 
Stability in the habitual sense has no place in this 
world» Its very mode of existence is a continual process of 
transformations by human passions and thoughts and actions« 
In the given, as in all subsequent novels, homes are aban­
doned, families broken up, professions and habits of living, 
relations and inter-relations ceaselessly modified and 
shifted. The only continuum is man's quest for value-forma­
tion and self-fulfilment, his unquenchable vitality. Iris 
Murdoch's people are always about it deciphering the world 
and themselves - this is one of the reasons why her novel 
structures usually incline towards the detective; but this 
is a separate problem, outside the scope of the present dis­
cussion. 
At the end of "Under the get" Iris Murdoch insinuates 
into the text two "reminiscences" of great importance« The 
one refers to "Alice in Wonderland" - it is Mrs. Tinkham 
smiling at Jake "like a Cheshire cat", a smile that, as we 
know, remains in its pure form after the cat has disappeared 
from Alice's visior. The allusion has at least two associa­
tions: firstly, with Lewis Carroll who was interested in the 
philosophy of language and the workings of the word in human 
communication (one of the serious themes in his "Alice"); 
secondly, with the novel's moral message. A smile is a bond. 
an opening out towards others, beyond verbal expression. 
Careful reading of "Under the Net" reveals other cunningly 
Iris M u r d о с h. Under the Net , p. 101. 
Ibid., p. 251. 
1 
2 
- 32 -inserted allusions to "Alice" - repeated references to roses, 
for example}and to the "pruning of a rose bush". 
The other reminiscence refers to Shakespeare's "A Mid­
summer flight's Dream", to which Finn compares, In his letter 
to Jake from Ireland, their glorious swim in the moonshine <Л 
This is even more significant» Shakespeare's poetry in gen­
eral, and this comedy In particular, is an organic component 
of Iris Murdoch's world that is ••overshadowed" by Shake­
speare» By mentioning "A Midsummer flight's Dream" at the 
close of her first novel, she points towards the very fount 
of her aesthetic, and indicates the dominating quality of 
her world, in which the presence of Puck is to be forever 
dlscernableo It is as though she had chosen for an overall 
motto Puck's words that so delighted Thomas Mann*: "And 
things do best please me / That befall preposterously" (Act 
III, Scene 2, L. 115). 
As in the case of "Alice" close reading reveals other 
hidden indication of Shakespeare functioning in "Under the 
Het". In the first meeting between Jake and Anna in the 
dressing room of the mime theatre where he finds her aged, 
yet lovely we can discern Sonnet 116 "... love is not love 
that alters when it alteration finds ..." • The scene of 
Jake's last vain efforts to hold Hugo is worded with a mark­
ed reminiscence of Macbeth. We read: "... I wanted to hold 
on ... to my last act. A premonition of pain made me delay; 
the pain that comes after the drama, when the bodies have 
been carried from the stage, and the trumpets are silent and 
an empty day dawns which will dawn again and again and again 
to make mock of our contrived finalities..." The sudden 
loftiness of Jake's style brings out, in parody form, since 
his situation is trivial, the reverberation in it of Mac­
beth 's shattering "Tomorrow, and tomorrow, and tomorrow" mo­
nologue in Act V, Scene 2, in which he sees man as "... a 
Iris Murdoch., Under the Net , p. 25« 
Ibid., p. 247. 
See Thomas Mann, "Hornan eines Romans". Gesaa­
me It e Werke, Bd XII, Berlin 1956, S. 319. 






4 poor player / That struts and' frets his hour upon the,stage 
/ And then-is heard no more•?* .-.<.. 
:•".*- "Macbeth'*,' the play that looks*so deeply into the dark 
passions and complexities • of the human heart, and is per­
vaded by symbolism% of blood and.;guilt, as if counterpoints 
"A Midsummer Night ''-в Dream", where sorrow and uneasy fore­
bodings are-dissolved in,the magic of love and beauty. Be­
tween these two Shakespearean poles is tensed-/the world 
into which "Under the Het" offers us-a first glimpse. 
Objects of culture, -the human mind õrnade flesh",- not 
merely participate in the denouement, but form meaningful 
symbols in every novel. In "Under the Net" there are Jake's 
manuscripts of poetry-апД prose that:he had written before 
indolence and inertia had dulled his mind; . Hugo's Eenoirsj 
Dave's philosophy; books. In."The Unofficial Bose" it is the 
Tintoretto, the posession of which sparks off many in­
trigue S3 in "The Severed Head" eastern swords and draperies 
figure importantly? in "Aa Accidental Man" - collections of 
Japanese china-, and again a manuscript first lost, then re­
gained; in "Bruno's Dream" a rare stamp collection; . archi­
tecture in "The Bell"; novels in "The Black Prince", and? so 
on. Theses embody order, harmony, the higher, finer, truly 
human values in life» 
And yet - these are not the ultimate values*; Their va­
lidity lies for Iris Murdoch in the process of becoming, not 
in an illusory permanence. That in the face of all the vi­
cissitudes of human history, the unspeakable sufferings of 
the 20th century» man remains indomitable in his urge to 
create his own aesthetic world - this is his glory and his 
triumph
1. Jake takes a modest view of his writing, yet the 
compulsion to write fills him with happiness« Bradley, in 
"The Black Prince"^ expresses this thought with a "pointer" 
towards^ Shakespeare: 
"This is a planet where cancer reigns, where people reg­
ularly end automatically and almost without comment die like 
flies from floods, and famine, and disease, ' where people 
fight each other with hideous weapons to whose effect even 
nightmares cannot do justice, where men terrify and torture 
each other and spend whole lifetimes telling lies out of 
- JA -fear ..о (Yet) Shall the artist have no cake and ale?* 
More often than not, the "things" of value suffer de­
structions the Tintoretto is sold, the china collection wil­
fully smashed, the stamp collection drowned/ Bradley's manu­
script saved by a fluke of fate, ibüt written without real 
faith in its survival. What invariably survives, however, is 
the moral justification of man creating or setting store by 
uncommercial, values - in other words, a moral climate, a vic-
tory of the spirit„ 
In her essay on the category of "Good" Iris Murdoch 
qualifies good as "absolute for-nothingness", linked with 
2  man's attempt to "see the unself". Man, who has forfeited 
his harmonious relatedness with the world, can still attain 
to fulness in two spheres: merging contemplatively with na-
ture, and creating art - which, in her definition is "real-
's 
ism linked with pity and justice". 
Both ways lead him out of and away from himself, make 
him abandon the ego-centrism fostered by psychoanalysis and 
the psychological novel, and impel him to reach out towards 
the world and mankind. 
Iris Murdoch. 
Books London 1975, p. 229. . -
Twelfth Night, Act II, Sc. 3, 1 234, Sir Toby 
Clown.) 
Iris Murdoch. "The Sovereignity of 
over Other Concepts", p. 22, 
Ibid., pp. 14-15. 
The Black Prince Penguin 
("Cakes and Ale" is taken from 
to the 
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- 36 -Реализм романного аира Айрис, МЭРДОК 
Т. Залите 
Резюме 
Статья рассматривает некоторые важнейшие особенности эс­
тетики Айрис Мэрдок, которые с достаточной ясности выступали 
уже в ее первом романе "Под сетью*" /ES54/ . 
Роман, написан уже зрелой писательницей, классическш фи­
лологом и философом, автором критического эссе о Сартре и эс­
тетике эксистенциального романа. "Под-оетью" о одной стороны 
выражает философские, концепции автора, касающиеся познавае­
мости личности, критики "психологической школн" „ фрософии 
языка» С другой стороны, автор внранает свой принцип чувст­
венного, не поддающегося формальной логике начала эстетичесг; 
кого познания человека» Оба эти аспекта ее эсгетшш вопло­
щены в "ситуациях-метафорах", которые все глубже раскры­
вают
1 ведущие мысли автора. Борьба между хаосом и хаотически­
ми случайностями и гармонией, подчиняющей хаос воле и целе­
устремлённости сознательной человеческой деятельности, явля­
ется главной темой. Побеждает, такая гармония, в которой во­
левое начало в человеке сочетается с сознанием сложности! s 
алогичности человеческой психики, ее причудливости, тое., то­
же "случайности", но не допущенной благодаря инерции. 
Тема свободы связана с темой творческого начала в чело­
веке, в победу которого автор твердо верит. 
Реальность мира Айрис Мэрдок - это о одной стороны, кон­
кретность и актуальность идейной борьбы , и о другой, ося­
заемая конкретность физического мира, в который автор как бй 
включает читателя. 
- 37 -.GEORGE, ELIOT'S, PHILOSOPHICAL NOVEL 
Asta Luigas 
Tartu State University 
(Continued) 
III. 
The story of Nicholas Bulstrode occupies a special place 
in the structure as well as in the ideological content of 
George Eliot's novel "Middlemarch". While bearing the closest 
relation to the career of Dr. Lydgate, it is linked with many 
threads to the life of the whole community. Its truly scan-
dalous nature shatters the Victorian complacency and ortho-
doxy of Middlemarch affecting directly or indirectly all its 
inhabitants. 
At first glance it seems to the reader as if by the in-
troduction of the banker's "Rise and Fall" the balanced, 
even flow of the narrative were broken and an element of sen-
sation or melodrama cropped in. It is partly true,
 : however, 
only of the secondary line of the plot, of the Bulstrode-
Baffles affair. In the wide social panorama of the novel, 
the exposure of Bulstrode becomes one of George Eliot's most 
powerful devices in creating a genuinely realistic portrait, 
that of an impostor and hypocrite. 
In the. character of Bulstrode the typical clash between 
the author's positivist convictions and her own Puritan 
ethics, observed already in the treatment of the two protag-
onists, Dorothea and Lydgate, becomes strikingly evident. On 
the one hand, Bulstrode's destiny seems to be conditioned by 
the objective laws of cause and effect. On the other hand, 
« the stress is explicitly laid on the banker's "moral dis-
ease", on his hypocrisy and dishonesty. He is a "sinner" and 
therefore must have his Day of Last Judgement* 
As George Eliot is depicting Bulstrode's portrait from 
the moralist's standpoint, it is not her first aim to create 
3
s See Quentin Anderson, George Eliot in 
Middlemarch. A Selection ^of Critical Essays. Ed. by Pat-
ric Swinden, London, 1968, p. l?3o 
- 3«-a capitalist exploiter in the manner of the social critics of 
the '40s, Nevertheless, in her. masterful, objective analysis, 
the banker's formidable figure becomes no less typical of the 
capitalist order than/for instance, Mr* Gradgrihd of . Dick-
ens' "Hard Times" or Mr. Carson of Elizabeth Gaske11/s "Mary 
Barton". ' - " • - .. : i ''.'. 
When the reader first gets acquainted with RLcholas Bul-
strode, he is. at the peak of his power, the only banker in 
Middlemarch;of considerable private property, a leading fig* 
ure of the Evangelical Church, a Philanthropist ,and Social 
Benefactor. Having skilfully combined the two most influen-
tial strings of the local society, business, and religion, he 
has-become the-"Father of Middlemarch", feared and respected 
not only by the common mass of sinners,, but also by eminent 
townsmen, whose financial secrets he knows: .. 
"Mr» Bulstrode's power was not due simply to his 
being a county banker, "who knew the financial secrets 
of most traders in the town and could touch the 
springs of their credit; it was fortified by a bene-
ficence that was at once ready and severe - ready to 
confer obligations and severe in watching the result, 
He had gathered, as an industrious man always at his 
post, a chief, share in administering the town chari-
ties, and his private charities, and his private char* 
ities were both minute and abundant •.. . His private 
minor loans were numerous, but he would inquire strict-
ly into the circumstances both before and' after« In 
this way a man gathers a domain in the neighbour's 
hope and tear^&s well as gratitude; and power, when 
once it has got into the -subtle region,' propagates it-




Bulstrode's portrait has been created with many deft 
touches which all contribute to the general
7 effect e while 
fixing his exceptional social position, early in the book, 
the author also drops many pointed „remarks at his hypocrisy 
39  George E li o t. Middlemarch» A Study of Proviit-
cial Life, N.Y., MacmilleÄ-, 1939, p. 183« 
-39 and imoiacority , carried into an effective principle: 
nIt was a principle with Mr. Bulstrode to gain as 
much power as possible, that he Bight use it for the 
glory of the God. He went through a great deal of spir­
itual conflict, and inward argument in order to adjust 
hie motives and make clear to himself what God's glory 
required** 
Bulstrode's cunning, trained manner in addressing peo­
ple, his histrionic gifts in concealing the real motives be­
hind measured words and pauses also speak of his hypocrisy 
and chicane. The uncanny feeling that Dr. Iydgate, Mr. Vin-
cy or some other visitor experiences at a .face-to-face en­
counter with the banker in his "private room" is also to 
this effect: 
"The banker's speech was fluent, but it was also, 
copious, and he used an appreciable amount of time in 
brief meditative pauses ... (He) had also a deferential 
bending attitude in listening, and an apparently fixed 
attentiveness in his eyes which made those persons who 
thought themselves worth hearing infer that he was seek­
ing the utmost improvement from their discourse ... 
Others, who expected to make no great figure, disliked 
this kind of moral lantern turned on them ... Hence Mr. 
Bulstrode's close attention was not agreeable to the 
publicans and sinners in Middlemarch; it оде attributed 
41  by some to his being a Pharisee.
M 
In the first chapters there are also some vague refer­
ences lio Bulstrode's mysterious past, the exposure of w^iich 
becomes the subject in the end of the novel: 
; "Less superficial reasoners .. • wished to know who 
his father and grandfather were, observing that f/ive-





George Iii o t, Middlemarch, p. 197* 
Ibid., p. 203. 
4
2
 Ibid., p. 179. 
- 4o -until the
- appearance of Bulstrode's former accomplice, 
John Baffles, however, his power and reputation in town re-
main unimpaired. It is this full-blooded representative of 
the criminal underworld who stirs up the banker's guilty 
conscience. The inevitable "train of causes** brings him 
vividly back the "blameworthy" past": 
"With memory set smarting like a reopened wound, 
a man's past is not simply a dead history, an outworn 
preparation of the present; it is not a repented er-
ror shaken loose from piifet it is still a quivering 
part of himself bringing shudders and bitter flavors 
and the tingling of a merited shame." ^ (My under-
lining - A.L.) 
As clearly seen from this passage George Eliot is me-
ticulously painting Bulstrode's portrait, form the moral 
standpoint, laying stress on his conscience« 
In Bulstrode's uneasy memory of his youth "business" 
has always been connected with "religion". While working at 
the modest post of a banker's clerk and at the same time 
carrying on his activities as an efficient preacher at pray«* 
er meetings, young "Brother Bulstrode" gets initiated in a 
criminal pawnbroker's enterprise through the influences of 
Mr. Dunkirk, "one of the richest men of his congregation". 
Although perfectly aware of the fact that the magnificent 
profits of his new business are "made of dead souls", he 
does not inquire into the sources. Having overruled his con-
science in those critical years of his youth "Brother Bul-
strode" becomes gradually a hard-boiled criminal, who does 
not choose any means on his way to riches and power. He in-
creases his initial capital after the death of his first 
wife, Mrs. Dunkirk, by skilfully keeping out of sight the 
lawful inheritor, a daughter from the previous marriage »and 
by paying generously John Raffles, the associate of. his 
crimes, to be silent about it« 
Bulstrode's whole career has been punctuated by ille-
gal deeds, but he has always remained respectable because 
George Eliot, Middlemarch, p. 311« 
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6 "he has hypooritically rationalized his egotism into a ser-
viceableness to God s cause". His panic is therefore not 
unfounded when the carefully built edifice of his "Christian 
respectability" is on the point of utter collapse0 Afraid 
of exposure from his former ally, who best knows the dark 
secrets of his career, he is instantly ready to remove him 
out of his way when a good chance comes to aid. 
When Baffles appears in his house on Christmas Eve, 
seriously ill, Bulstrode transports him quickly to the far­
away Stone Court to die. He is exhilarated and acts effi­
ciently, not forgetting, however, to read a prayer before 
the risky journey, for the sake of his conscience. In de­
scribing the various motives of self-deception which help 
Bulstrode to maintain his customary moral superiority9 
George Eliot's analytical method is at its best: 
"At six o'clock he had already been long dressed, 
and spent some of his wretchedness in prayer, pleading 
his motives for averting the worst evil, if anything he 
had used falsity and spoken what was not true before 
God. Рог Bulstrode shrank from a direct lie with an in­
tensity disproportionate to the number of his more in­
direct misdeeds. But many of those misdeeds were like 
the subtle, muscular movements which are not taken ac­
count of in the consciousness, though they bring about 
45  the end that we fix our mind on and desire."
 y 
The culminating scene in which Bulstrode comes to near 
murder, and though he does not kill.Raffles, but refrains 
from following the doctor's orders, is the practical appli­
cation ojf his religious principles. Although with a previ­
ous big loan of money to Iydgate he has made the innocent 
doctor liable to suspicion in the eyes of the local people, 
he.himself pretends to be innocent in the eyes of his God. 
Bulstrode remains true to his own nature to the very 
last. During the time of his shameful exposure at the "sani-
I U.C." K n o e p f 1 m а с h e с r, Religious 
Humanism and the Victorian Novel, Princeton, 1965, p» 
142. 
George Eliot, Middlemarch, pi 153. 
44 
45 
- 42 -tary meeting" in the Town Hall, his Christian morality does 
not utterly fail him: 
"I protest before you, sir, as a Christian minis-
ter, against the sanction of proceedings towards me 
which are dictated by virulent hatred... Say that the 
evil-speaking of which I am to be made victim, accuses 
me of malpractices -" here Bulstrode's voice rose and 
took on a more biting accent, till it seemed alow cry -
"who shall be my accusers? Not men whose own lives are 
unchristian, nay, scandalous - not men who themselves 
use low instruments to carry out their ends,.» who have 
been spending their income on their own enjoyments,. 
while I have been devoting mine to advance the best ob-
46  jects with regard to this life and next." 
Paradoxically enough, in order to vindicate himself in 
case of emergency, Bulstrode is forced to call his accusers 
as "unchristian", "low", and "scandalous" as himself« For the 
first time in his life he judges his own personality and the 
social order, in which he lives, critically. 
While exposing all the baseness of Bulstrode's charac-
ter George Eliot takes pains to keep up utmost impartiality. 
She emphasizes the typicality and lawfulness of his criminal 
activities in a world based on exploitation and injusticee 
Neither does she deprive Bulstrode of some purely humane qua-
lities. Thus, for instance, at the time of his fall, Bul-
strode enjoys his wife's compassion, while I^dgate, his vic-
tim with whom the reader's sympathies lie, has none. It is 
significant that the scene in which Mrs. Bulstrode is ready 
to share her husband's "shame and isolation" is followed by 
a diametrically different scene at I#dgate's home. Rosamund, 
with her typical callousness has lost all interest in her 
suffering, desperate husband and is entertaining plans for a 
more exciting lover: "Will Ladislaw was always to be abache-
47  lor and live near her, always to be at her command." ' 
Ir. the portrait of the banker Bulstrode the author hap 
masterfully fused her inborn ethic bent with the newly-gained 
George Eliot, Middlemarch, p. 771» 
Ibid., p. 337. 
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47 scientific objectivity« Without malring Bulstrode a savage 
caricature of the bourgeois exploiter, she has created, per­
haps, the best true-to-life portrait of a hypocrite in worlds 
literature, which has rightly been compared with the achieve­
ments of Balzac, Zola and other masters of realism« 
IV. 
The fourth centre in the novel, the story of the Garth 
family, is closer in time to George Eliot's earlier works« 
She portrays the Garths with sympathy as they remind her of 
her own childhood in Warwickshire. That is also the main 
reason why the balance between objective and subjective 
treatment, that the author managed to retain in the other 
characters of the novel fails her with the Garths« 
The Garths represent the stolid, but dependable yeomen 
farmers reputed in the neighbourhood for their honesty and 
reliance. Although their story seems to be episodic, at first 
glance, not having an intrinsic interest of its own, it 
nevertheless has an important part to play in the ideologi­
cal content of the novel.. It provides a standard by which 
the other protagonists may be placed or judged. 
The head of the family, Caleb Garth, who in many ways 
reminds us of the author's own father, is an embodiment of a 
moral norm, of an exemplary life. If he has any higher aspi­
rations I then they lie in honest unambitious„ daily work, 
performed well: 
I' ' • 
!;
nHe gave himself up entirely to the many kinds 
of work which he could do without handling capital, 
and was one of those precious men within his own 
district whom everybody would choose to work for 
them, because he did his work well, charged very 
little, and often declined to charge at all. It is 
no wonder, then, that the Garths were poor, and 
'lived in a small way'. However they did not mind 
it.«, 
Qaleb Garth is convinced that only work can bring peo-
• George В 1 i о t, Middlemarch, pp. 267-268. 
,-44-pie happiness and self -fulfillment. Quite naturally, there-
fore, he estimates people by no other quality but their 
work, as seen from the following passage» 
"You must be sure of two things: you must love 
your work, and not be always looking over the edge 
of it, wanting your play to begin« And the other is, 
you must not be ashamed of your work, and think it 
would be more honourable to you to be doing some-
thing else. Tou must have a pride in your own work 
and in having to do it well, and not be always say-
ing: Shore's this and there's that - if I had to do, 
I might make something of it. No matter what a man 
is I wouldn't give twopence for him... whether he 
was the prime minister or the rick-thateher, if he 
didn't do well what he undertook to do." ° 
In the portrait of the sturdy working man, Caleb Garth, 
the author's moralizing tendency becomes clearly evident« 
If she criticizes the other protagonists for their fail-
ings, then Caleb, and the members of his family in general, 
always remain intact. They embody a "goodness", an ideal, 
that is beyond criticism« It is also through them that the 
life and work of other characters are measured. 
In this respect George Eliot is one of the first writ-
ers in the second half of the 19th century, who makes "work*^ 
an important theme of her novels (e.g. "Adam Bede" and "Silas 
Marner"). In the development of this theme "Middlemarch" is 
again richer than her other books. Here the theme of work is 
combined with the main theme of the novel "aspiration" or 
"vocation",^ 
The protagonists of the novel, Dr. Lydgate and Doro-t 
thea Brooke, fail in their aspirations and this failure is 
fraught with significance. The collapse of Lydgate's medi-
cal career is, in fact, the ruin of the man. ELs later oheap 
success in London in the service of rich patients, isa mccto* 
ery of his fate. Dorothea Brooke, who also aspires to use-
ful social activity fails, partly because she does not realt* 
°' George .Eliot«. Middlemarch, p. 597. 
^ Jerome T h a 1 e, The Novels of George Eliot, 
N.Y., Columbia University Press, 1959, pp. 10Ö-113« 
- 45 -ly know what she wants, and partly because Middlemarch does 
not offer for a woman of her rank any opportunity to engage 
herself in anything interesting. 
The same is true of Mr. Casaubon, the Middlemarch la-
borious scholar, who fails in his scientific aspirations be-
cause he has set an aim above his mental abilities. His fu-
tile research on the theological treatise, "Key to All Mys-
teries", is one of the reasons for his fatal illness, and 
ultimate collapse. 
In contrast to these characters with more ambitious as-
pirations the members of the Garth family are satisfied with 
their modest lot, for them the honest day-to-day work is an 
indispensable mode of existence. 
Caleb's sensible daughter Mary is the true follower of 
her father and of the family's Puritan moral standards. With-
out grumbling she performs her duty at an unpretentious, de-
pendable post in the rich Peter Featherstone's house. Her 
honesty is immune to any temptations of improving her sta-
tus at a high price« The dying miser, convinced that every-
thing in life can be bought for money, finds, for the first 
time, an exception in the sturdy character of his house-
keeper, who refuses to take part in his cynic plan to change 
his.last will: 
•The old man paused with a blank stare for a 
little while, holding to one key erect on the ring; 
then with an agitated jerk he began to work with 
his bony left hand emptying the tin box before 
him. 
"Missy," he began to say hurriedly, "look 
here I take the money - the notes and the gold -




 IM will not touch your key or your money, sir. 
Pray, don't ask me to do it again. If you do, I 
must go and call your brother." 
He let his hand fall, and for the first time 
in herj




5 George Eliot, Middlemarch, p. 214. 
- 46 -George Eliot's idealized treatment of the Garth family 
slightly mars the stylistic unity of the novel. The objec­
tive strain of the narrative is sometimes broken by the au­
thor's subjective approach when a member of the family ap­
pears on the scene. Among the "erratic" crowd of the Mid-
dlemarchers the Garths are also least harrassed by the 
"irony of events". As they have stoically made a compromise 
between the actual and the ideal, they are not liable to 
the excesses of the other protagonists. It is likewise sig*. 
nificant that the author's own sober, sceptical view of life 
has been expressed by a member of the family, Mary Garth: 
... "people were so ridiculous with their illu­
sions, carrying their fool's caps unawares, thinking 
their own lies opaque, while everybody else's were 
transparent, making themselves exceptions to every­
thing, as if when all the world looked yellow under a 
lamp they alone were rosy. "^ 
X X X X X , 
In "Middlemarch". more than in any other of George Eli­
ot's novels, one can feel an undercurrent sadness, a sympa­
thetic irony in the treatment of the characters and social 
scene. Already in the prelude it might be observed in the 
unhurried strain of narrative. The allegorio juxtaposition 
of Dorothea Brooke and Saint Theresa» ««that Spanish woman 
who lived three hundred years ago," seems to predestine not 
only the subsequent life of the heroine but also that of the 
other characters. The fallibility of human behaviour and 
the relativity of all truth, stressed throughout the novel, 
becomes best evident in the "finaleУ where the fates of the 
main characters have been delineated and everybody given 
his due. The ever-present "irony of evente
Mpi*
,^raln of cau­
ses", as the author calls it, paralyses the individual will 
and determines the course of human activities. 
In the epic panorama of "Middlemarch" all . characters 
seem to struggle in a net of determination, powerless to 
George Eliot, Middlemarch, p. £14-. 
- 47 -shape either their own fates or «zeroise any marked Influence 
on their Immediate surroundings» In a wider aspect, however» 
all of them are "marching*
1 ahead, a "middle" course of deve­
lopment» It also explains the allegoric title of the novel -
"Mlddlemarch ". 
George Eliot, the philosophio novelist» brought up in the 
spirit of the evolutionary theory and positivist doctrines of 
the day, depicts ordinary characters in a small provincial 
town in the Midlands» Through the example of their dif­
ferent fates she aims at demonstrating the relentless laws 
of "cause and effect"• 
Pointing out the limitations of George Eliot's natura­
listic method in his well-known essay on "Mlddlemarch". Henry 
James writes that the novel is "too often an echo of Messrs 
Darwin and Huxley"»"^ In James's opinion,the earlier realist 




This comparison with the older master was evidently 
called forth by George Eliot's own reference to Fielding in 
"Mlddlemarch"»In Book II» Ch. 15» she clearly dissociates 
herself from the literary manner of the "great colossus", who 
lived "a hundred and twenty years ago «... when the days were 
longer, when summer afternoons were spacious, and the clock 
tioked slowly in the winter evenings" » She olaesee herself 
among the "belated historians", who "must not linger after 
CO 
his example"» A little further she overtly defines her own 
tasks as a modern novelist: "I at least have so much to do in 
unravelling certain human lots, and seeing how they were 
interwoven^ that all the light I can command must be oonoen-
54 It is common knowledge that a whole group of Frenoh 
naturalists and their predecessors had often laid the 
soene of their novels in the province and given rise to 
the well-known "le roman regional"» They were also parti­
cular in the ohoioe of ordinary characters. It was al­
ready M« Champfleury who In his Introduction to the famous 
oolleotion of essays "1л Realisme" had set a demand for 
"simple types" whose sincerity of feelings was better to 
express oommon human experiences,( See М.Клеман,указ.соч. , 
I с.17-18; 
55 Henry Jame s, George Eliot*s 'Mlddlemarch'", NCF, 
VIII,Deo»1953, p.17o. 
56 Ibido, p» 1в5» 
57 George Eliot, Mlddlemarch, Book II, p» 122. 
58 Ibid., p. 122. _ ад -trated on this particular web, and not dispersed over that 
tempting range of"revelances called the universe• " ••* • ••'•• 
But despite George Eliot's confessed affinities with the 
Continental thought of the day, and her preoccupations with 
positivist philosophy, she,-like Fielding, was deeply root-
ed in the traditions of the English novel« She carried furV 
ther the moralizing'tendency, the fusion of subjective and obv 
jective treatment that had always been ä characteristic fea-
ture of the native realism. Although she might be called» -
one of the first novelists who put into literary practice the 
canons of positivism (scientific objectivity, determinismythe 
restrictive influence of milieu and heredity, etc») , she 
could not write in the manner of the typical naturalists« 
Her puritan ethics and religious upbringing (of which she 
never got entirely free) did not allow her to enter on the 
pages of- her books unsavory physiological details that we 
usually associate with the naturalistic novel of the French 
writers. While such novelists as
: Zola, the Goncourt bro-
thers, etc., aimed at a thoroughly objective treatment of 
the seamy sides of life, George Eliot concentrated her at-
tention on the moral aspects of man's behaviour and the mu-
tual relationships of her characters. With other English no-
velists of the day she also* shared the most distinguishing 
feature of Victorian fiction, that of commenting on the ac-
tions of her characters and interpreting the motives of 
their failings. In her masterful psychoanalysis , however, 
the so-called "convention of omniscient authorial oomment" 
often contributed to an extraordinary range of satiric or 
purely comic effects. This again leads George Eliot into 
close affiliation with another distinguishing feature Of 
English realism,- humour. She links herself with such- promi-
nent native realists as Defoe, Fielding, Smollett, Jane Aus-
tin, Dickens, Thackeray, etc., by being a humourist and sa-
tirist. 
59 George Eliot, Middlemarch, Book II, p, 122. 
60 See: • В. И в а ш ё в а, указ.соч., с.376. 
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7 From the point of view of George Eliot*s mature humour 
and satire "Middlemarch" is again the best example* The no­
vel contains a network of secondary characters and relationr 
ships who help to create the comic effect. They also pro­
vide a significant context for the serious aspirations , of 
the protagonists. Such figures as Mr. Brooke , Dorothea*s 
uncle, Mrs. Cadwallader, the rector's wife, Sir James Chet-
tham, the local squire, embody a kind of prosaic world out­
look and ."common-sensical behaviour" through which the ex­
cesses of: the protagonists have been judged. At the same 
time, however, they are also genuine comic characters,worthy 
of a Dickens or a Thackeray. 
There are also many memorable passages In the novel in 
which the author* в serious "philosophic aspirations" seem to 
be overshadowed by the achieved comic or satiric effect.Thus, 
for Instance, the fatal illness and the last days of the 
rich farmer, Peter Featherstone, have been dissected with 
the objectivity and photographic exactness of a "clinioal 
case", we meet in a typical naturalistic novel. Similarly to 
another masterful portrait of the capitalist, that of banker 
Bulstrode, the author does not depict the dying Featherstone 
in the manner of a social critic in the '4-os, but fixes 
metioulously his senseless greediness, all his failings as a 
human being. In spite of the limitations of her objective 
method, the achievement lies in the grotesque comedy by 
which the whole life of the oallous miser has been ap­
praised. Festered by his numerous relatives, who? driven by 
a greedy hope for profit, have crowded to his house and are 
patiently waiting for his death, the old man dies, " leaving 
no love behind", no nominal heir to his immense riches. The 
II • 
paltriness of hie long existence "on the earth
1* has been, en­
hanced by the odd funeral ceremony In the "grandest style", 
prescribed in the minutest detail by the "hero" himself , 
while still alive. 
Minor characters like Peter Peatherstone, and numerous 
others, whose names are even not mentioned ( gossiping wo­
men, barmen,etc) help to create a kind ofcbmedie humaine" 
in the province. They give us a sense of social density 
- 5o -from which the protagonists derive so much . of their life 
force» Insignificant in themselves, "they do at the ваше 
time play an immeasurably important part in the spinning of 
'" 61  that robe of human and social realtionships" that forms 
the background of the novel. They also help us to ^understand 
the real meaning of the subtitle of the book - пд study 
of Provincial Life". 
George Eliot initiated a new stage in the development of 
the Ш century realism» Her search for scientific approach, 
and her power of deep psychological penetration brought her 
the rare distinction of the first modern English novelist. 
Although her early novels, such as "Adam Bede" or "Silas 
Marner",might strike the contemporary reader as being too 
didactic or old-fashioned, her mature work, especially her 
masterpiece "Middlemarch"«is well worth serious study. One 
might agree with Arnold Kettle, one of the foremost Marxist 
critics of the 2oth century, who has chosen "MiddleTqarch^fte 
the representative novel of the author and given it his high 
estimate. The critic even asserts that, in spite of its li­
mitations, "Middlemarch" is such a work of art which the 




61 W.J. Harvey, The Art of George Eliot, London, 
Chatto and Windus, 1961, p. 171. 
62 A.Kettle, An Introduction to the English Ho­
vel, vol 1. London, 1959, p. 19o. 
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- 52 -Философский .роман ДЖОРДЖ ЭЛИОТ 
АД. Луйгас 
Резюме 
Во второй половине. 50-х годов нашего века в Англии и Аме­
рике обнаружился неожиданный интерес к литературному наеяе-
дшо Джордж Элиот, уже
1забытой писательницы
 истаромодной"вик-
торжанской эпохи.* Одна за другой выходили за последние двад­
цать лет монографии, посвященные различный аспектам ее твор­
чества, полная переписка и переиздания ее романов. . 
В данной статье рассматриваются некоторые особенности 
реализма Джордж Элоит и ''^лооофский склад ее романов.! ввод­
ной части речь вдет об образовании ее писательского пути как 
публициста при' Лондонском журнале "Вестминстер тэевыо* 9 о вли­
яниях философских и научных теорий того времени - левое ге-
гёлианство, позитивизм, эволюционная теория и т.д. - на нее 
художественный метод. . • . 
# четырех главных части работы анализируется ее лучший" 
роман "Мжддлмарч^ с точки зрения вышеупомянутых философских 
и научных влияний. Обнаруживая нити натуралистической зсте-^ 
тики в р'омане "Мзщдвмарч" /объективность повествования, кау­
зальность поведения людей и формирование характеров под вли­
янием социальной среды, акцентирование наследственности/* ав­
тор статьи в'то же время считает, что Джордж Элиот была пред-* 
ставительницейчШшпийекого варианта.натурализма, воспитанная 
не только в духе зикторианства, но и в духе пуританских тра-
71^^ЩфзШско^'''т1Сш.: ., _ ' ' ).! . . '' 
u Субъективисттаеское и
; морализирующее отношение шсатель-
ницн; к. действу1о^'"лицам и к их социальной среде* часто пари­
рует ее научно-объёктивную'Трштовку.-Шэтому. Мы и не наво­
дим в* романе строгого детерминизма, подчеркивания, трагичес*-
ких су^бб людей,'"физйологйзма и других основ на^ралистМес-
кой/эстетики, которые характерны для так набиваемого
 ,нФран-
цузкого-варианта": натуралистического "романа. ' 
В заключении подводятся итоги художественного метода 
Джордж Элиот^. романе '• "МидДлмаш"" и' ее, реализма в даелом. 
- 53 -ИСПАНСКИЙ-ПЛУТОВСКОЙ РОМАН В ЩЕНКЕ СОВЕТСКОЙ НАУКИ 
Юрий Тальвет 
Тартуский государственный университет 
Формирование и развитие реалистического романа в мировой 
литературе, как почти единодушно утверждается в современном 
литературоведении, имеет существенную связи с испанским плу-
товским (никарескныи) романом ХУ1-ХУЦ веков. В своей книге 
"Происхождение романа" * В.В, Кожинов заявляет, что ста­
новление романа как жанра начинается с плутовского романа в 
Испании ХУ1 века. Другой исследователь западноевропейской 
литературы I.E.Пинский завершает свой анализ романа "Ггоман 
де АдьФараче" Матео Алшана выводам,, адю "истоки нового 
европейского романа восходят к классической испанской лите­
ратуре в большей мере, чем к какой-либо иной, к роману Сер» 
вантеса и его современников, начиная <с автора "Гусмана де 
АльФараче" .Значение плутовского романа подчеркивается так­
же и непрестанным интересом западной критики к пикарескному 
роману. Количество критической лижера?туры, особенно в XX ве­
ке, все возрастает, включая как многочисленные работы о пн-
карескном жанре в целом, так и монографии о наиболее зна­
чительных образцах этого жанра , ше говоря уже об отдельных 
1 В. Кожин о в. Происхождение романа. M., I963. 
2 Л. Пинский. "Гусман де Альфараче" и испанский 
плутовской роман. - В кн.: Haves Аяеыан. Гусман де Альфа-
раче. П., 1963, е.48. 
3 F.W. С handler, La novella ;picarescaen Espana .Mad­
rid, 1913» M. Bataillon. I« гошап picaresque .Paris, 
1913t Al del Mo nt e. Inirarl© del romanzopicaresco apa-
gnolo. Firenze, 1957; АД, Park© r. Literature and the 
delinquent. Edinburgh, 19671 F. & 1 © о. La novela picares-
ca у el.punto de vista. Barcelona, I97O* 
4- Patio A. M о r el. Rechercbes sur "Lazarillo de TormetfJ 
Paris, 1895J M. Bataillo's,|| sentido de "Lazaril­
lo de Tormes". Paris-Toulouse, iggWfl H. G r o s. Protee et 
le gueux. Paris, 1967 j D. M'с G ra <ä 3г. Mateo Alemah. N.Y., 
19681 F. M a u r e r-R o. t h e ш Ь & as g e r. Die Mitteil­
ungen des "Guzman de Alfarache", Berlin, 19671 F.. А у a 1 a. 
"El Lazarillo": nuevo examen de al@unos aspectos. Madrid, 
1971 j A. Sa Miguel. Sentido у estructura del "Guz-
вап de Alfarache" de Mateo Aleaan- Madrid, I97I. 
- 5* статьях ,касающихся веемозмокнкх аспектов плутовского романа. 
Внимание., уделяемое этому вопросу« не только указывает на 
значение шутовского романа как исторического этапа в разви­
тии романа, но и на жизненность "шкареекной ситуаций" (из-
пользуя термин 1,Е<.Минского) в современном мире. 
Вклад советского литературоведения в изучение шутовско­
го романа пока относительно скромен» J нас нет монографичес­
ких исследований о пикарескнон романе, а целый ряд сущест­
венных аспектов поэтики плутовского романа, его внутренних 
закономерностей и структура, которые изучаются весьма да» 
тально в трудах западных литературоведов, до ежх пор ©ста« 
вались вне юля зрения наших исследователей. Но с друге! сто= 
роны, западноевропейские ученые, углубляясь в изучение е*-
дельных проблем; редко доходят до видения ник&рееквого ро­
мана в более широком литературно-историческом процесс® нча§» 
то игнорируют исторический и общественный контекст шкареек«» 
ноте романа. Меаду тем советское литературоведение характер 
ризует именно рассмотрение шутовского ромаяа на фоне разви­
тая романного жанра и реалистического искусства в целом«, При 
этом выявилось несколько' наиболее важных ш привдшшалынх во­
просов »вокруг которых ж развертывается главным образом поле^ 
мика. 
Первый вопрос, по поводу которого обнаруживались сущест­
венные расхождения во мнениях, касается понятия самого жаУ-
ja. Что такое плутовской роман? Как показывает НвБоТ0ма-
шевский в своем обзорном предисловии к сборнику "Плутов­
ской роман"
 5, мнения критиков здесь колебаютея между двумя 
крайностями. С одной стороны, под этим названием подразуме­
вают всякую литературу, где в роли героя выступает плут, 
лицо, принадлежащее или имеющее отношение к "маргинальному
1*, 
"криминальному" миру - значит, все от "Сатирикона" Петронш 
до "Признаний авантюриста Феликса Круля" Томаса Маша| дру­
гие критики, признавая плутовской роман лишь в его "чистом" 
видев вынуадены ограничиваться едва ли не одним "Гусманом де 
АльФараче" Матёо Алемана, По мнению самого И.БоТомадавек®^ 
го плутовской роман как жанр имеет свои исторические .грани и 
5 НсТомашевежжй. Шутовской 'роман«, - В кнв1 
Плутовской романо мв9 1975, с ,5. 
- 55 -связан о конкретной общественно-исторической реальностью, 
смена которой означает и исчерпанность жанра как таковотевон 
нвдадч "Жанр плутовского романа предпологает прежде всего не*» 
которую преемственность содержательных и структурам м«ен°» 
то», связанных e определенной поэтикой, морально! проблема­
тикой, с определенными утверждениями о жизни и о человеке, 
приятными однажды в ©дном произведении и обновляемыми в пр­
иведениях последующих писателей, отражающих сходную што-
рйческую реальность« Когда же эта историческая реальность 
была преодолена, некоторые признаки жанра включились в иные 
литературные системы. Разобщение формы и содержания -верный 
признак завершения исторической жизни жанра« Плутовской ро­
ман прожш вочти столетию® жизнь, окончательно почерпав себя 
ж середине ХУД столетия" „
 6 
Подобные рассуждения, разумеется, претендуют не столько 
на определение жанра никареекного романа, сколько литератур­
но ХФ жанра вообще, н© даж© в таком аспекте они вряд ли явля­
ются убедительными« Говоря о плутовском романе, можно дейст­
вительно обнаружить наличие сходных черт в целом ряде произ­
ведений испанской литературы ©т середины ХУ1 века до сере­
дин КУП векав IG при этом отнюдь не доказано, что их со­
держание и форма (как их понимает Н»Б*Тоиашевскии) во всем 
этом ряду сохраняли юлю© единство«, О единстве содержания и 
форда, если под содержанием подразумевать не прею» плутов-
©куш тему* в ©трвженне главного содержания эпохи, мы можем 
определенно говорить применительно к анонимной повести 
"длань Ласатальо о Tojpiefia" (155*0, "Гусману, да ^Альфараче"Ал­
емана (I часть - 1599; II часть - 1604) и "Истории i , • и жизни 
нвойдота но имени дон Иаблое" Кеведо (1626)» В остальных 
um uriiiai j ittiiWHHfeMHwwBmmHniwiifmTiH.iiiitHaa .нянин чочтп il и ш-пагпщшшммтятгяя^— 
испанских шутовских романах, как это' отмечает и сам Н.БЛо-
машев^кий , изображение действительности гораздо поверх­
ностнее, в них сохраняется лишь заимствованная из архетипов 
мемуарная форма и наиболее общий тип главного героя (плута), 
Причем распад содержания происходит отнюдь не тогда, когда 
определенная историческая реальность уже преоделена, а еще 
6 Н. Тоиа^шевский, Указ.соч., с<:5 
7 Там же, о. 9. 
- 56 -в пределах той же §ам©й воторвческой реальвоета» Эте значит, 
ifi жтературншй ж истермчеекжй процееон редко находятся в 
•ехавстеехей оъяяш, в лвяературе действуют евои внутренние 
закономерности* is©s@pH@ определяют ее характер в общих рам-
хах веФорвчеокете развития, П@ той же врвчвве нет основания 
раеематршзать жшровую жат@щрш> применяя eg тальк© s аде«» 
ажьнвд ©бразщш жавра> как ©те делает ВвВвКожинов. @н ут«» 
верзда©^ if© влуфовсхой роман ХУВДУН веков не имеет ни-
чете ©бщете © более'введввм врввлотевчеохии в детективным 
ромщ©м8 в что нлутотетай роман ioesH©i т©льх© тачшая с ИХ 
веха« йтш развлекательной лта@ратур©й;
 8 Ia наш взгдад, 
mymBQKE® рем&да в ХУП веве'В'Испаввв - как и в например* 
ередтавех©вше ж поздние- шздансете -рыцарские ромада « нретер«» 
вевалв суцветвеввогю юлща« Каждшу жанру ©в§1ств©ян© вну«* 
трешее видоизменение-;' в процессе ж®т@$о.т #уикщш жанра ма­
жет коренным ©браз ©sr измениться
1, 
С другой'о торевв-, бел© он невернш огрвцаяь жанровые'осс-
б®ш@©тш влутовехого ремава* Не ярудве ваделвп уже в ^Жмаш 
А^шмс!де@а
й те черти, хоторше позднее тавтеряштся s 
ноелеяуищ'их ^.хетя н далек© не в@ всех) испанских шлутевекжж 
ронавах« бреди ни ЛвЕ.Пшохий называет следующие!
 й1) мему-
арвая; как бы документальная форма - для вящей убедитель­
ности! 2) безыскусная хронологщеская'швеотвовафеяьностье©» 
быти% начинал e рождения рассказчика? 3). r©pois меюшщмй 
занятия^ и© чаще всего ©луга у разных хозяев'! 4)сатйршеокм1 
тон, разоблачение общества через восприятие слуги, знакомого 
e изнанкой жизни своих господ,
1! 5) хемизм шрочн0го,нЕВменн@-
го, чает© физвологнчеехеп}
1; б) превратная судьба героя, бее-
веиошво плывущего по
 йрехе живав" (символичное для Ласа-
рильо рождение m реке Тормее) „ Однако, e другой @т@р©нн,и 
Л«ЕЛ1ввсхвй сам признает условность ©той характеристики^ на*» 
чтаая уже e того парадоксального факта« ЧТО пикаро-, плут в-
истинном емыеле ©тога олова появляется только в романа Але«» 
мвда
и "Гусман де АльФаоаче" , в то время как в "Жизнь Ласа-
рильо с Тотмеоа" - произведении, в которое, несмотря на все 
оговорки, почти всегда считали первым плутовским романом , 
8 В. К о ж и н о в. Указ. соч., с.5. 
9 Л. Пи некий.
 и1усман де Альфараче" и испанский плу­
товской роман, о. 19. 
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rt ©opas шогз пикаро toi плуша как такового еще ewywraye*;' 
Нортону при определении жанра пжутовохехо-романа, -пе^вщшщ-
му, следовало бн жэбвг&тъ чрезмерной нормативности, констатш-
руя silbi что в &гае®нч@@той изнансксй литератур sf© явление 
©хватнвает ряд-романов, тагаеанннх в ХП-ЯГП вв*, катере 
объединены ©бщш мнем г@р©я - пик&р®, шута - н чаеяо м«у-
арной форшй певееявования,' и® имею сущее таетдае расхождений 
ЕШ в пробяематаке, так ж в авховожих оценках деиохвктельнее* 
та«, 
Втерсй увел дяокусо тоннах хонрооов образую мр^бдетв два-
•SSSSiSiSS иясареежног© 'романа, SlfiS^S ®®s«*y г©теет§а, 
тау»»ж©га романа*в вшщнш jmvepafypoaeAeHHH носвянено 
Ш0ге неолодованйй, ©дната 'едшетаа' мшшя та ©тему "вопрэоу 
еде не дееталуяо« Тшие§та© проявление упрощенных ввгаядав 
« ээ§ -рассмотрение плутовского романа-ses« внржемш социаль­
ного протеста дехдооированинх слое® 'общее сва« Возникновение 
романа'внводят яепеоредеяввнно is факта' реекогв- увеличения 
удельного вееа низших проеяоех в 'ионаяохом 'обществе жачшая e 
©§реджш ХУ1 в©тав Соцналкянй-хргаие' того времени в йоваяия, 
©к> йот ©ротескже' причины и последствия 'общеизвеотнн, н ни-* 
ETC но о®шев&е¥оя> чт© г Испании га ©а»ш деда проживала ср°* 
ршиая масса лвдей б@е постоянной; работу брвдягф б@®деж« 
ш@в м зшутав* Н@9юк сиришеджв© укаанвашт шоие учена, 
такое объяснение ОТНЮДЬ не исчерпывающе©s такой же мсщтой бы» 
ла'дехлаоеярвваквая прослойка в ХУ1 веже ж в Англии (нашшнни 
©горщишшгае и ®г© ноолодотвия), и в© Франций, что is привело 
©Д1ШШ'8 s воежжшвошш в aitepasyp® этих наций еа»8»ятель»> 
тай традиции пш$тжЕ®т романа« Вжше к истине м©с©ж@ш§ 
найдется f© исследователи, которые вдчаркжвшт жардшаль«» 
IM© 0в©-е©бра8не общее таенной ж исторической обстшовкж в Ie«» 
павин» где в отличие от Англии и Франции, период первоначаль­
ного накопления капитала и голсвохсружительного государствен­
ного подъема иенанокой государственности вскоре ®ы@ш%т еас» 
таем-в еециад&ней, политической и экономической жизни и выя­
вились глубокие противоречия в обществе и'в человеке, первым 
литературным осмыслением которах к стал пикарескный роман. Та-
кую точку зрения поддерживают большинство советских ученых, 
10 $в Пинский. "Гусман де Альфараче" и испанский 
плутовской роман, е. 19. 
- 58 -Гарюда влажнее в®жр@о • о jgwMi« reies «e иуад». 
©s®те рмана. Ншед©> чт никакие яеточннкн яжи вяшшвя 
не M§rfг isfaeffi произведение в его ci©e©6;psma та они 
ж&т ж@;рв@@"гщ@ш©@ значение в подготовке литературой жочвн 
дм ©то е&рождення«' Нечвядтгону» не случайно шутовской роман 
вовннкаес шшшшй в невансхей литературе» крушейишн яамнгни-
каш »®р©1 уже ж© ЯП века являются "Книга благой лшбвж" 
.Sjaia fji@a i 42ejs<>2HK£" Фернандо де Рохаоа а произведения, 
»терш§ военрензводя* жизнь ооциадьянх швов», я в татарах @б« 
щружш®»»я'»щетщ




и и""Оедёсды" о нжаресЕдам 
романов ©жвч&ттЖЛЛшвжж ^\ АЛиИтеннок
 К s ВвВ.К&ж-
над а ш никто та них не пытается проанализировать *шгол®«* 
тв mm произведений« До сих нор не исследдвш© ж отношение 
влуяевеко» романа*к античншг образцам, МвМвБахтж в своей ра-
®@
Т®
 гоВ~зеш я таост^ажсгао в романе" ** выделяет ряд харак« 
тердах моментов в античном
 иавант©рно«бытовом романе" (
я0а№-
,TggK6H
w Метрония, ^олотей.^рее^" Апулея) , показывая их еущеет» 
ветше о штейн' от"авантюрного.романа испытания" ("ЭФиопика" 
Гелодора, "Дафнис ми Клоя" Лонга и др„), значительное измене­
ние в них функции времени и пространства и новую роль литера­
турного героя* Наблюдения М«М«Бахтина могут служить хорошей 
предпосылкой для осмысления сложных взаимосвязей между роман­
ными тинами "золотого века" испанской литературы » рыцарским, 
пасторальным и нжареекным романом. Нет сомнения, что такой 
анализ обнаружили бы новые типологические разновидности рома« 
жа в процессе его исторического* становления и появление новых 
черт в романной структуре. 
Главная проблема в изучении плутовского романа, как и лю­
бого художественного произведения, это - определение его ис­
терической сущности. История литературы показывает* что это 
отнюдь не просто, даже если мы великолепно знаем жизнь писа­
теля и общественно-исторический фон его творчества« Согласно 
11 Л. П и н с к и й. "Гусман де Альфараче" и испанский плу­
товской роман, с. 18. 
12 А.Л. Штейн. История испанской литературы. 6 к», г 
Середине века и Возрождение. П., 1976, с.43. 
13 В. К о ж и н о в. Указ.соч., 123. 
14 М. Б а х т и н. Время и пространство в романе. - "Во­
просы литературы", 1974, J6 3, с. 133-179. 
- 59 -Б.АвКржевсксму, в плутовском романе "главный акцент новее-
твсвания совершенно минует сентиментальную сторону ж ©о-
ередотечен на аналсгш хитрэети в' обмана как главных нуте! 
в жизни • ж на обеспечение горев в конечном результ af e правд» 
ноте н беопочвога существования" « Поскольку Б» АДржев-» 
esift рассматривает протдопоюжвнй няутевекому роману пас­
торальный роман в качестве служителя идеям коняррефориацвв,. 
f® можно предположить-, что нжареокный роман трактуется им 
как проявление буржуазной' идеологии* хотя в то же время он 
несколько'претвворввдя еебо, отмечая, что
 йлучгае предста­
вители плутовского жанра (Мате© Алдаан9 В*Э©шн©1В'8 Ф.Кове~ 
до) трактует овое to'декласевровавнолг героя пренебрежительно 
и свысока«," ® ВДЬ'Кояввов утверждает-^ что "исходной ситуа­
цией любо те плутовского романа является-выпадение героя из 
феодальной ячейки» в'которой он родмеЯр превращение• er© в 
бродяге™ Д*В.8атонсхвЙ ее шатается e Л.Е.Пинеквн, что 
ияут®вск@й радам порывает с эстетикой Ренессанса,, "однако в 
те ж® вршя поддерживает точку, зрения В#В.Квкшова, утвер­
ждая^ чте "Пмкаро ее только явление распада; но в инструмент 
прогресса* Пикар© гаумнтся, пнкаро эпатирует старый феодаль­
ный иЩе ... И это - социальная прогревши' Реализуя ее8 он 




 I добавляете Туман не воюет против 
сословных привилегий - они для нег® проето не существуют. Oi 
убежден в своем пржродном равенстве / гввв/в В этом пункте 
Гусман остается ЛИЧНОСТЬЮ ренесеансной, а не барочной; он -




15 Б. А. К р ж e.в с к и ft.
 иД©н-Кихот
и на фоне испанской 
литературы" ХУВДУП столетии. - В кн. г БвА, Кржевский 
Статьи о зарубежной литературе. М.-чЛ.,19бО, с.258. 
16 Там же, 0*267. 
17 ВД о ж и н о в. Указ.еоч«, с.140. 
18 Д.З а т о н с к и й. Искусство романа и XX век.Н.-, 
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- бо -внимательном рассмотрении во всех упомянутых выска­
зываниях обнаруживается определенная непоследовательность, 
касавдаяея, в частности* конкретно-исторического понимания 
шутовской ситуации. Как неправильно утверждать, что Сер» 
вантео свош "Дон-Кихотом" в начале XJII века нанес смер­
тельный удар ао средневековому рыцарству (которое сошло в 
Испаши с© сцены уже в яг веке) , так недоразумением сле­
дует считать и вывод © том, что плутовской роман якобы б@» 
редея, в основном, против феодальной системы и ее еойж&ъшт«? 
mä поскольку на самом деле он представлял историческое @«з» 
наш© более поздней эпохи*, Ко времени возникновения нлу^ 
скоте романа процесс первоначально г© накопления в Мспанш 
находился в стадии завершения,, Противоречия, которые тоща 
возник» в обществе, были, с одной стороны, действительно 
ввязаны с остатками феодальной) строй, но еще в большей мере 
CHR бшш порожденн декаденской ролью третьего сословия, т»е» 
шпанской буржуазии в истории страны. Кризис Ренессанса и 
гуманизм®!, который стал вполне ощутимым к серединеХЛ века, 
ii только являлся результатом фе®далы©-католичеек©й реак«» 
цш, но и прямо бел связан с противоречивость® развития ис­
панской буржуазии ее сугубо ©тржцательве-ааразитичеекш ха­
рактер«* Поэтому нн&ареекная етуация , возникшая в лите­
ратуре в середине ХУТ века, принципиально, не совпадает © яе-
тержчеекой обстановкой, в которой были созданы Kjynielse® 
произведение проторенессанса - "Книга благой лвбви® ( сер. 
ХУ1 вв) и первый реалистический памятник Ренессанса **
 и6е« 
доотина* (.1499)» Уже первый плутовской роман (хотя он ОТНО­
СИТСЯ еще к периоду Возрождения), становится яркий контрас­
том рыцарскому роману, распространившемуся в нервой половине 
Х.У1 века! плутовской роман впервые отказывается от идеализа» 
ции действительности, свойственной антропологической эстети­
ке Ренессанса, которая утверждает безграничность свободы и 
возможностей человека, веру в гармоничность его природы«Вме­
сте этого в плутовском романе человек показан в зависимости 
от конкретных обстоятельств, от внеположной ему реальности.^ 
20 Л. Пин с к и й. Сюжет "Дон-Кихота" и конец треализма 
Возрождения. В кн.: Реализм эпохи Возрождения. M,, I96I. 
о. 330. 
21 Там же, с. 308. _ 61 При» рыцарских роман ©в нрннижается. Уж® "Даеа^идьо .е Тер» 
Ш§§& обьф&тжвн® такав мвает утопии идеалов как рвдарокнх 
романов, sas i Ренессанса i первые ©бмаружшвает ноетоянное 
продооречие вждшоета ж сущности - проблему,которая нре-
ебретает вс§ больную значимоеть в испанской литературе, яв­
ляется главно! тшой ж в "Гуемане д;е .Адьфараче" i в "ffioi-KH-
хоте" (хотя в р&дщады© ослнчннх яеропектквах !), ж егано-
вмтся преобладающей в барочной литературе Uli века.Втер©! ис­
панский илутсвсквй роман,
 иГ|©ман| д^е .Альфараче" Матео Алемана, 
хотя ж и© вршенж навивания совпадает e "Дуд-Кдютом* Серам-
теса,оставляет уж© совеем мал© места для режеееаженнх шштаий. 
Наличие "видимое тм
и, еогааон© барочное во,ображенвв, здесь фа­
тально ,
 йразрнвая
и все как индивидуальное, так ж общественное 
бытие. Такш ©бравом, критика в первых плутовских,романах,как 
и в ^Дон-'Кихоте" направлена не аротжв феодально» общества и 
его литературы, а против отрицательных ценностей новей, слож­
ной социальной действительности* Излагаемая JUE.BBBOKEM трак­
товка процесса литературного развития опирается'в большей ме­
ре» чем предыдущие точки зрения, на изучение конкретной ис­
панской общественно-исторической обстановки в нериод перехода 
от Возрождения к барокко, раскрывает новые возможности для 
ножшания вреблем плутовского романа« Она номагает осмыслять 
сложные отношения между человеком ж обществом в плутовском ре-
маме (например, рассматривать пикаро не в качеств© символа 
"выпадения человека га. феодальной ячейки", а отчуждения че­
ловека в раннем буржуазном обществе), а также лучше локали­
зировать пикарескннй роман в общежанровом контексте развития 
романа. Наконец, такой подход позволяет яснее определить ха­
рактер реализма плутовского романа,как и реализма барокко во­
обще. 
Попнткн разъяснить роль плутовского романа в общежанро­
вом развитии романа принадлежит главным образом двум уче-
нам: В.ВДожшову и Д.В.Затонекому. В.В.Кожйнов в своей 
книге "Происхождение романа" склонен к нормативному подходу. 
Отталкиваясь от предположения Гегеля о том, что роман в сущ­
ности является буржуазным жанром, он утверждает, что роман 
возник не раньше, чем складывается само буржуазное общество , 
т.е. в поелеренеесансный период, и что герой романа, в 
22 Н. Т о м а и в в с к и й. Указ.соч., с. 12-13. 
- 62 -о'жшш от главногэ героя в литературе предыдущих формаций , 
является: чаотти человеком, ЛИЧНОСТЬЮ^ сущее явование xofopeJi 
в большей мере, чем у раннего человека,, ©вязано e общ@@явщ* 
Be примеру Г, Жукача ВвВДожшов ечитае? одним из ооноввях 
у©левий романа его нроаяемаяичновта, незаконченнее«», шшмшт 
номежа в романе, ироадводадажшй во« взгляду- aaspsfef! 
©здазда более ранних произведений, Существенной адртей 
жанра он считает также влияние в-романе eeTefneoxHX лро«*»< 
вешявшоетей. На основании этого ВвВДожшов отрвдает -еу« 
ще@та§важие ршажа в ангиной ж ©редневеютей литераяуреува*» 
бдадаат яотохя романа в реядоаиоявх; воделлах к в 'ваводянх 
книгах, в" особенное?! в' '"f^^Tjxm^BP^E^, ж шштчш^;' чтё 
нё&вва 'лимрадошш романом бш аненнмннй ™ЖШт'Жшштш® § 
J^IMiSi" »
 а первой стадией развития романной» жанра 
Mjf©B@s@i роман -хУ-1-ХУХХ векев« 
История романа до ей нор ШМЯВШЕ. крайне дж©куд@м©Щ1Щ 
вовр>е« в siTOpaffpHof науке ш ®TQ$ разумеемся, "негозшше 
разреши» s рамках нашей ояатБН. Достаточно' коиотаснроваяь' $ 
чте большинство исоледоватолей романа^, в том чясяе ж ДЗ« 
8атонеххй( ©fasb JSK® ME ВвВв1эжшов E опредежиш гранвд 
романного жанра те модходаэ* Ia несостоя?@л&иеезЁ годобнот 
норнатавного-метода уже нрм 'изучения ередневекевого радар-
ехоге романа frasfflü^ яавршод Д&ЛШайлов В 1®ед№ш ж 
ет@ей книге
 |8§дащ|таЕйрщаврЕМй жшаж
51« *\*е xaeaewe lay*-
щвеког© • романа^ so ж здесь в исследовании ВеВДекинова н@ 
в® e ясно« Так, исходя из ©г© онзщеяения • spysEö доказать, по­
чему нервш шмшт стаж
 тЖшвш» Жттжжъо с Тощест
8*« a se -
вавример, (ееш рассматривая» иепанохув литера^трную яради-
щш)9 "jteHja foggdLjgegg" Хуажа Рушса или "CMej>raBa^ Роха-
eae Герошм в обоих названных нроив ведениях внетуяадо ©§озна-
ющме свою индивидуальное» нержонажы, так еказата, чв&^тш 
дадйо которые, в то же время связаны e обществ«! Мм 
нроизведения представляют собой еметез высокого ж низ*. 
кого 1 мм&тг крайне проблематичное развитие. Заявление ВвВ„ 
Кожинова о том, что образ Селеетшы якобы является односто~ 
23 B.10II н о в. Указ* еоч*, ов123 
24 АвД. Михайлов. Французский рыцарский романА , 
1976. 
- 63 -сторонне отрицательным, и чт© мы не находим в нем "решающего 
для романа пафоса эстетической многогранности", ^носит ясно 
непродуманный характер. С этим не ©огласится ни один иссле­




 Значение вованокого 
плутовского романа по-видимому не в том, что с него начина­
ется жанр романа, а в том, что в нем ярко выявились харак­
терные черты нового типа реалистического романа, преобретав-
шего огромное влияние в последующем развитии жанра. Сущность 
этого тина достаточно ясно выражается Л.Щйотскиш "Характер 
человека ж его поведение здесь впервые поставлены в зависи­
мость от общественных условий. В противоположность героичес­
кому сюжету «»фабуле, где основные мотивы связаны -традицией e 
определенным лицом, носителем известных событий, здесь соци­
альные обстоятельства выступают в© вс« ив©ем могуществе 
©б©т@ят&жь©тва продолжают и характер героя и его 
отрасти, и его поступки, а значит и фабулу. Плутовской роман 
поэтому « первая широкая реалистическая панорама форшрую-
щейея национальной жизни, универсальная панорама ее пестрого 
быта, Черее которую проведен герой ходом беспокойной своей 
жизни™. 
Другой спорный вопрос в оценке плутовского романа и ок­
ружающей его исторической ж культурной обстановки В,В» Кожи-» 
новым - ©то способ трактовки автором положения романа в ли­
тературе бароккое Согласно этой трактовке литературу барокко 
можно разделить на 4 основных группы? I) аристократическое -
щюциозное направление (маринизм$ галантно-пасторальный роман 
во Франции и в Германии)! 2) драма, где доминирует песси­
мизм и мистика (Кальдерой, Грифиус); з) сатирическая лите­
ратура« также проникнутая пессимистическими и екенткчеекщж 
настроениями и лишенная идеалов (Кеведо), и 4) роман, где в 
противоположность трем предыдущим напавлениям,свидетельству-
щим о распаде эстетических ценностей Ренессанса, сохраня­
ется слияние эстетических противоположностей и вместе о тем 
так называемый исторический оптимизм. 
25 В, К о ж и н о в. Указ. соч., с. 123. 
26 Е. Л ы с e н к о. Предисловие. - В кн.г Фернандо де 
Рохас. Селестина0 M., I959, о.14» 
27 Л, П и н с к и й. Сюжет "Дон-Кихота" и конец реализ­
ма Возрождения, с. 306. 
28 В. К о ж и н о в. Указ. соч., с. 146-147. 
- 64 -Подобная точка зрения знаменует собой отход от понимания 
связей литература e исторической действительностью, и в сущ­
ности, объясняет возникновение эстетических ценностей лишь из 
одной яшанентной форы романа. из которой ©оответствуще® 
©одержан» как бы еда© собой вырастает. Попытаемся все же ра» 
зобрать0Яэ. в чем действительно заключается реализм плутовско­
го романа» и сохраняет ли испанский плутовской роман барокко 
ia самом деле„ в отличие от всех остальных литературных явле­
ний эпохи, гармонию противоположностей и истерический опти­
мизм«, Ныне в нашей литературной науке давно преодолено нонж-
мание плутовского романа как всего лишь бытового описания или 
социальной сатиры» КсН.Державин, подчеркивая непосредственную 
связь между нлутовекш романом и "Дон-Кихотом" Сервантеса, 
пишет: "Реализм плутовской литературы был не только реализмом 
примитивной' изобразительноетж. Его реалистическое повествова­
ние имело своей основой реалистическую мысль, и эта реалисти­
ческая мысль не миновала творческого сознания Сервантеса ; 
как не миновала ее и повеетовательное мастеретво плутовской 
литературы." Н.Б.Томашевский, указывая на существенное от­
личие реализма плутовского романа и от пршитивного реализма, 
ж от более поздних типов реализма,, отмечает: "Плутовской ро­
ман реалистичен, но не смысле натурализма или реализма XIX 
века. Сомнительна правота социологической критики, &©торая пы­
тается наделить плутовской роман документальный значением, 
пытается • на оенове его анализа воссоздать жизнь, обществ© нр®«= 
вы и обычаи испанского "золотого века" ... Плутовской роман ж 
на самом деле изображает грубую^ тягостную реальность, но ре­
альность не непосредственную^, а преображенную на основе идео­
логических представлений и навыков, свойственных литературно­
му мышлению создателей романа." " 
Но шесте с тем мы должны признать, что своеобразие реа­
лизма плутовского романа как и барокко вообще, и его глубокое 
отличие от реализма предыдущей эпохи Возрождения, пока не на­
шло в нашей науке достаточного объяснения«, Литературе каждой 
29 К.Но Державин. "Дон-Кихот" Сервантеса. - В сб.? 
Культура Испании» М., 1940, с. 180. 
30 Н.Томашевский. Указ. соч.,с. б. 
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9 эпохи, как подчеркивает Л.ЕвПинский,, характерен евой собст­
венный тип реализма, и поэтому было ьы неправильно оценивать 
литературу одной эпохи по канонам яругой эпохивнапришр,:реа-
лизм барокко по нормам реализма Возрождения,, как это часто 
встречается. "Шесте с тем можно ли большое искусство барок­
ко « например, театр Тирс о де Молшы и Кавдерона - сводить 
к его католической тенденции,, не замечать его борьбы с шшъ 
зждаи ренессансного индивидуализма?" - опрашивает Л.Е« Пинс­
кий ж добавляетг "Прежде всего неосновательно противопостав­
ление еамоге реализма как "традиции Возрождения" - барокко 
как^ажтжреалютетееЕому искусству", о»* Борьба искуоства ба» 
рокко с традицией Ренессанса исторически шла ie вокруг при­
знания или отрицания принципа отражения , но характера этого 
отражения,»
и * Основные наблюдения о характере реализма ис­
панского барокко ж плуфовокого романа пока и принадлежат JUS. 
Пшокому« Крот вшяеупомянутого внвода об изменившейся в ми­
ре рож героя барочной литературы, что влечет за ообшй тезис 
о его завиешости от окружаюших обстоятельств и возникнов©-
иже нового понятия "ТИПИЧНОСТИ" • , Л.ЕвПинекий указывает 
еще на целый рад важных особенностей, свойственных реализму 
барокко, Kais видоизненеяие автрополотячвекого понимания су­
ществования («о иреобретает отрицательный оттенок) , по­
стоянное ш фатальное ощущение действительности в мире•барок­
ко ( и вто не только в драме ш сатирах» а особенно в романе„ 
начиная уже e ^Ш^^Ш^М^М^^^"') s замещение ранее*» 
сансного @овпаденда противоположностей их антагонистической 
борьбой обновление средновековекого протиБоречия "плоти" ш 
"души" - в новой, барочной трактовке офрра "души" оужаетоя, 
отождесявляясь част® с сухш ^разумом и явзуихскш радяо-
"*" £_ЗЦЧ№ш интеллектуального и -рационального ана™ 
31 I. й я в s s в й, Испанский шутовской роман и ба=» 
рвкхв. "Венрооы литературы", 1962, &5 , о. 131. 
32 Д» 1 I a ö s и I, Сшет "Дон-Кихота" ж конец' реализ­
ма Возрождения, ее 305-306. 
33 1, П g я s к 1 й, "Гусман де Лльфараче" и испанский 
плутовской роман» с. 30„ 
34 Там же, с. 33. 
35 Тащ яее с« 34. 
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 7 за сущность испанского ба­
рокко встречается у ЕЛомашввокого. Но неразработанность штш. 
проблем в советском' литературоведении порождает и множество 
опорных определений. Вряд ли можно согласиться, например, с 
утв@ржд@н1©м Л.В»Пинскогов что "барочный реализм ошечен од­
носторонне отрицательным взглядом на общество и человека"
 8 , 
ЕЖИ e его трактовкой р©ли фортуны в барочном сознании«, Непо­
следовательность чувствуется и в заметках Н„ Томашевского о 
связях культа чудесного и чудовищного с ощущением неизбежной 
гибели в эстетике барокко и о влияниях контрреформации на 
эту эстетику. Это нодверждает необходимость более глубо­
кого исследования общекультурной сущности испанского барокко* 
его своеобразия и отражения в литературе. Большего внимания, 
несомненно, требует осмысление барочного гротеска, ныне на­
блюдения об этом встречаются лишь у З.И.Плавскина и С.Ер­
еминой, * Много нового раскрыл бы анализ пикаро как поэ­
тического образа - как это, например, делает Л.Е.Пинский в 
предисловии к русскому переводу "Хромого беса" Белеса де Ге-. 
вары. ^
2 Одной из наименее исследованных областей в нашей 
науке является поэтика испанских плутовских романов, напри­
мер, вопрос о "точке зрения", о взаимных отношениях автора-
-героя, читателя-героя, героя - остальных персонажей, ха­
рактеристика пространства и времени в плутовских романах и 
т.д. Разъяснение этих аспектов позволило бы значительно 
расширить и более плодотворно осмыслить те об общения, которые 
уже являются достоянием нашей науки. 
36 3. Плавский. Сатирическая муза Франс иско де Ке­
ведо. - В кн.: Кеведо. Избранное. Л. 1971, с.IB. 
37 H. Томашевский. Указ. соч., с. 9. 
38 Л. Пинский. "Гусман де Альфараче" и испанский 
плутовской роман, о. 30. 
39 Н. Томашевский. Указ. соч., с. 9. 
40 3. П л а в о к и й. Указ. соч., е. 18. 
41 с. E Р e м и н а. Примечания. - В кн.:Плутов-
ской роман. M., I975, с. 515. 
42 Л. П и н с к и й. Испанский "Хромой бес". - В кн. : 
Луис Велео де гевара. Хромой бес. M., I964, с. 5-33. 
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- 68'-IS^aluaeiön de la novela picaresca espanola "en.la 
ciencia literaria sovietioa 
Juri Talvet 
S ia, m. a 3? i © 
Sl prop6sito de nuestro artieulo ha sido interprsfcar ев. 
resumen las principales opinionss soTbre la novela piearesea 
espanola en la eieacia literaria sovietiea«, I® importaneia 
de dieho problema s® acentua рог el heeho de que los er£-
ticos sovieticos en su mayorla eonsideran la novela pica-
resca espanola como la priaera ©tapa ©a. la £оршае1ба de la 
novela europea de los tiempos modernos у como ша d© las was 
importantes fases en la historia del genero novelese©« На 
nuestro estudio nemos destacado seis aspeetös de la reeep-
cions (1) la novela picaresca como genero literario (дазасЛ©«» 
namos las caracter£sticas de la novela picaresca espaaola 
segun los eriterios mantenidos por la erfbica sovietica)j 
(2) la genesis social de la novela picaresca espanola (cri— 
ticamos el punto de vista que juzga la novela picaresca com© 
una expresion de protesta de las clases marginales de la so— 
ciedadi en vez de esto9 subrayamos la necesidad de ver en 
la novela picaresca una interpretacion de la situaciön so-
cial concreta en su totalidad)i (3) la genesis literaria de 
la novela picaresca (mostramos que la vinculacion de la no-
vela picaresca espänola a la tradicion literaria nacional У 
a los elementos picarescos en la tradicion narrativa ante­
rior apenas ha sido estudiada en la crltica sovietica); (4) 
la esencia histörica de la novela picaresca espanola (desta-
camos el punto de vista de L, Pinski segftn el cual la nove­
la picaresca representa la conciencia de una sociedad post— 
renacentista у una estetica predominantemente barroca; de 
esto inferimos que la oposiciön principal en la novela pica-? 
resca espanola no estä entre la conciencia feudal у rena­
centista , sino refle;ja la contradiction entre la conciencia 
renacentista у postrenacentisjta) s (5) la novela picaresca en 
el desarrollo del genero novelescq (eriticamos el metodo 
- 69 -normativ© que ignora la realldad bistorica у estetica de la 
evoluciön de la novela у con esto funda la interpretacion 
del genero novelesco en una concepcion dogmatica)f (6) el 
realismo en la novela picaresoa (admitimos la opinion de 
L. Pinski segun la que los tipos de la poetica realista son 
bistoricamente variablesi de acuerdo con esto deberlamos 
estudiar la novela picaresca espanola ante todo dentro de 
una concepcion del realismo Ъаггосо). 
- 70 -SAUL BELLOW AED KES NOVELS 
Asta Lutgaa 
Tartu State university 
Y. (Continued) 
"SEIZE OE DAY" 
"Seize the Day**« published in 1956 s is like "ffhe Adven~ 
tu^s^p^Augie^M^ch" a study of success and failure0 Dif­
ferently from the bulky picaresque novel, however, that witb. 
its varigated adventures seems to be "centrifugal*^ this 




ing one man, (Pommy Wilhelm» victim of • "the world's bus!«» 
ness"» It is the price of failure in a world dedicated to 
success that Bellow is dealing with nowe 
The reader is presented one crucial day in the life of 
the protagonist«, Paralyzed by his memories of past frustra*» 
tionsj, as well as by his anxieties for the future Wilhelm is 
helpless in the present,, He feels poignantly that his life 
has run on the rock* Against the wish of his wealthy parents 
he had left college to go to Hollywood and become a movie 
star« It took him seven wasted years to realize that he had 
no talent for acting» How it was late* however, to enter a 
profession, although his father, a successful physicians жяИ& 
have paid for his medical education» ¢0 earn his livisg h@ 
had become a salesman of baby furniture at Eojar Corporation» 
With a reasonable salary and the promise of promotion to as. 
executive position, Wilhelm seemed to be well off. But when 
the president of the Corporation had filled the more remun-
erative position with one of his younger relatives, he had 
light-mindedly left the firm in a fit of anger« Having aban~ 
doned his wife and two children, he started living in a Hew 
York hotel "Gloriana", whose guests were primarily the aged 
and the retired« Destitute and without any invested capital 
he was forced to find a new job in the nearest future« 
When the novel opens Wilhelm is leading a precarious 
8
8
 On the Kovels ed. B.S. Benedikz, p, 227» 
- 71 -existence in the hotel« Badgered for money by his wife he 
makes an attempt to borrow money from his retired father 9 
Dr, Adler, an inmate of the same hotel. She latter, a vain, 
selfish old man8 refuses him both financial and moral help0 
Disowning9 in fact9 both his children after his wife's death 
Dr« Adler is determined to lead a self-centered life in peace,, 
Ashamed of the mess his son has made of his life, he callous»! 
ly washes his hands of him» 
The day has, however, a still greater calamity in store 
for Wilhelm, Appealing to friendly help and understanding in 
great stress, he falls into the hands of the scoundrelly 
Br* (Damkin, who cheats him of his last 700 dollars for spec« 
ulation at the stock market» Desperate and penniless, winly 
seeking for Dr„ Tamkin in Broadway, Wilhelm is carried with. 
a funeral crowd into a chapel where in the presence of the 
dead man, a perfect.stranger, he at last gives vent to his 
pent-up feelings and bursts into uncontrollable tearse 
Tommy Wilhelm, like other Bellow's alienated heroes, is 
both a victim of society and of his own self. And like in 
the other novels the author's attitude towards the protago-
nist is ironically detached, his point of view ambiguous and 
shifting«, 
From the first pages of the book Wilhelm appears to be 
a victim of the society he lives in0 He is trapped in the 
chaos of the egoistic and driving capitalist world - a world 
that is detached and cold, refusing the entreaties of the in-
dividual for any reasonable relationshipe As Wilhelm lacks 
the shrewd aggressiveness that capitalism demands, he has 
lost his money to sharper people around hime Together with 
money he has also forfeited the right to live a normal full-
blooded' life, Estranged from his wife and sons, driven away 
by his father, having neither colleagues nor friends, he feels 
himself nakedly and miserably alone in Hew York, the city of 
millions» 
As Bellow stresses time and again, the modern capital-
ist city is the dominant factor in "Seize the Day
8ll
a lor Wil-
helms, the "lost" man. New York is violent, heavy, ugly and 
utterly overbearinge In his predicament he is keenly awar© of 
the sheer "material pressure** of human density, of the ex-
hausting physical experience in this jungle of lives«, Like 
- 72 -Augie March in Chicago, he feels himself insignificant, "no­
thing, nothing"» The thousands of people hurrying to and fro 
in the streets make him dread their destructive power. Car­
ried away Ъу the jostling crowd, he fears to stop lest they 
might rush him off his feet, trample to death. All these peo­
ple seem to have an object before them towards which they are 
hurrying: 
"And the great, great crowd, the inexhaustible current 
of millions of every race, and kind pouring out, pressing 
round, of every age, of every genius, possessors of every 
human secret, antique and future, in every face the refine­
ment of one particular motive or essence - I labor, I spend, 
I strive» I design, I love, I cling, I uphold, I give way, 
I envy, I long, I scorn, I die, I hide, I went. Faster, much 
faster than any man oould make the tally." 
At the same time he is made to ask himself: What is the 
main object of the rushing crowd in reality? and comes to the 
conclusion that 
... "people were feeble-minded about everything except 
money. While if you didn't have it you were a dummy, dummy! 
You had to excuse yourself from the face of the earth." ° 
His dread of the rushing crowd alienates him from other 
people as they comprise a force hostile to him. Himself pen­
niless, the universal craving for money seems to him ridicu­
lous. He relapses into a deep pessimism and disillusionmenti 
all human effort seems to him futile as whole life and its 
aspirations come down to the only end, possible and real8 
Death. 
Tommy Wilhelm is a victim of the gross material values 
of American urban civilization. But he is also a victim of 
its peculiar emotional sterility which has found its fullest 
embodiment in the quarter of the city where the scene is laid. 
As Bellow's critic Ralph Freedman notes the New York 
urban milieu of "Seize the Day" reminds us that of the earl­
ier novel "The Victim" only on a different social and econom­
ic levels "the east-side walkup is replaced by the faded 
Saul Bellow, Seize the. Day, Penguin Books 
Ltd, Harmondsworth, Middlesex, England, ррф ^22 41. 
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JO pseudo-continental splendour of west-side apartment hotels». 
The numerous playing children Leventhal constantly, encoun-^ 
ters are displaced Ъу old men, living off the fruit of their 
past successes,, preparing their beds to die«" v, 
She greater part of New York old men and women of con­
siderable wealth live in big residental hotels on two .sides 
of the Broadway in the 70th 9 80th and 90th Streets« They ar© 
mostly lonely pensioners,, free from family.ties who have 
come here to spend their useless., empty old age like Tommy 
Wilhelm's estranged father«. Bellow has,.*caught the .physical 
and mental banality of the district through Dr« idler's 
eyess 
"Dre Adler liked to sit in a cornex that looked across 
Broadway down to the Hudson and New\Jersey„ On the other 
side of the street was a super~modern cafeteria with gold 
and purple mosaic columns0 On the second, floor a private-eye 
,schools a dental laboratorys a reducing parlour, a veterans* 
clubs and a Hebrew School shared the space* The old man was 
sprinkling sugar on his strawberries« Small hoops .of bril-
liance were cast by the water glasses on the white table­
cloths despite a faint murkiness in the sunshine* It was 
early summerp and the long window was turned inwards a moth 
•ras on the pane f the putty was broken and the white enamel 
on the frames was streaming with wrinkles*"" 
Tommy Wilhelm whom the vicissitudes of life have land­
ed to the same hotel with his father becomes keenly aware 
of the banal sterility of the hotel existence» Himself at 
the prime of his manhood,, a "hippopotamus" in sizie, he is out 
of place in the company of leisurely old people he meets in 
the vestibules and cafeterias* He looks as an outsider upon 
the strange gathering of people who kill the time of the day» 
It is a microcosm of society where everything is superfi­
cial s where masks and deceptions are the accepted rules« 
Bellow has informally said in a classroom discussion 
"that one of his themes in "Seise the Day" is the city-
92  dweller s fulfilment of personal needs on strangerse
 y In 
9° Saul Bellow and the Critics, p0 57. 
^ Saul Be 1 1 о w, Seize the Day, ppe 35-56. 
9a  Keith M. 0 p d a h 1, op.cit., p. 10ö4 
- 74 -the sterile atmosphere of the residential hotel the feelings 
that usually evoke private commitment are now casually ex-
changed in public-e Thus Tommy Wilhelm's father finds ful-
filment not in his own children but in the respect and ad-
miration of his hotel associates,. He is gratified in his 
role of "grand old man'% but impatient with his son's suf-
fering, and sends him away with an old man's curse during 
their last meeting at the massage-rooms 
,."Go away from me now. It's torture for me to look at 
you9 you slob!" cried Dr. Adler• Wilhelm's blood rose up 
madly, in anger equal to his father's,, but then it sank down 
and left him helplessly captive to miserye" -^ 
Thus Tommy Wilhelm who feels himself lost in the 30s-» 
tliag crowd of New York, is. still more alienated and misera-
bly alone at his residence in "Gloriana
n
0 His troubles re-
main buried in his own soul as there is nobody to tell them 
about t 
"You had to translate and translate, explain and ex-
plain, back and forth, and it was the punishment of bell it-
self not to be understood, not to know the crazy from the 
sane j the wise from the fools, the young from the olds or 
the sick from the well. The fathers were no fathers and the 
sons no sons» You had to talk with yourself at night«, Who 
else was there to talk to in a city like New York»" -^ 
The sterility of the urban civilisation is also 
stressed in the protagonist's other contacts with people 
apart from his father and the hotel inmates„ Already in his 
younger days, the Hollywood agent Maurice Yenice, who had 
persuaded Tommy Wilhelm to become an actor, expressed the 
tastes and spirit of the city«
 7^ He had praised the movie 
industry because it supplied the emotional life of the na-
tion, 
He tells Willie that "everywhere there are people try-
ing hard, miserable, in trouble, downcast, tired, trying and 
trying. They need a break. ... A 'break' through, a help, 
luck or sympathy" .•. Being a movie-star "you become a lover 
Saul Be How, Seize the Day, p. 117. 
Ibid., p. 90. 




95 to the whole world. The world wants it, needs it. One fellow 
smiles, a billion people also smile. One fellow cries, the 
other billion sob with him." " 
Dr. Tamkin, Tommy Wilhelm later fatal acquaintance, epi­




As a psychologist, philosopher, poet and businessman in 
one person, he is at the same time a spokesman for his soci­
ety. In his role of "professional" psychologist he makes his 
living by supplying "the emotional needs of strangers", " 
This charlatan claims to do his work for love rather than for 
money but, in fact, swindles the gullible patients dependent 
on him. 
Driven from his father's callous impersonality Tommy 
Wilhelm seeks emotional support in Dr. Tamkin's spurious 
kindness. Exploiting his hold on the victim} Tamkin cheats 
Tommy of his last money to invest it in rye and lard at the 
stock market when the shares of these articles are about to 
fall. He -dazzles Tommy with the play of his pseudo knowledge, 
but above all by his "wordly" philosophy: 
... "The real universe. That's the present moment. The 
past is no good to us. The future is full of anxiety. Only 
the present is real - the here-and-now. Seize the day." "" 
With his glibe manners Tamkin makes Tommy keep him com­
pany at lunch and pick up check for his loan. After the crash 
of their combined investment, he mysteriously disappears 
leaving Tommy to face his immediate ruin* 
Tommy's pathos as a victim of the society's material 
values and emotional sterlity is, however, only one side of 
Bellow's problem in the novel. Still more convincingly and 
subtly he dissects Tommy as a victim of his own nature. "Seize 
the Day" is therefore not so much a naturalistic study of 
Tommy's, downfall in unfavourable circumstances as a psycho­
logical study of his particular masochism and self-victimi­
zation. 
Saul Bellow, Seize the Day, pp. 25;26. 
Keith M. 0 p d a h 1, op.eit., p. 109 
Saul Be 1 1 о w,. Seize the Day, p. 4-5. 





99 Being outwardly the most kind-hearted and boyishly gen-
tle of all Bellow's protagonists Tommy is, at the same time 
the chief enemy of his own self. He seems to have an half-
conscious desire for sufferings and failure that equals to 
sadism and self-hatred» 
Already the general untidiness of his life, his sloven-
ly personal habits speak of disrespect for his own self« In 
spite of his desperate attempts "to keep up appearances" he 
is fast going to seed, his body grown fat and flabby from 
nervous overeating and the use of sedatives. 
The principal features of Tommy's character are his care-
lessness and dirtiness that are particularly repugnant to his 
neat and correct father« Owing to Bellow's ironic detachment 
from his protagonist and to his shifting point of view, the 
reader is at times inclined to take the side of the callous 
father and not of the suffering son« As seen from the fol-
lowing meeting at breakfast table, Wilhelm's personality is 
repugnant« 
"A faint grime was left by his fingers on the white of 
the egg after he had picked away the shell« Dr. Adler saw it 
with silent repugnance... The doctor couldn't bear Wilky's 
dirty habits. Only once -,. and never again, he swore - had he 
visited his room. Wilhelm, in pyjamas and« stockings had sat 
on his bed, drinking gin from a coffee mug and rooting for 
the Dodgers on television... The smell of dirty clothes was 
outrageous«" 
Tommy Wilhelm's coat pockets are full of "little packets 
of pills, and crushed cigarette butts and strings of cello-
phane" together with pennies and various other odd objects« 
In relationship with other people his conduct is often un-
balanced and neurotic, his manner of speech, sadistic. As one 
of the critics of the novel has pointed out, he is "given to 
violent, explosive, scatalogical utterances" in which he ex>-
presses his hatred for "the world's business", especially for 







 Saul Bellow, Seize the Day, p. 41. 
Saul Bellow and the Critics, p. 135. 
-77 -Too much of the world's business done0 Too much fal­
sity« Be had various words to express the effect this had on 
is I 
102 
him«, Chicken! unclean! he exclaimed in his heart« Eat "race! 
Phony! Murder! Play the Game! Buggers!" 
These neurotic utterances do not make Tommy Wilhelm a 
critic of the capitalist order« He curses the rich and the 
successful because he himself is vaguely aware of being a 
regular misfit whose failure is of his own making» Had he 
possessed more foresight and acumen he would have Ъесоте 
rich and perfectly satisfied with the general state of 
^world's "business"» Sadly he recalls the old days when he 
had had moneys 
•. „s "The Money I When I had it, I flowed money „ They 
1СЯ  Ъ1е& it away from me„ I haemorraged money,"• ^ 
Tommy Wilhelm's short career is punctuated Ъу wrong 
steps of which he himself is. aware, Already when he quit 
college to enter the movie in Hollywood, he had realxzed 
that he was going to make his first great mistakes 
в«в "1 was going to pick up a weapon and strike myself 
a Mow with it." Ю* 
His next impetuous step was to leave the Rojax Company 
without having any other job in viewe Although aware of the 
fact that his own vanity had destroyed his career as a sales­
man he could not but strike himself the final blow and give 
his last savings to Dr. Tamkin» 
Tommy Wilhelm's masochistic desire for suffering be­
comes best evident in his dealings with the charlatan» While 
under the spell of Tamkin's philosophy to "seize the day" he 
at the same time realizes that the man is a humbug«, Yet with 
some mysterious fatality he allows himself to be ruined by 
him; 
... "I was married to a lush," said Tamkin. "A painful 
alcoholic ... but I loved, her deeply. She was the most spir­
itual woman of my entire experience." 
10
2
 Saul Bellow, Seize the Day, p. 21. 
10
5
 Ibid., p. 45. 
10
4
 Ibid., p. 21. 
- 78 --' "Where is she now?" 
- "Drowned," said Tamkin« "At Provincetown, Cape 0ode 
It must have been suicide*•." 
"Marl " Wilhelm inwardly called himj" JSTasty lies* He in-
vented a woman and killed her off and then called himself a 
healer9 and made himself so earnest he looked, like a bad-? 
natured sheep«, e® He believes he's making a terrific impres-
sion , and he practically invites you to take off yaur hat 
when he talks about himself§ and he thinks he has an imagi-
nation«. but he hasn't, neither is he smarte 
Then what am I doing with him here and irby did I give 
105 
him the seven hundred dollars? thought Wilhelm«,
1*
 y 
All these scenes are focused in the consciousness of 
the hero while the reader at the same time realizes his mas-
ochistic desire for self-victimization,, When Wilhelm final-
ly drops under the weight of the hard blows he has receivsdg 
he is both pathetic and comic in his misery© Carried by the 
crowd into "the happy oblivion of tears
8
8
 he starts praying 
mercy from his fathers 
e80h9 Father j what do I ask of you? What'11 I do about 
the kids - Tommy, Paul? ly children«, And Olive? Bay dear? 
Why, vshy$ why - you must protect me against the devil who 
wants my lifee If you want it, then kill mee fake, take itf 
take it from me 0«o The flowers and lights fused ecstatical-
ly in Wilhelm's blind, wet eyesi the heavy, sea-like music 
came up to his earse It poured into him where he had hidden 
himself in the centre of a crowd by the great and happy ob-
livion of tears» He heard it and sank deeper than sorrow s 
through torn sobs and cries toward the consummation of his 
heart's ultimate need»" 
Thus Wilhelm's plea for help and mercy seems to be a 
plea that others give him the esteem he cannot give himselfe 
Still Bellow suggests a tentative affirmative message through 
the obvious helplessness of Wilhelm's situation in the am-
biguous ending of the novele 
By writing the greater part of the story as an ironi-
Saul Bellow, Seize the Day, pp0 102, 103o 
Ibido, pp« 125-126« 
- 79 -cally detached narrator through Wilhelm's eyes, Bellow delib­
erately blurs the distinction between his protagesaist and him­
self, When he speaks out in his own voice he gives some mean­
ing to Wilhelm's confused thoughts about, his "heart's ulti­
mate need"« Through his sufferings and "deep sorrow" he seems 
to realize at last the hard truth that "the business of life, 
the real business is to carry his peculiar burden to feel 
shame and misfortune - to taste these quelled tears" and not 
to seek for mercy in others. 
VI. 
"HENDERSON THE RAIN KIH" 
While Tommy Wilhelm is faced with the dilemma s how to 
live without any money and permanent income, then Henderson» 
the hero of Bellow's fifth novel, "Henderson the Rain King" 
(1959)» is troubled with a diametrically different problems 
how to live when you are rich and have everything except hap­
piness. Both heroes, however, have in common their complete 
alienation, from modern civilized society. 
Eugenie Henderson, the only Gentile protagonist in Bel­
low's novels, is a vigorous middle-aged man, whose capital 
runs into millions, "whose life is cluttered not only with 
money but with wives, and children and mistresses, and estates 
and servants." ' 
He comes from a respectable American family s "his great­
grandfather was Secretary of State, his great-uncles were am­
bassadors to England and France, and his father was the fam­
ous scholar Willard Henderson who wrote the book on the Al-
MB 
bigenesians; and friend of William James and Henry Adams." 
He himself, however, according to his own words, has al­
ways been one of the "loony" members of the family, who has 
behaved like a "bum"s With his ungainly outside appearances 
- "sis feet four inches tall« Two thousand and thirty pounds. 
An enormous head, rugged with hair like Persian lambs' fur, 
Nathan A„ Scott, op.cit», p«, 50«, 
Saul Bellow. Henderson the Rain King, Faw-
cett Publications. Greenwich, 1965» P« Ю. 
- 80 -suspicious eyes, usually narrowed», Blustering wayse A great 
nose " — he epitomizes human desire in caricature« 
Henderson is not a "good man" like other Bellow's heroes 
who.g in the teeth of all obstacles try to remain human sad 
accomodate themselves to the surrounding world«, In his un-
quenched desire he is malicious and vengeful. He quarrels 
with his wives-, harasses strangers, fights with the police 
and threatens even suicide„ Against his own will he becomes; 
a murderer when the noise of his rage kills the family cook*' 
Having been in the active service of World War II he 
decides to become a farmer,, For this purpose he turns his 
luxurious Connecticut estate into a pig farm« Bellow's iron­
ic comment on American reality is given in Henderson's words? 
"When I came back from the war it was with the thought of 
becoming a pig farmer, which may be illustrated what I 
thought of life in general." (My underlining - A.b.) 
But pig-breeding cannot satisfy Henderson. He starts 
thinking of the human side of this practice« Although "tax-
wise, even the pigs were profitable... they were killed, 
they were eaten. They made ham and gloves and gelatin and 
111  fertilizers!" And Henderson asks himself rhetoricallyг 
"Man! That's who it is, Man."
 11
2 
Henderson is chronically dissatisfied with his life, but 
does not himself know what he wants. Every afternoon an in­
ner voice in him cries outs "I want!" When he tries to sup­
press this voice, it gets even stronger and says one and the 
same thing? "I want! I want!" As Henderson does not under« 
stand the nature of his voice all his attempts to quiet or 
appease it fail? "I would walk it« I would trot it. I would 
sing to it or read to it. No use." * 
It is evident that Henderson experiences a profound in­
ner crisis? he does not know any more why he lives« His 
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- 81 -communicative approach to the dead« He spends many hours in 
a damp basement study where he hopes to reach his dead par­
ents' spirits by playing violine to them. Every morning, 
wearing a red hunting cap, a velvet robe, and dirty farm 
boots, he retires to the basement to demonstrate the immor­
tality of man: 
... "It so happens," he tells us, "that I have never 
been able to convince myself the dead are utterly dead« When 
I learned a few pieces, I would whisper, "Ma, this is 'Hu-
moresque' for you" or "Pa, listen - 'Meditation'from Thais'« 
I played with dedication, with feeling, with longing, love. -
114  played to the point of emotion collapse." 
The caricature of Henderson's "living death
8* becomes 
more meaningful in the context of the "dead" civilization in 
generale The America that is governed^ solely by material 
values, by an undue worship of artificial things, is satir­
ically expressed in the background of his charwoman's daily 
life. When Henderson visits Miss Lennox's cottage after her 
death, he is astonished at the accumulated jjunk he witnesses 
there. He must climb from room to room "over the boxes and 
baby buggies and crates she had соllected.o.*«Bottles , lamps, 
old butter dishes and chandeliers... shopping bags filled 
with strings and rags and pronged openers... and bushel bas­
kets full of buttons and china door knives. And on the walls 
115  calendars, and pennants and ancient photographs." ^ 
Seeing all this rubbish of her artificial world Hender­
son thinks that it is representative of American civiliza­
tion in general. He cries out in dismays "How can we? Why 
116  do we allow ourselves?" 
Although Henderson cannot find self-fulfillment in. civ­
ilized world, he cannot accept the idea that his soul is en­
tirely dead. Thus doggedly leaving everything behind, he 
suddenly sets off for Africa in quest of his own "self", 
Bellow takes his grotesque hero to African wilderness 
to cure him of the ills of civilization, to contact him with 
Saul Bellow, Henderson the Rain King, p. 30» 
Ibid., p. 39. 




116 people who are not entirely deprived of the wisdom how to 
live better« 
Immediately before writing the novel Bellow had spent.a 
few months on his anthropological studies in the primitive 
surroundings of American Indians in Nevada which evidently 
might also have been responsible for the exotic setting in 
"Henderson the Rain King". The Africa, however, where Bel-
low takes his hero is not the contemporary "black continent" 
fighting for its independence and sovereignity. Neither is it 
the natural world of the primitive bushmen in the past« Hen-
derson's Africa that must effect his cure is a dreaml^Ää., 
symbolic of his own "dark soul"« 
Bellow's meaningful ridicule of Henderson's quest of 
self is revealed at the start of the hero's trip« As Keith 
Opdahl notes "the trip begins as a burlesque of the Heming-
way hero, who has the same initials as Hemingway, has 'always 
been a sort of African buff*, he buys a 375 H and H Magnum 
rifle because he read about 'a fellow from Michigan' who had 
117 
one«" ' As the critic further asserts s "Bellow's comic ver-
sion of Hemingway's strong man is more than criticism« Hav-
ing created several weak heroes, who were not 'big enough to 
fight with life', Bellow now creates a comically strong 
,, 118 
one." 
Like a typical picaro Henderson starts his trip with a 
companion Charlie, together with whom he had attended danc-
ing school in 1915» Seeking, however, greater danger than he 
can possibly find with the "settled" Charlie he changes him 
for the native guide Romilayn.Together they travel by a jeep, 
by a plane flown by an unshod Arab, and lastly on foot. Hap-
py about his newly won freedom Henderson exclaimsj "I got 
clean away from everything«" " 
Henderson's further adventures in the exotic bring him, 
however^ to non-existent lands of myth and magic where his 
symbolic transformation is finally carried into effect. 
The tribe he first encounters, Arnewi, are a mild, pa-
cific people who raise and worship cattle. Like their totem 
Keith M. Opdahl, op.cit«, p. 43. 
Ibid., p. 125. 




119 animals, cows, they embody suffering and loving passivity,, 
At the head of the tribe is. Prince Itelo, an educated man, 
who has learnt English at a Syrian school«, Thus Henderson 
has no difficulties in communicating with hime 
Henderson arrives at the Arnewi village at the time of 
a great trouble when a lasting drought is killing their cat-
tle e Henderson, an ex-pigfarmer, entirely sympathizes with 
the cattle-breeders and is ready to help theme He learns, 
however, from Itelo, that they have a large reservoir full 
of water, contaminated by frogs which frighten the cattle 
away and which the villagers have a taboo against killing«, 
She gentle Arnewi who love their cattle sit up all night to 
comfort them«, 
If Arnewi resign to suffering as their lot, their queen 
Willatale has found joy in it«, She has created a philosoph-
ical balance by reconciling the two opposite s * On the one 
hand, she finds her joy by accepting the chaotic world, on 
the other, she has "risen above ordinary human limitations**«, 
Although she is missing teeth and has only one eye, Willa-
tale smilingly welcomes Henderson to their land» Wrapped in 
lion skinj sitting on her throne like a goddess, she is ready 
to teach her philosophy of resignation to Henderson, who is 
in quest of truth about his "dark self"» Sharing the secret 
of her life philosophy with Henderson, the wise old queen 
tells him that the sleep of his spirit is self-imposed, and 
that he has "grun-to-molahi", i«e» "desire to live",' 
Peeling his hour of liberation near and driven by the 
affection the tribe shows towards him, Henderson does a pub-
lic "service"* As an ex-soldier he improvises a grenade to 
blow up the frogs, but unfortunately blows up the whole cis-
tern of water. As a typical American, he wants to make use 
of his technical knowledge, but in his eagerness destroys 
the very thing he seeks to save« The" cows groan and the 
frightened'villagers watch their water flow into the desert 
floor» 
Henderson suffers keenly from the bitterness of his de-
feat as things had been going on well for him. Thus, fol^-
lowed by the reluctant Romilayn he leaves the gentle tribe 
and wanders back into the desert» " • 
After his first failure on African soil Henderson is 
_ 84 - ' tempted to go hack to America, hut"finally still decides to 
continue his "quest for self": **I haven't got much hope* be 
argues,"hut all I know is that at home I'd he a dead mans" 
It is with the next tribe, the Wariri, that Hender-
son's most significant adventures occur« At the very outset, 
he learns from the Wariri that they and the Arnewi had form-
ed a single tribe in the past* They had parted, however, over 
the question of "luck"* In their language "wariri" means 
"lucky", whereas "arnewi" is the opposite, "unlucky"« And 
soon Henderson must realize that the Wariri, who meet him 
challengingly with guns, fully justify their name» 
Just like the Arnewi,' the Wariri are suffering from 
drought» But they set about their trouble' in a different way 
- with a rain ceremony, and are convinced that they will 
achieve rain in spite of the cloudless sky. 
The Wariri tribe is warlike and violent, given to drink-
and quarrelling« "Some of the men wore human jaw hones as 
neckpieces under their chins." Their athletic, handsome 
Prince Dahfu "best expresses their warlike nature. 
Henderson is invited to take part in the rain ceremony 
during which a cow is slaughtered and an old man slashed. 
The wild and assertive nature of the Wariri is most 
strikingly revealed in the rain ceremony« They whip their 
wooden idols, placed in the centre of an arena, into submis-
sion. Henderson is tempted into a traps when the strongest 
man of the tribe fails to lift the heavy idol of Rain God-
dess, Mummah, he is given the permission to try his strength. 
without realizing the danger involveds 
"Benevolent Mummah her fat face shone
v to the -sun with 
splendour. Her tresses of wood were like a stork's nest and 
broadened upward - a homely, happy, stupid, patient figure, 
she invited Turombo or any other champion to try his 
121  strength." And Henderson the "champion" cries outs "I 
lifted her from the ground and carried her twenty feet to 
her new place among the other gods. The Wariri jumped up and 
down on the white stone of their stands, screaming, singing, 
Saul Bellow, Henderson the Rain King, p. 
Ibid., pp. 156-157. 




After his success Henderson is festively made Stingo — 
the E;ain King and the occasion is festively celebrated: 
stripped naked he is thrown into a stagnant cattle pool« 
As a result of the•successful ceremony rain starts 
pouring do-em, and Henderson dances on his hare feet in the 
cruel, exuberant scene. 
Before Henderson discovers that he had been victimized 
and his life in danger, he undergoes a "lion-cure" under 
the guidance of King Dahfu. 
Just like Willatale, the queen of Arnewi, King Dahfu 
has formed his own philosophy of life, based on the manners 
and values of his tribe» But differently from Willatale's 
passive resignation, Dahfu has formed a more soldierly theory 
how evil may be overcome» 
"Man is a creature who cannot stand still under blows, 
a creature of revenges. A brave man will try to make the 
evil stop him. He shall keep the blow«" ^ 
According to Dahfu, man can become strong and keep the 
blows by exchanging "good" for "evil". As an idealist phi-
losopher Dahfu believes that everything originates from 
man's brain, he can create even his own body: "He is the 
artist of suggestions. He himself is the principal work of 
124  art, in the body, working in the flesh." 
The different philosophies of the two tribes are also 
expressed in the bodily appeamances of their chiefs. The 
resignation of Arnewi has found its embodiment in the fat 
toothless, one-eyed queen Willatale, whereas the militant 
cruelty of the Wariri corresponds to the athletic grace and 
ease of their King Dahfu, 
The totem animals of the two tribes are also different. 
In place of- the Arnewi's meek, suffering cows the Wariri 
worship the lion. 
King Dahfu himself keeps his magnificent pet lioness 
Saul Bellow, Henderson the Rain King, 
p. 165. 
Ibid., pp. 213-214. 




124 in a den under his palace« Remembering Henderson's remark 
that pigs "have become a part of me" he proposes the mil-
lionaire to go through a "lion therapy" in order to change 
both his inner and outer image. He claims that "lion thera-
py" will enable Henderson to accept the cruel reality of the 
universe. 
"Be the beast! You will recover humanity later,but for 
the moment be it utterly»" ' 
The therapy that takes place in the lioness's den con-
sists in Henderson's repeated exposure to the beast, 3?irst 
horrified beyond words by the enormous lionesss but forced 
to quell his fears, Henderson gradually starts imitating the 
beast - by moving in all fours% growling and roaring» The 
comedy of the scene reaches its climax when Henderson fin-
ally is able to imitate all lionlike qualities and when Dah-
fu and the lioness watch Henderson "as though they were at-
tending'an opera performance," To the same effect is Hender-
son's own description of his experience. 
"And so I was the beast. I gave myself to it and all my 
sorrow came out in the roaring, my lungs supplied the air 
but the note came from my soul. The roaring scalded my throat 
and hurt the corners of my mouth and presently I filled the 
den like a bass organ pipe. This was where my heart had sent 
me, with its clamour. This is where I ended up, but when all 
this had come forth, there was still a remainder. The last 
126  thing of all was my human longing." 
As several critics have noted Dahfu's philosophic theo-
ry and lion therapy "are shrewdly appropriate to Henderson's 
weaknesses, and in fact resolve several issues..." ' con-
fronted by other Bellow heroes. Like the other heroes before 
him Henderson "fears the world because he is dependent on 
it for his identity. If he could achieve the lion's autono-
my, Henderson would be less frustrated and would have fewer 
"blows" to pass on". While the Arnewi queen Willatale 
has learned "to transcend pain, Dahfu has learned to derive 
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- 87 -After.his encounter with Dahfu's pet lioness Henderson 
is made to undergo a still more severe test of "reality", to 
encounter the untamed male lion., Gmilo. This second lion is 
representative of Dahfu's father, the former king* Dahfu him-
self sarast espiiir© Mm to strengthen his position amoag the 
Wasiri» 
This test proves to he the hardest to Hendersons «••. 
"certain words crept into my roars, like "God", "Help", "Lord 
have mercy", only they came out "Hoolp!" "Mooooery!" It's 
funny what words sprang forth. "Au secours", which was "Se-
cooooor" and also "De profooooondis", plus snatches from the 
"Messiah"«.
 15° 
In his encounter with Gmilo, Dahfu's symbolic lion-
father, Henderson ultimately meets his "reality", because the 
lion forces him to awaken from his dream - to live in the 
real world. 
Henderson's predicament lies in the fact, however, that 
Dahfu himself dies in his attempt to capture Gmilo. He finds 
himself automatically heir to the throne of "Sungo"8 the rea-
son why nobody wanted to be the Rain King. As his future 
among the Wariri means sure death he effects his escape. 
Stealing the lion cub which contains Dahfu's soul Henderson, 
and his attendant Eomilayn, flee back to civilization. 
But Henderson is a renovated man "eager to know how it 
will be now that the sleep is burst". He has changed his name 
to Leo E. Henderson and plans to enter a medical school in 
order to serve the mankind in the future. 
In his African dream it was the warlike Wariri who had 
taught him to find a reality compatible with his own natures 
"Well, maybe every guy has his own Africa," he argues, "Or 
if he goes to sea, his own ocean«, By which I mean that as I 
was a turbulent individual I was having a turbulent Afri-
ca. -
Henderson's greatest gain from his symbolic African 
trip is that he has found a way out of his narrow inner self. 
He knows too well what it means
 Mto lie buried in your-
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self", •* and has therefore widened his scope to the sur-
rounding world and fellowmen. 
Already before the lion-hunt with Dahfu he had written 
a letter to his wife Lily which testifies to the process of 
his gradual changes "I had a voice that said I want! I want! 
I want? I? It should have told" me she want», he want s 9 
they want* lud moreover, it's love that makes reality 
real* The opposite makes the opposite." ^-V 
At the end of the novel when the plane on which he is 
*bound for Hew York, stops at Newfoundland for fuel, he starts 
making plans for the future. Apart from the lion^cubf con-
taining Dahfu's soul, his other companion is a Persian or-
phan, who is sent alone to Nevada. Carrying paternally the 
orphan in one arm and the lion-cub in another, he runs jaunt if 
ly along the airfield in the white silence of the Arctic. 
Thus Bellow leaves his comic hero, awakened to reality 
and cured of "alienation" on his way to America and a new 
life. Like in the author's other novels the affirmative end-
ing is tentative and ambiguous as the reader is not shown 
Henderson's renovated "seif" in practice. Unlike Augie 
March, however, who at the end of "The Adventures of Augie 
March" tries to hide his utter alienation and disillusion-
ment in a spurious optimistic phrase about Columbus who dis-
covered America, Henderson sounds genuinely optimistic and 
at home in the real world. 
* Saul Bellow, Henderson the Rain King, p. 255, 
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12 711.' 
' "Й E В Z O G** 
•Мбsi; critics consider "Herzog", Bellow's,, sixth novel, 
to be his masterpiece and a kind of smmning-!-up of his, pre-
vious fiction. • •• The central problems that had occupied 
the writer for 20 years are in this novel brought to a syn­
thesis» 
One the one hand, we meet here again Bellow's typical 
alienated urban hero at the moment of a profound inner cri­
sis when only one fatal step separates him from the ultimate 
ruin,, and on the other hand, we realize the desperate at­
tempts of the same hero to find a way out of the impasse he 
has fallen, to assert himself in the inimical outside world. 
At the same time "Herzog" also marks a positive shift 
in Bellow's social approach. While still preoccupied with 
the everlasting inner drama of the hero, the wrxcer shows 
more boldly than before, the hero's growing protest against 
everything in his surrounding world that threatens to rob 
him of his humanity. Thus the hero's self-analysis gives, at 
times, place to an analysis of the social abuses in Ameri­
can reality which have caused this crisis. 
This shift in Bellow's world outlook seems to have been 
conditioned by the changed social atmosphere in which "Her­
zog" was written. His previous novels of the '50s - "The 
Adventures of Augie March", "Seize the Day" and "Henderson 
the Bain, King", still bear the imprint of the close social 
atmosphere of McCarthyiem. and its over-all political re-
155 
action. ^ In these novels the spirit of the so-called ^tim­
id decade" might indirectly be observed in Bellow's natu­
ralistic impassivity and modernistic skepsis of tne treat­
ment of the hero" and the social scene. Written in the more 
favourable social atmosphere, of the '60s, "Herzog" has be­
come a more critical and affirmative novel. Although "Her-
^-^ Saul Bellow and the Critics, pp. 184-206. 
^-55 M.O. Ж e H д ель с о н, Социально-крититеские мо­
тивы в творчестве Беллоу, Ацдайка и Чивера. В кн.: Про­
блемы литературы США XX века, Москва,"Наука" Д970, с.64. 
- 90 -zog" is above all a psychological study and the burning so­
cial issues of the period are not the author's main con­
cern, he still reacts boldly to the changed spirit of the 
American people« At times he comes openly, out against the 
policy of the Imperialist warmongers and the abuses of West­
ern civilization in general. The still strong naturalistic 
and modernistic colouring of the novel, sometimes gives 
place to genuine realism and social exposure. 
Like other Bellow's novels, "Herzog" has a marked auto­
biographical background. There are references to a childhood 
in Canada of the '30s as well as to a heritage in the Polish 
ghettos. The protagonist has been involved in two succes­
sive unhappy marriages like the author, ^ and is, in fact, 
the first University man among his heroes. 
"Herzog" seems also to be the most "personal" of Bel­
low's novels as its ideological content is full of immedi­
ate self-reference. But although Bellow has put a great deal 
of himself into his protagonist, he retains from start to 
finish the detached attitude of an observer toward him with 
his twist of irony and caricature. 
The hero of the novel, Moses Elknah Herzog, is a forty-
three-year old Canadian Jew whose life has largely been spent 
in the academic circles of Chicago and New York. He is a 
professor of history specializing in the Romantic movement. 
He is the author of a number of scientific articles and es­
says, and his recent book, "Romanticism and Christianity" 
had, at the time of its publication, established him as a 
young scholar of considerable orginality .and promise, 
Although Herzog had in the said book set a noble aim to 
show "how life could be lived by renewing universal connec-
157 
tions" »by an irony of fate, his own life is neither hap­
py nor successful. When the novel opens, Herzog's personal 
life appears very nearly to have collapsed. He has stopped 
lecturing at the college and is without any permanent posi-
* At the time of writing the novel Bellow had di­
vorced his second wife and had married his third, Su­
san Glassman.in 1961. See Robert D e t w e i 1 e r-, 
op.cit., p. 18. 
*' Saul Bellow, Herzog, Fawcett Crest Book, 
New York, 1965, p. 33. A. 
- 91 _ -.--у tion« Distracted by his marriage and "meaning-of-life*
1 trou­
bles, his scholarly research has, in fact, reached an im­
passe« He cannot concentrate on the following parts of Ro­
manticism, on Rousseau, Kant, Hegel, so that, he has virtual­
ly given up the work on his new book«, He has also squandered 
a patrimony of 20 thousand dollars on an isolated and dilap­
idated country-house in the West of Massachusetts, the; Berk«» 
shires, that does not' provide him any homee Deserted "by his 
second wife, Madeleine, who has run away with his best 
friend Gersbach, separated from his favourite daughter Juneg 
Herzog is facing a humiliating loneliness and close nervous 
breakdown.« 
The pressures of life are weighing so heavily,on Herzog 
that "some people thought he was cracked, and for a time he 
himself had doubted that he was all thereto * But being. 
almost at the end of his tether, he unconsciously becomes his 
own psychiatrist« His self-assigned therapy consists of writ­
ing notes and letters to everyone under the sun« ^Hidden in 
th© country, he wrote endlessly, fanatically, to the newspa­
pers, to people in public life, to friends and relatives and 
at last, to the dead, his own obscure dead, and finally the 
famous dead" ^" and the God himselfe According Herzog's own 
words the aim of these letters, never posted, was his "need 
to explain, to have it out, to justify, to put in perspec-
140  tive, to clarify, to make amends9" 
Shrough this discipline of letter-writing, through the 
recollections of the past, the clarifying of his present ex­
periences) Herzog finally succeeds in gathering up the scat­
tered fragments of his life, and effect, if not a cure^ then 
at least a balance« 
Shus this novel of past reminiscences, with'the "let­
ters" skilfully linked to the basic sequence of events, grad­
ually unfold the history of the man, deeply affected • 
Bellow does not idealize his protagonist. Being a pene­
trating observer of life, he never fails to see tragedy sep­
arated from comedy« In his complex, ironic portrait of Moses 
15
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- 92 -Herzog we recognize an intellectual with genuine "moral im­
pulse s'% at times with a burning social conscience, but also 
a suffering buff001ц whose troubles are often of his own 
mating« 
The immediate cause of his nervous breakdown, thorough­
ly analyzed in the book9 is the divorce of two successive 
unhappy marriages e He himself, however , is far from being ® 
sainte He has deceived his first wife Daisy, as well as the 
second, Madeleine;, for whom he bears a-special grievance e He 
has had his Wandas, Bonos« Zinkas and Ramonas one after ao~ 
141  other© His own impulsive nature and eccentric behaviour 
has often been the cause of misunderstandings or sufferings© 
For all his defects^ however, Herzog possesses an orig^ 
inal power of analyzing people and phenomena of life around 
Шла© His comments on various intellectual issues, as well as 
his independence of fashionable pseudo-theories and current 
thought reveal him as an exceptionally erudite and clever 
man« 
Bellow's achievement in the novel lies in the mastery 
with which he shows Herzog's supremacy to the petty people he 
comes into contact with, and in the criticism of the social 
reality these people represent Through Herzog's eyes we are 
presented a number of middle-class people, who all, to a 
greater or lesser extent are products of. American urban civ­
ilization« 
Madeleines Herzog's ex-wife, is an intellectual snob 
whose temporary interests in science and culture are governed 
by her own extravagant tastes or by the current thought in 
fashionable society» According to Herzog's satiric comment, 
her pursuits include such widely different phenomena as*Sla­
vonic language studies , Russian idealists* Soloviev and Ber-
dyaev, but also
 Mthe French Revolution, Eleanor of Aquitaine*, 
Schliemann's excavations at Troy, extrasensory perception^ 
then tarot cards, then Christian Science, before that Mira'» 
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- 93 Herzog rightly.sees in Madeleine's changing hobbies oa-
ly a pose, and his following remark is also pertinent5 "The 
intensity'was. always high. If- she had one constant interest, 
it was murder mysteries. Three or four a day she d read."
 y 
Madeleine's love for senseless luxuries and her uneco­
nomical housekeeping has always Ъееп a grievance to, Herzog 
who is not too well off. "Will never understand what women 
want", he writes in his "letter" to Madeleine in comical des-
ТУ|/| 
pair. "They eat green salad and drink human blood". 
But in spite of her Bohemian recklessness Madeleine can 
also Ъе calculating and mean in financial matters as her de­
tailed preparation for the divorce reveals. Not only does she 
secure for herself the greatest possible trophy from the 
wreckage of their married life - the house, the furniture, 
the car, the child - but she is also ready to have Herzog 
followed by a private detective jand send him to a lunatic 
asylum, "by spreading rumours, about his insanity. 
Madeleine's lover, Valentine Gersbach is her true coun­
terpart in self-interest and hypocrisy. He has a different 
face for every man} acts as Herzog's friend while cuckold­
ing him. He also makes use of Herzog's services to get a re^-
munerative position in television while at -che same time 
plotting with Madeleine the divorce. "They diwed my up, Val­
entine took my elegant ways, and Mady's going to be the Pro­
fessor", ^ Herzog complains to his zoologist friend,, a 
truly good and selfless man. 
The main moral agent of the people in Herzog's immediate 
circle is-self-interest and profit. Aunt Zelda, who turns out 
to be another "crook" in Herzog's drama, entirely supports 
Madeleine's tyrannizing her "cranky" husband. la Zelda's view 
her niece had a right to expect "from her husband,... safety, 
money, insurance, furs, jewelry, cleaning women, drapes, 
dresses„ hats, night clubs, country clubs, automobiles,thea­
tre." Herzog's bitter experience of the conspiracies, and 
tricks of the two,women make him draw the conclusion that 
Saul Bellow, Herzog, p. 93. 
Ibid., p. 56» 
Ibid., p. 327. 





146 they had "the same standard - Zelda, wxth dyed haxr as dry 
.•-• , s . ., . • < • 1ЛЧ •••••• 
as excelsion and the purplish lines on her lids," *'-was 
also experienced in female deceit and husband huilyilng. 
Calculating and money-ridden are also other people con-i
f 
nected with Herzog'š divorce. His Chicago lawyer Sandor Him-
melstein who pretended to he his friend and even offered him 
shelter when Madeleine had put him out of his house, was, in 
fact, double-dealing between the two parties: 
... "I left you money for an emergency," Herzog Writes 
in his "letter" to" him, "you turned it all over to Madeleine' 
148  to buy elothes. Were you her lawyer or mine?" 
In Herzog's opinion, Sander Himmelstein' is a "sucker" 
like most lawyers in the city. "He squeezes the poor« Buys 
credit.papers from merchants who sell fancy goods on in-
stallments to prostitutes on the South Side". -
7 
The same is true of the psychiatrist Dr. Edvig, who had 
cut profit from both of his "patients
1*. While "treating" Her-
zog he helped at the same time Madeleine get the divorce by 
testifying to his mental trouble and allowing him to be fol-
lowed by the police» 
These people are all very typical of " American* urban 
civilization the victim of which Herzog has been depicted in 
the novel. When Augie March called such people who' tried to 
"restrict" his fate and "manipulate" his character, "Machi-
avellians", then Herzog refers to them as "Reality Instruc-
tors". They are people who "want to teach you - to punish 
150 > 
you - with the lessons of the Real", ' people who posi-
tively enjoy thrusting forward the low view of truth, cruel 
in their relish of the nastiness of life, 
However naive or ridiculous Herzog might seem to be in, 
the eyes of the "Reality Instructors" he is both intellec-
tually and morally superior to them. As John- W. Aldridge in 
his review of the novel has aptly remarked: ... "in compari-
son'with them he is ineffectual, bumbling, and a fool - the 
very type of the silly intellectual, helplessly adrift in 
' Saul Be 1 1 о w, Herzog,' p. 51. 
^
8 Ibid., p. 51. 
149 
150 
Ibid., p. 115. 
Ibid., p. 57. 
- 95 -the cutthroat world of practical affairs« But however ridi­
culous he may he, he is also so much more a human being» so 
much more sensitive and responsible than they» that his ridi­
culousness becomes, like his suffering, a badge of honour, 
the mark of his moral superiority» For Herzog is selfless 
where they are selfish, loving where they are hateful, wry­
ly comic, where they are gruesomely grotesque,,, whose pre­
dicament is that he is finally too pure for this world,** ^ 
Bellow has built up Herzog's drama on his conflict with 
the current standards on morality«, She fact that the protago­
nist is a "crazy
и intellectual has enabled him to judge вшге 
openly these standards« 
Bellow has also shown Herzog's independence from vari­
ous current truths concerning American civilization and cul­
ture« Apart from the "letters** that bear upon his marriage 
trouble there are different addresses to scientists, phi­
losophers and statesmen, which are eloquent of the profes­
sor's own views, These "letters'* are, in fact, a clever sty­
listic device by means of which the novel's ideas permeate 
the whole of Western culture, 
Shus in a number of "letters'* Herzog attacks the pes­
simistic conceptions of existentialist philosophy, fashion­
able in the USA in the middle of the 20th century« In an 
early passage of the novel he polemizes with Heidegger and 
other German existentialists who propagate the defeat of the 
Western civilization and* the "second Fall of Han". Ш writes s 
,«• '"My life would prove a different point altogether« 
Very tired of the modern form of historism which sees in 
this civilization the defeat of the best hopes of Western 
religion and thought, what Heidegger calls the second Fall 
of Man into the quotidian or õrdianry. ВГо philosopher knows 
«•1*52  what the ordinary is, has not fallen into it deep enough« -^ 
Refuting the antihumanist idea of the "Fall of Man" he 
asks Heidegger a direct question: "Dear Doctor Professor 
Heidegger, I should like to know what do you mean by the ex­
pression "the fall of the quotidian". When did this fall oc­
cur? Where were we standing when it happened?" -^ 
"J5*Saul Bellow and the Critics, p. 209, 
^
2 Saul Bellow, Herzog, p» 133« 
15
3
 Ibid., p. 65« 
- 96-Hersog sums up his criticism of the pessimistic concept 
of the existentialists in a later conversation with his goo«-
logist friend Asphalters 
- •-<>»
 e8It all goes back to those German existentialists 
who tell you how good dread is for you, how it saves you fro^ 
distraction and gives you your freedom and makes you authen-
tie«. God is no more« But Death is. That's their story« And 
w© live in a hedonistic world in which happiness is set up 
on a mechanical model« All you have to do is open your fly 
and grasp happiness« And so these theorists introduce the 
154  tension of guilt and dread as a corrective«"
 y 
He comes to the conclusion that "human life is far sub­
tler than any of tus models, even these ingenious German 
models ... She new attitude which makes life a trifle not 




In a longer "letter** to Shapiro, a fatuous scientist 
from his own academic circle, Herzog argues how injurious 
can he the "Wasteland outlook" of the existentialists when 
applied to modern history? 
».о "the commonplaces of the Wasteland outlook,, the 
cheap mental stimulants of Alienation, the cant and rant of 
pip-sqeaks about Inauthenticity and Porelorness« I can't ac­
cept this foolish dreariness« We are talking about the whole 
life of mankind« The subject is too great, Shapiro« It tor­
ments me to insanity that you should he so misled« A merely 




In arguments of this kind professor Herzog clearly ex­
presses Bellow's own ideological concepts, expounded in many 
of his theoretical essays and interviews with critics»
 5' 
Bellow's own views can also he observed in many of Her-
zog's political arguments in which he openly attacks the re­
actionary policy of the Imperialist government« In a "letter" 
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- 97 -
13 the pressure of the Cold Was? ... which now so many people 
agree was a phase of political hysteria« •* . • 
She Ш government is, in Herzog's opinion, pursuing a 
policy of Gold War and spending military billions against 
foreign enemies but **would not pay for order at hoiae
M and 
"permitting savagery and barbarism in its own great cities*** 
№as in his "letter" to Commissioner Wilson Herzog writess 
e»» "I wonder if you allow me to make a few observa­
tions on your police fore®? ••« Xou know as well as I d© 
the parks are not properly pelic@de Clangs of hoodlums make 
it werth your • life to go in« e, Must the Ixmy have its Hike 
missile site on the Point? Perfectly futile» I'believe, ob­
solete j and taking up space* Plenty of other sit©s in. the 
city« Why not тот® tais meelese junk to some blighted  ?<, Why 
area?**
 A 
Hersog also sees great danger in the fact that not the 
right people hold the real political power in toerica — 
6
9
 corporation lawyers, big executives, the group now called 
the Industrial Statesmen
8*«, Ш holds th© representatives 
©f Big Business directly responsible for th© military poli­
cy of the government« 
In another
 wletter
M to the^few York fimes^Herseg c«ss 
back to the same idea that America must beware its leadersŽ 
"In every community there is a class of people, pro-
foundly dangerous to the rest» I don't mean th© criminals. 
for them we have punitive sanctionse I mean the leaders» In« 
161  variably the most dangerous people seek power. ** 
Is an intellectual himself, Herzog is particularly 
grieved by the fact that -American intelleccuals have been 
deprived of all real power and made dependent on the reac-
tionary top. In the above-quoted "letter" he holds that gov-
ernments cannot "function without intellectuals - physi-
cians, statisticians - but these are whirling in the arms 
of industrial chiefs and billionaire brass ." '^
d He goes on 
15
0
 Saul Bellow, Herzog, p. 200. 
15
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 Ibid., p. 87. 
16
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 Ibid., p. 200. 
16
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 Ibid., p. 2o2. 
162 Ibid., p. 202. to say that even the later more democratic President Kenne­
dy" was not about to change the situation either«, ©nly he 
seemed to acknowledge , privately, that it existed«," * 
la all these "letters" Herzog *s biting satire on Ameri­
can cultural and socio-political order becomes strikingly 
evident«, At the same time his human itarien i sm is not devoid 
©f certain abstractedness, which, n© doubt, holds true of 
the limited ideological positions of the author« It seems 
also to b© clear that Herzog, like his creator, suffer^ from 
some typical bourgeois prejudices and illusions inth® treat» 
ment of social problems« 
Herzog, like other Bellow's protagonists, Joseph Alm-
Stadt, Augie March, etc», were brought up in the "proletar­
ian decade
8* of the Depression and influenced by its demo­
cratic and radical spirit« In their later life, however, 
they flatly refuse to acknowledge this influence» fhus they 
bear in themselves a spirit of timelessness as if anticipat­
ing the world outlook of the so-called "timid decade** of the 
164  50s, As M.O« Mendelson points out, even to Herzog # Beb-
low's most "principled** hero, the ideas of social struggle 
are foreign« Using the term "bourgeois" in passing, he has­
tens to add that it is not used in the Marxist sense» ^ 
On many other pages of the novel Herzog lays stress on 
his individualistic approach to social, problems« Shis not 
only explains the passive, naturalistic cast of Bellow's so­
cial criticism but also gives rise to some essential con­
tradictions in the novel« 
In practically all his novels Bellow has contrasted two 
main themes: man's reliance to his inner vision or "autono­
mous self", and his determination to act in the social or 
external world« Locked up in themselves for the greater part 
of the novel, his protagonists achieve some community at the 
end« f hus Joseph of the "Dangling Man", falling in his 
quest for "autonomous self" decides finally to enlist in the 
16
5
 Saul Bellow, Herzog, p. 202« 
164 
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See Keith M. 0 p d a h 1, op.eit., pp. 6-7 
- 99 -irmy and act in the "external world". In the same way Hen­
derson of "Henderson the Bain ginp", driven to a symbolic 
Africa in the quest of his self, returns cured of his in­
dividualism and decides to do socially useful «ork a® a doc­
tor, In "Herzog" this polarity has found a still more ex­
tended treatmenta hut it creates also the chief difficulty 
in the novel* Herzog, the prptagonistg is himself divided 
in the maia issue "whether, justice on this earth can да can­
not be «eneralj social, "but must originate within each 
heart'** " ' He often suggests that society is a distraction 
from more important issues of the iniividual that the in­
telligent man is ""grieving at the loss of his private life-
168  sacrificed to public service"» In a "letter
8
8
 be Writes , 
for instances "Public life drives out private life»She more 
political our society beсотеs eee the more individuality 
seems lost"*
 16^ . • ' 
On the other hand, Heraog's endless preoccupation with 
his "self
8*, which is sometimes verging on mania, makes him 
desire to lose himself on something higher than personality« 
170 
t© "renew universal connections"« There are moments when 
be thinks that
 e3the true occupation of a man is in duty« in 
1¾ 
use, in civility, in politics in the Aristotelean sens©
85«, ' 
Many .of his "'letters
8
8
 to public figures, quoted above, also 
refer to his new social and political preoccupations«, 
Hersog^s ота experience and actual behaviour contra­
dict, however, the .stated theme© At the end of the novel ttos 
split „.between the "individual
6
9
 and the "social" still 're­
mains«.'Ms position as a "new" man, who has decided to free 
himself from, "personalism" and dedicate to social issues, is 
not convincing* He withdraws from the evils of the city to 
live in peace in his country estate in the Berkshires. Af­
ter, the collapse of his fatal marriage to Madeleine. ^ he re­
gains his self-esteem through people who have remained loy­
al to him « his friend Asphalter, his mistress Bamona». His 
167 Saul В f 1 i о w, Herzog, pv 219./ ! 
16
8
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- 100 -affections and concern are directed towards his oim family f 
his fairoarite daughter June, his helpful brother Will rathea? 
than towards society« 
However much Herzog strives for social serviее9 the арф-
el is about hi® internal9 private experience« She subject«* 
matter and structure of the book lies ultimately la his quest 
for insight into himself whereas the external events ar@ 
largely his subjective memories and experiences«, Shis topres*t» 
sioE. is intensified by Bellow's use of the time of actios 
172 
where the past clearly overshadows the present« ' MbreovsiP, 
the time is also subjective as th® viarious ©vents ш giv©?t 
validity through Hersag's ©^perlene©• Svan his satiric, "let-** 
ters" t© eminent persons,, never posted^ ar© only privat© 
thoughts into public r@alaae 







9 it remains Bellow's most "personalist
8* aovel^ 
Shis is corroborated by the protagonist *s ота argument Ja Шв 
conversation with his friend Asphalter% 
"fake me j for instance, I've been writing letter© hel*> 
ter-skelter ia all directions* More words» I go after real-» 
ity with language a Perhaps I'd like to change it all into 
language 9 to fore© Madeleine and Gersbach to have Ooaseieae® 
• о • I must be trying to keep tight the tensions withOTfe whieb 
human beings can no longer be called human ee® And I've fin­
ed the world with letters to prevent their escape© I waat 
them in human f oria, and so I conjure up a whole environment 
and catch them in the middle e I pat my whole heart into these 
constructionse But they are constructionsc
w '* {Щ? uadesv 
lining - £вЪв) 
Part of Heraog's division between the "personal** and 
the "social" lies in the fact that he gives the notion "so­
ciety" different colourings« ?ery often he speaks of "socie­
ty" in terms of brotherhood and spiritual community rather 
than as concrete institutions» lake Tommy Wilhelm ia' llis deep 
alienation "in'the city has moments when he yearns to
f'embrace 
the whole mankind, be brother with every* man, in. the same Way 
172
v
 KeitnJS. О p d a* h 1, op.cit., p» 15'/. 
^ Saul Bel 1^ b
lw, Heraog, pp. 332» 333« 
-101 the disillusioned Herzog has exalted moments when he wants 
to harness himself in the service of jOTsasLtyin the "iris*©«» 
174-
telean sense«" ' 
Мог® often, however, Herzog equates "society" with the 
grim American reality, "the mammoth industrial civilisa­
tion* - the city* Shis "society" and its abuses he not only 
criticizes but also evades when he withdraws,from Hew York 
to the primitive surroundings of the country» As Keith M« 
Gpd&hl notes, Bellow is caught by the conflict that rises in 
all his fiction between his dedication to larger community 
and his criticism of it, " 
The novel abounds in masterful descriptions of the big 
city which contain the same naturalistic force as similar 
descriptions in his other novels« Herzog is oppressed by the 
weight of "human Billions" in the eity. #or hi® city is a 
jungle of grotesque lives, deprived of their humanity and 
turned into biological mechanismse Himself alienated among 
the false "Heality Instructors" he feels keenly the aliena­
tion of others« 
Herzog had
 wlately read that lonely people in New York. 
shut up in their rooms, had taken to calling to police for 
relief« 'Send a squad car, for the love of God! Send some­
one! Come. Someone - please come!'" ' 
A13, the city scenes are remarkable for their ugliness 
and a peculiar depressive quality« The following extract re­
cords Herzog's impressions on his way to a meeting with his 
mistress. Eamona: 
"This was his station, and he ran up the stairs« The 
revolving gates rattled their multiple bars and ratchets be­
hind him«.» In the mouth of the exit he stopped to catch his 
breath. Above him the flowering glass, wired and gray, and 
Broadway heavy and blue in the dusk, almost tropical; at the 
foot of the downhill eighties lay the Hudson, as dense as 
sereury. On the points of radio towers in Hew Jersey red 
lights like small hearts beat or tingled. In midstreet, on 
17
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- 102 -the benches, old people: on faces, ой heads» the strong 
of decay; the big lege of women and blotted eyes of men. 
sunken mouths and inky nostrils* It was the normal hour for 
hats swooping raggedly (bideyville), or pieces of paper 
(Hew York) to remind Herzog of bats, in escaped balloon was 
fleeing like a sperm, black and quick into the orange dust 
of the west. He crossed the street, making a detour to avoid 
a fog of grilled chicken and sausage* ФЬе crowd was traips­
ing over the broad sidewalk« Moses took a keen interest in 
the updown public, its theatrical spirit9 its performers -» 
the transvestit© homosexuals painted with great originality« 
the wigged women, the lesbians looking so male you had to 
wait for them to pass and see them from behind to determine 
their true sex, hair dyes of every shade« Signs in almost 
every passing face of a deeper comment or interpretation of 
destiny - eyes that feeld metaphysical statements«, ind even 
pious old women who trod the path of ancient duty« still 
177  buying kosher meat«" • 
Unpleasant are also Herzog's previous impressions in 
the subway* Waiting for the up&own express, he makes a tour 
of the platform and sees "mutilated posters *» blackened-out 
teeth and scribbled whiskers, eomieal genitals, like rockets, 
slogans and exhortations»" ' Disturbed by the ribaldries 
on the walls, he thiakss "Filth, quarrlesome madness««« Minos* 
works of Death,," ^ 
In the nest chapter we get another glimpse of the per­
version and violence that the city engenderse During his 
visit to the courtroom where Herzog expects to meet his 
lawyer Simkin, he witnesses several depressing trials of 
criminals г a Negro in "filthy brown pants" charged with rob-» 
beryi a young male prostitute caught from a men's lavatory 
at Grand Central Station, who challenges the court with his 
depravitys 
"The prisoner was a boyj though his face was curiously 




Saul Bellow, Herzog, p. 221 
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- ЮЗ -He wore a soiled green shirt. His dyed hair waa long,-stiff, 
dirty« He had pale round eyes and he smiled with empty - no, 
VOTBB than empty - cheerfulness« His voice, when he answered 
questions (i was high-pitched, ice-cold, thoroughly drilled ia 
its affectations. 
- "Name?" 
- "Which name , your hoaor?" 
- "Your own name*" 
- **My boy's паше, or my girl's name?*
9 
- "Oh, I see«.*" She magistrate, alerted by this, swept 
the courtroom, rounding up his audience with his glance ,•«• 
"Well, which are you, a boy or a girl?" 
The cold voice said, "It depends what people want me 




- "Want sex, your honor." 
- "Well, what*s your boy's name?
8* 
- "Aleck, your honorо Otherwise I'm Alice," 
- »Where do you work?" 
- "Along Third Avenue, in the bars« I just sit there." 
- "Is that how you make your living?" 
- "Your honor, I*m a prostitute." 
She naturalistic scene at the courtroom culminates in 
a particularly horrible murder case - the trial of an epi­
leptic, orthopedic-booted woman, born to poverty, sexually 
abused since childhood, who has beaten her three-year-old 
son to death* 
Deeply impressed by the evil he witnesses at the court, 
Hersog starts for the first time thinking of active social 
service. He is moved by the balanced and humane conduct of 
the magistrate during the procedure and comes to the con­
clusion? If society embodies the destructive principles of 
the world, a practical and knowledgeable social service might 
surmount these principles, that only society can cope with 
evil. 
But even ia his imaginary dedication to social service 
there is at the same time an element of personal failure« 
180  Saul Bellow, H©rgog9 pp.- -279» 280e 
- 104 When he looks within himself« he experience s nothing but his 
own humane feelingss 
„ . • "Herzog experienced nothing but his own humane feel­
ings^ in which he found nothing of use« What if he felt 
moved to cry? Or pray? He pressed hand to hande .tod what did 




And in an earlier chapter Herzog also confesses his in­
ability -
esto struggle with social injustice
68» which reminds 
us of a similar confession by Augie Marchs 
"He feels challenged but unable to struggle with social 
injustices too weaks so he struggles with women8 with chil-
dren, with his own tmhappinesse
M 
Much of Herzog's story9 like the stories of Bellow's 
other protagonists point in two directions at the same 
time«, ^ Owing to this shifting point of view of the author 
the ending of the novel is also tentative and ambiguous« At 
the same time such an ending seems to be intentional and not 
casual«, As Bellow suggests9 Herzog is perfectly aware of his 
own ambiguities«, He has, however« achieved a balance by com«» 
ing to terms with them as the following statement showss 
"ly balance comes from instability«, Not organization or 
courage as with other people* It's tough;» but that's how it 
is,-
 18Ц-
Herzog's temporary retreat from the city to his coun­
try estate might therefore be.regarded as a compromise in 
his conflict between the "personal" and the "social"« Al­
though for the time being he lives in the solitude of the 
country and heals the wounds he has received from life, he 
intends to sell his estate and return to the city« With his 
legitimate work as a scholar he hopes to do his bit in the 
service of society«, He has also decided to turn to a more 
ordinary plane of existence and give up self~examination? 
18
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- -105 -stop writing "letters"г ",.<> he had no messages for anyone« 
18*5  Nothing, Not a single word."
 y 
Bellow has noted in an interview with a critic that 
186  "Herzog" is a Bildungsroman, The protagonist has gone 
through a painful stage of development and received his 
"education". He has come to terms with his own personal pe­
culiarities as well as with his limited position as an in­
tellectual in American society. He Imows now what it means 
"to be a man. In a City, In a century. In transition* In a 
mass» transformed by science. Under organized power. Sub­




(to be continued) 
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- I06 -Сол Беллоу и его романы 
А .Л. Луйгас 
Резюме 
Центральная для литературы проблема взаимоотношений чело­
века и общества в современном американском романе ©вязана, с 
отчуждением/"alienation"/. Многие талантливые романисты 
послевоенного периода - Джек Керуак, Сол Беллоу, Норман Мей-
лер, Джон Алдайк и другие - изображают своих героев отчуждён­
ными и отторгнутыми от общества. В творчестве этих прозаиков 
развиваются одновременно и реалистические и модернистские тен­
денции. С одной стороны, реалистическая критика пороков сов­
ременного буржуазного мира в Америке - отсутствие гражданских 
прав негров, расизм, насилие, милитаризм; с другой стороны, 
модернистская трактовка человека, его беспомощность и ничто­
жество в этом хаотическом мире. 
В данном исследовании рассматриваются романы Сода Бедяоу 
с точки зрения изображения отчужденного героя. В вводной час­
ти выяснаются некоторые причины отличительной позиции Беллоу 
среди прозаиков, вошедших в литературу США после второй миро­
вой войны, и оценки советских литературоведов его творчества. 
Там же даётся краткий обзор его литературного пути и общая 
характеристика его писательской манеры. 
В семи главных частях работы анализируется отчужденный 
герой, типичный для творчества Беллоу, в таких романах как 
"Болтающий человек" /1944/, "Жертва" /1948/, "Праключения От 
Марч" /1953/, "Дови день" /1967/, "Гендерсон. король дождя" 
/1959/, "Герцог" /1964/ и "Планет Мистера Саммлера" /1970/. 
В заключении подводятся итоги о сливании реалистических 
и модернистских тенденции в романах Велдоу. Автор считает, 
что реализм Беллоу - это реализм внешних поверхностей. Главные 
концепции его искусства - концепции модернистские. Общество, 
любая цивилизация, рассматривается как враждебное человеку. 
Отчуждённый от него человек занят мучительными поисками само­
го себя, он сталкивает с противоречием между своей обществен­
ной и биологической природы, из которого он не видит никакого 
выхода. 
- 1о7 -THE IMAGE 01 TBS AUTHOR Ш ERMISST HEMINGWAY'S 3TO7EL 
"A MBEWBEL TO AMB
M 
Renate Abeltina 
Latvian State University 
In his second novel "A Ear ewe 11 to Arms
88., published in 
I929, Hemingway once more confined himself to the limitä-
1 
tions of the "bloody 1st person"« 
bike Jake Barnes in
 8"The Sun Also Rises
88«, Frederic Hen»» 
ry is both the first person narrator and the protagonist of 
the novel» 
As in his earlier novel«, Hemingway again chose the in-
ternal world of psychic activity in which to dramatize his 
story of World .War I0 The writer was not concerned with a 
panoramic view of the wars Instead, he wanted to convey to 
the reader the feelings and thoughts of a young intellec--
tur.lj, brought up in the spirit of humanism and belief in 
the rationalism of human behaviour^ contacting the insanity 
of social disruption«, 
Hemingway's flair for psychological portraiture has 
been seldom recognized» 0« Baker expresses a commonly ac-
•cepted attitude to Hemingway's art when he writes? "We are 
seldom permitted to know them /the characters — R<,A„/ in 
depth" ands "character is revealed through action"s and fur-
thers "characterization in depth is in a measure sacrificed 
2  to the exigencies of narrative movement"«, 
Apart from the Ereudian critics who interpret Heming-
way's fiction as a direct reflection of his war traumas 
literary criticism has largely overlooked the fact that the 
protagonists' actions and words and the very "narrative 
movement"* in Hemingway's first-person novels, self-consist-
ent as they are, mirror, at the same time, the atmosphere 
of their coBsiousnesse To get the full import of the author's 
* Quoted after .0, Baker, A Life.Story, New York, 
1969, p, 187. 
о ... .. . , ,. 
С. В а к е r, The Mountain and the Plain« Ins Er­
nest Hemingway,, Critiques of Four Major Novels. ed„ G. 
Baker, New York, 1962, p. 58» 
ею lOÖ "* message j the reader's mind is forced to hold to two levels 
of awareness - the story as told and the story to be de­
duced® On the one hand« the inner life of the personage must 
he reconstructed from the outward plastic image» On the 
other hand;, the narrator's emotional state should he ex­
amined whenever an attempt is made to'interpret his actions 
and words« Thus, for example, some critics have taken Fred­
eric Henry's words? "I was not made to-thinks I was made to 
eate ly God5 yeso Sat and drink and sleep with Catherine"^ 
(pe 233) for granted, disregarding the fact that they imply 
physical and emotional exhaustion and hitter irony at his 
failure to comprehend the whole crasy pattern of a war in 
which the enemy pass on paying no heed to him while the 
Italians on whose side he has been fighting start after his 
life e His inability to abstain from thinking has been fur­
ther widely dramatisedo At places Frederic's chaotic at­
tempts to reproduce the events» his thoughts blurring either 
by excessive emotion,, drunkenness or exhaustion^ testify to 
the fact that the narrative movement has been sacrificed to 
the exigencies of characterization«, 
Among Hemingway's present-day foreign critics only 
Richard K« Peterson has pointed out the fallacy of the opin­
ion that Hemingway's style is simples laconic and'terse,, He 
mentions numerous cases when it is deliberately awkwards in­
definite , repetitive j expansive and full of non-sequiturs« 
However, he does not attribute these qualities to the thought 
patterns of Hemingway's narrators but to the writer's pen­
chant for intensity and suggestiveness9 concluding that 
"style reflects the sensibility of the author more than that 
of the characters*" Ihusj as in earlier criticisms the de­
grees of dissociation between the author and his characters 
has not been taken into account* 
Professor T. Zasursky has aptly observedз"Было бы, од­
нако »грубой ошибкой отождествлять образ Генри и авторское 
Page numbers in brackets refer tos E«, H e m i д g-
w а у. A Farewell to Arms, Charles Scribner's Sons» New 
York, 1957» 
ReK. Peterson... Hemingways Direct and Ob­
lique. The Hague-Paris j 1969» p. 19« 
- 1O9 -отношение к событиям, Хемингуэй нарочито огрубляет Генри.*
0 
Our task, then, is to find out whether the assumed au­
thor in E» Hemingway's
 HA Farewell to Arms" stands so square-? 
ly behind his narrator Frederic Henry as many critics, for­
eign and Soviet, say he does, and in what way the restrict­
ed point of view of the protagonist is balanced against the 
deeper insight communicated to the reader, 
lieutenant Henry differs from his predecessor Jake 
Barnes in the intensity of mental activity» He thinks much 
of the fate of other soldiers and of the character of the 
war« He also makes some awkward attempts to summarize and 
generalize h^Ls experience« 
Many of Frederic Henry's thoughts about the war and the 
other characters in the novel are revealed to us directly, 
5 Я.Н.З асурекий, Подтексты Эрнеета Хемингуэя. 
В. кн.: Американская литература XX века. Москва,1968. с. 
218. 
б 
Sees Walker Gibsons "The assumed au­
thor standing behind his narrator (the post-war modern 
American author - ЕД.) stands nowhere nearly so square­
ly behind him as Hemingway's assumed author behind Fred­
eric Henry." Tough, Sweet and Stuffy. An Essay on Modern 
American Prose Styles, Bloomington and London, 1966, p. 
56... 
S»L e v i n: "It remained for Hemingway - along with An­
derson - to identify himself wholly with the lives he 
wrote about, not so much entering into them as allowing 
them to take possession of him, and accepting -— along 
with their sensibilities and perceptions - the limita­
tions of their point of view and the limits of their 
range of expression." Observations on the style of Ernest 
Hemingway. In: Hemingway and His Critics, ed. C. Baker, 
New York, 1961, pp. 104-105. 
А. Э л ь я ш е в и ч: "Герой и рассказчик, герой и 
автор в лирической прозе одно и то же лицо. Автор как он 
передает все свои функции герою, сливается с ним,полнос­
тью в нем растворяется.
n0ö вдейно-эстетической позиции и 
стиле Эрнеста Хемингуэя. Труды Ленингр. Гос.оиолиот. ин-
та, 1963, с. 229. 
И. Кенчовшили : "Принцип творческого мето-
да Хемингуэя заключается в отображении действительности 
через, отношение к ней героя, на которого возлагается ав­
торская функция. Если в прозе Стендаля, Бальзака,Гоголя, 
Толстого слышны два голоса - автора и героя, то Хемин­
гуэй - сводит их к одному." Новеллы Хемингуэя. Автореф­
ерат дисс. на cone» уч. степени канд. филол. наук. Тби­
лиси, 1965, С.5. 
- 11о -Since the message conveyed through the secondary personages 
and the mood of the first three books sustain Frederic Hen­
ry's open refelotions on the character of the war, there is 
no reason for us to believe that these reflections do not 
represent Hemingway's own ideas, though they are expressed 
in Frederic Henry's idiom« 
Thus, Frederic Henry tells us that he does not believe 
in the war slogans, "Abstract words such as glory, honour, 
courage or hallow" (p. 185) seem obscene to him, for he has 
seen "nothing sacred and the things that were glorious had 
no glory" (p. 185)* He considers the war a senseless butch= 
erye It reminds him of the "stockyards at Chicago where no­
thing was done with the meat except to bury it" (p, 185)* 
Frederic Henry's ironic statements, too, disclose bis 
opinion about the war and officers« Thus, he dislikes Et­
tore, a fascist-minded Italian patriot« Frederic says about 
himг "He was a legitimate hero who bored everyone he met" 
(p. 124), 
Frederic Henry is critical of staff officers who are 
not submitted to the dangers of trench warfare« Frederic's 
sharp eye picks out the "smoothly polished leather boots", 
"the beautiful boots" of the British major he meets in Mi­
lan« He ironically reproduces the major's drunken rumina— 
tions about everybody being "cooked"« Frederic*s voice rings 
with irony when he comments on himг "There was a great con­
trast between his world pessimism and personal cheeriness" 
(p. 134)0 Likewise, he draws the reader's attention to the 
steel helmets of the Italian battle police, adding that only 
two of all the soldiers and officers who had been in the 
Caporetto battle and retreat, wore steel helmets« With bit­
ing sarcasm he sums up their activities: "The questioners 
had the beautiful detachment and devotion to stern justice 
of men dealing in death without being in any danger of it" 
pp« 224-225). His verdict on them is ejceruciatingly harsh* 
"I saw how their minds worked, if they had minds and if they 
worked" (p. 224). 
He does not see any glory in the people who had started 
the war and were conducting it. Instead, he ridicules them, 
directing our attention to Vittorio Emanuele's tiny figure 
and goat beard and Generale Gadorna's fat body« 
- 111 -His pain about the senseless deaths of his fellow-sol­
diers pours out in hitter irony s "At the start of the winter 
came the permanent rain and with the rain came the cholera» 
But it was checked and in the end only seven thousand died 
of it in the army" (p„ 4)«, 
We see a gradual change in Frederic Henry's feelings 
about the ware At the beginning of the novel he still cher­
ishes some romantic ideas of the importance of his worth as 
an individual, his courage and skill, for the prosecution of 
the war» But soon his illusions are scattered, and he tells 
us of his disappointment at finding out that "it evidently 
made no difference whether /he/ was there to look after 
things or not" (p0 16)« Before the great Gaporetto offensive. 
when all is quiet on the front, Frederic has "a false feel­
ing of soldiering" (pe 17)» since the war seems
 етпо more 
dangerous to him than war in the movies" (p* 37)« He alludes 
to it as "picturesque" (p, 20), "theatrical*
8 (pe 28) and 
"silly" (p. 20) e 
The whole first part of the novel is almost exclusively 
built on direct portrayal with the exception of the scenes 
dramatizing Frederic Henry's confused and blurring thoughts 
under alcohol intoxication,, indirectly implying the embar­
rassment and disillusionment he experiences at finding out 
that wartime reality does not correspond to his romantic 
ideas about it, and on a vaster scale epitomizing the chaos 
and senselessness of the war itself«, 
But as soon as the "picturesque" front metamorphoses 
into the nightmare of the first offensive at Plava, Heming­
way vastly resorts to indirection to infer the enormity of 
the change it has wrought in Frederic Henry's soul« 
Frederic Henry does not comment on the psychological 
trauma of his first real battle scene« Numbed by the ter­
rible sights he had witnessed, he tells us in a matter-of-
fact tone what happened in action - how after the trench 
mortar explosion he touched Passini and found that both of 
his legs were smashed above the knee and that "one leg was 
gone and the other was held by the tendons and part of the 
trouser and the stump twitched and jerked as though it were 
not connected" (p. 55)» and how Passini moaned? "Mamma mia, 
mamma mia,, oh purest lovely Mary shoot me" (p. 55)., and how 
- 112,--later in the ambulance the dying soldier's blood dripped on 
him and how they took the stretcher out and put another in, 
But when the narrator tells us that later at hospital he 
"woke sweating and scared and then went hack to sleep try­
ing to stay outside (his) dream" (p. 88), we understand, Ъу 
implication, that the horror of these scenes will follow Mm 
long after the war. 
Frederic Henry's changing attitudes to the war are in­
timated Ъу a shift in the pronoun form« In the initial 
chapters of the novel he writes in the first person plural: 
"In the late summer of that year we lived in a house in a 
village that looked across the river and the plain to the 
mountains" (p. 5) or: "When I came back to the front we 
still lived in that town" (p. 7)» He does not as yet emo­
tionally dissociate himself from other soldiers» But as the 
novel progresses, Frederic falls in love and his point of 
view becomes more and more personal. He starts referring to 
his war companions as "they": "The Austrians won", I said, 
"They kept them (underscoring mine - R,I.) from taking San 
Gabriele" (p. 178), The rift between Frederic and the rest 
of suffering and fighting humanity widens when he plunges to­
to the Tagliamento river deserting from the army. The fin­
ality of his act has been underlined by the third person 
plural pronoun form: "I was through, I wished them all the 
luck" (p. 232). 
Frederic Henry's desertion has been prepared by a sub­
tle hint in his associative thought stream in the barn of 
the deserted farmhouse on his way back to his regiment. The 
smell of the hay evokes memories of childhood and peacetime 
life at home when he and his young friends "had lain in hay 
and talked and shot sparrows with an air-rifle when they 
perched in the triangle high up in the wall of the barn" 
(p. 216). 
The sentence "You could not go back", by which Frederic 
dismisses his memories,bridges the paat and the presentwith 
substrata of double significance. In the light of the recol­
lections of the past, the seemingly cryptic sentences that 
follow acquire meaning and weight: "If you did not go for­
ward what happened? You never got back to Milan, And af you 
got back to Milan what happened?" (p, 216), The home of the 
- 115 -
15 past has induced longing f or home in the midst of war and 
death, and alleviated the difficulty of Frederic's future 
decision. 
In the first three hooks of
 nA Farewell to Arms'* Hem-
ingway's power of underground suggestion is not so mani-
fold and varied as in "The Sun Also Rises". The muted melo-
dy of mood has fewer nuances. Its role in conveying the au-
thor's message has diminished. The intonation of the sur-
face action does not run contrary to the intonation expres-
sing the narrator's feelings, as in "The Sun Also Rises"hut 
rather intensifies it like a powerful accompaniment«, 
It has been caused by the epic character of the action, 
The universal disaster of war is not of peripheral but of 
focal significance in the novel. Though Hemingway was not 
so much interested in the battle scenes as in their emo-
tional resonance in the hero's soul, an attitude which de-
termined the predominance of lyric elements in the novel, 
- yet in comparison with the earlier novel, the role of 
epic elements has increased especially in the composition 
of the secondary characters, 
D.J. Schneider asserts that "A Farewell to Arms" is one 
n ————— 
of the purest lyric novels ever written ' and is character-
ized by "maximum intensity on the one hand" and' "extremely 
8 
limited range on the other". He argues, that the charac-
ters introduced are not important in themselves but as as-
pects of the hero's state of mind,
 v The critics of Heming-
way's fiction list numerous shopworn commentaries on the 
polarity of Rinaldi and the priest embodying Frederic Hen-
ry's oscillation between sacred and profane love. However 
the secondary characters, including Rinaldi and the priest, 
do not serve only to highlight the narrator's attitudes, 
r D„J, Schneider, Hemingway's A Farewell to 
Arms: the Novel as Pure Poetry. Ins Modern Fiction Stu-
dies, 1968, v. 14, No 3, p. 283. 
8 Ibid., p. 283. 
9 Ibid., p. 289. _ 
- A. W a 1 d h o r n, - A Reader's Guide to .> Ernest 
Hemingway, New York, 1972, p. 119. H. F a r q u a r , 
Dramatic structure in the Novels of Ernest Heningway. Inj 
Modern Fiction Studies, v. 14., .No 3» Lafayette, Autumn, 
1^68, p. 275. 
- 114 -but they considerably extend the picture of the war, com­
menting on and modifying the restricted point of view ex­
pressed by the narrator. They form a significant aspect of 
the image of the author, clearly demonstrating the fact 
that Hemingway's understanding of the war was. much deeper 
than that of his protagonist and narrator. 
Even though Frederic Henry is thoroughly disillusioned 
by the war, his dominant attitude is that, once started, it 
must be fought to a finish in spite of its senselessness, 
"Defeat is worse," he says (p, 50), 
However, Hemingway makes almost all the minor charac­
ters in the novel voice a different opinion, Einaldi says: 
"I tell you, this war is a bad thing. Why did we make it, 
anyway?" (p. 168), The priest hates the war and hopes that 
it will soon be over. The senseless butchery must be stopped, 
but the people "are not organized to stop things and when 
they get organized, their leaders sell them out" (p, 71)« 
In his opinion, Frederic Henry is nearer the officers than 
the men. He is a patriot, since he has volunteered for the 
The Italian socialists, the ambulance drivers, are epi-ч 
sodic characters, yet, as professor J, Zasursky has point­
ed out, they play a great role in the ideological thrust 
of the novel. Their evaluation of war is closest to Heming­
way's own stand, manifest in his publicistic works — pre­
faces to "Men at War", "Treasury for the Free World" -and 
other articles. The Italian workers are of the opinion 
11 Я. H. Заеурск и й, указ. соч., с. 217, 
12 
In his article "Wings Always Over Africa" Hemingway 
wrote г "Then these who were officers and b"e"lieved that 
war could only be ended by fighting that war through and 
winning it were bitter at/the hatred that all working peo­
ple bore them." And: "The only people who ever loved war 
for long were profiteers, generals, staff officers and 
whores. They all had the best and finest times of their 
lives and most of them made the most money they had ever 
made." 
By-Line: Ernest Hemingway, Selected Articles 
and Dispatches gf Four Decades, ed.* H. White, New York, 
1967, pp. 233-254. 
- 115 that "there is nothing as bad as war" and that "war is not 
won by victory" (p. 50). They understand that it is made by 
the class that controls the country and makes money out of 
it (p. 51). 
In the Oaporetto retreat scenes Hemingway has dramatized 
the attitude of wide people's masses to war. She Italian 
soldiers throw away their rifles and say they are going homes 
"What brigade are you?" an officer called out, 
"Brigatadi Pace," someone shouted, "Peace Brigade." 
The officer said nothing. 
*What does he say? What does the officer say?" 
"Down with the officer. Viva la Pace!" (pp. 211-212). 
Though Hemingway failed to accept the revolutionary way 
to peace he was by no means ignorant of it. But he has his 
hero make a different choice. Having decided it is not his 
war, Frederic Henry refuses to go further and consider its 
causes. .After the loss of his democratic ideals he is forced 
to acknowledge his fundamental aloneness and solitude in a 
world indifferent to his fate. Man must accept responsibility 
in trying to save his life and his love - so runs his line of 
thought. Threatened by the brutal force of the battle police, 
he makes a "separate peace" and becomes a deserter. 
Thus, Hemingway introduced in his war novel intellectu*-
al debate and multiplication of points of view which, to 
D. Schneider's mind, are so clearly antithetical to the spirit 
of the lyric novel. * Malcolm Cowley was the first to note 
that the novel was a "farewell to a period, an attitude and 
ТЛ. 
perhaps a method also". 
C. Baker, too, marked that Hemingway's "earlier books 
had virtually excluded ideas in favour of emotions. Now there 
were signs of a new complexity of thought, demanding expres­
sion in a subtler and richer prose". -
3 
Thus we see, that the role of the first-person narrator 
in revealing the value scale of the author has decreased 
•yielding his place to the composition of characters. 
D.J. Schneider, op.cit., p. 285. 
Quoted after С. В а к e г, Ernest Hemingway.A Life 
Story, p. 204. 
Ibid., p. 204. 
- 116 -We have also observed the significance of subtext ex­
hibiting Frederic Henry's thoughts and feelings diminish in 
the first three books of the novel, 
On the other hand, the author's feelings about war, 
openly voiced by his narrator and several other characters 
have been augmented by Hemingway's peculiar use of natural 
scenery to match the emotional tone of his dramatic scenes* 
We see the narrator's growing disgust with war, Bin-
aldi's sense of emptiness and self-destruction, Ъу excessive 
drinking, the episodical soldier slipping off the truss 
from his hernia to escape the "rotten war", we see the tem­
per of the war slowly changing for worse, the officers in 
the mess hall dropping their friendly bantering and priest-
baiting, the major's confession that he is very tired of 
the war and that he would not come back if he could get 
away, we see the atmosphere thickening and avalanching in­
to disastrous events, the scared soldiers flooding back 
from the front line and then the retreat itself - a wide 
slow-moving column of troops, machines and guns blocking 
the road for miles and miles ahead, interspersed with pea­
sant carts loaded with household goods« 111 this symphony 
of misery rises to a mighty crescendo accompanied by the 
steady undertones of raindrops. The muddy road, the ditches 
high with water, the wet, soggy fields and the dripping; 
trees make the picture unbearably dismal» We feel the hu­
man values the implied author stands for, his pain for suf-l 
fering humanity and hatred of war, forcefully asserted 
through this type of subtext. 
Other images, realistically valid in this setting, such 
as bare fields, dusty roads and falling leaves, also under-t 
line the sense of death, defeat and emptiness» 
In this context of desolation, Catherine's remark that 
she sometimes sees herself dead in the rain, strikes, as 
S. Sanderson has put it, "a knell of doom, which reverber­
ates throughout the whole tragedy". Two other images of 
doom, appearing at the beginning of the novel - that of the 
soldiers' rifles bulging under their wet capes so that they^ 
look like women six months gone with child and that of th# 
S„ Sanderson, Hemingway. Edinburgh and Lon­
don, 1961, p. 61. 
- 117 -marbel "busts on painted wooden pillars in the hospital gar-
den, at. Gorizia - cause a shock of recognition when encount-
ered at the end of the novel in Catherine's death scene.-, 
tying war and death in an inextricable web, Though it is 
nature that has laid a trap to Catherine making her too 
narrow in the hips for anormal childbirth, yet, by the log-
ics of art, her death serves to emphasize the whole tragic 
atmosphere of loneliness and suffering brought on by the war» 
The implied author's attitude to war is also felt in 
the undercurrent of the reiterated motif of madness appear-
ing in various contexts: Frederic Henry thinks that Cather-
ine is "probably a little crazy*
1 (p. 50), when she shame-
lessly confesses her love for him. Later the heroine admits 
that after the death of her first fiance she was "nearly 
crazy**» Tortured by the emptiness and disintegration threat-
ening to engulf him, Rinaldi speaks like a sleep-walker, 
answering his own thoughts and when he notices other offi-
cers eyeing him with compassion, he remarks: "Don't mind me, 
I'm just a little crazy" (p. 174-) • In a less serious vein, 
the motif reappears in the "crazy barber", who takes Fred-
eric for an Austrian, and, urged by a sense of patriotism, 
almost cuts his throat« 
Interlocking with the narrator's open declaration: "The 
whole thing is crazy" (p. 211), these motifs point to the 
implied author's idea that war is a madness eroding all the 
values of civilization,, 
The implied author's ironic voice is. discerned also 
from the montage of scenes. 
In a sequence of scenes pregnant with irony, Hemingway 
passes his judgement on the stupidity and chaos of war. In 
the first scene we see Frederic Henry and Bonello shooting a 
sergeant, who hurries to rejoin.the main column of the re-
treating army and refuses to cut brush in order to get their 
ambulance out of mud. After a scene, demonstrating the dan-
gers of the attempt to keep up with the retreat, the scared 
Italian rear-guard shooting Aymo, the next sequence shows us 
Bonello deserting, to become a prisoner of war and avoid the 
risk of being killed. The climactic scene of Frederic's de-
- 118 -> 17  sertion crowns this grim comedy» ' 
The implied author speaks to us also through ironic 
contrasts. Thus, it is not the enemy who shoots Aymo and 
threatens to take Frederic Henry's life, but the Italians, 
frightened Ъу defeat« 
The author's pain for the sufferings of the fighting 
and retreating soldiers and his wrath at the people who 
have caused all this cosmic misery is evident from his sar­
castic treatment of the battle police« Hemingway contrasts 
the weary answers of the old, grey-haired, battle-hardened 
lieutenant-colonel, sentenced to death, with the empty and 
stupid slogans of the battle-police, fanatic fascist-minded 
youths $ . 
"It is you and such as you that have let the barbar­
ians. on to the sacred soil of our fatherland." 
"I beg your pardon," said the lieutenant-colonel«, 
"It is because of treachery such as yours that we have 
lost the fruits of victory." 
"Have you ever been in a retreat?" the lieutenanti-colo-
nel asked, 
"Italy should never retreat»" (p. 223). 
2- ' 
Literary criticism usually^ treats the last two parts 
of "A Farewell to Arms" as an artistic lapse. Thus, I. Fin-
kelstein writes?
 я.... и тут оказывается, что уйдя ©т вой­
ны и истории, сузив свой диапазон, роман начал терять драма-*-
тичеекую напряженность.
MI® And? ^Наименее интересны в рома­
не нервы© три гяавы его завершающей части. Правда, покой 
здесь мйнимый- это своего рода затишье перед бурей, и все 
же художественный такт не случайно побудка Хемингуэя" сделать 
эти главы очень коротенькими. Легко ощутимый в них спад на­
пряжения по-своему отражает ущербность и неполноценность 
17  ' The ironic situations inherent in Hemingway's fic­
tion have been analyzed in: E.M. H a 1 1 i d y, Hem­
ingway's Ambiguity? Symbolism and Irony. In: Ernest 
Hemingway, Critiques of Four Major Novels, ed. 
u. Baker, New York, 1962, pp. 61-75. •-
is ИЛ. Ф и H к е л ъ ш TS e й н, Хемингуэй-романист .Горь­
кий-, 1-974, f. 69. ' • 
- 119 -яизнк, избравшей своим принципом
 исепаратный мир". 
Such an approach to the final chapters of the novel 
tends to eliminate the distance between the author and the 
narrator« 
Identifying the writer with Frederic Henry, the critics 
censure him for individualism, escapism and pacifism, over­
looking the fact that the last two parts of the book present 
a convincing indictment of the above-listed sins«, These 
misinteirpretations may be explained by the fact that in the 
last two parts of the novel Hemingway again largely re­
sorts to various forms of indirection« 
Frederic Henry's inability to abstain from thinking 
about the war and his comrades has been insinuated, first, 
by his frequent protestations that he "would have to stop 
thinking" (p. 232). Now and again, he tells himself: "I was 
going to forget the war" (p. 244). In Catherine's absence 
we see him lying down on the bed and trying to keep from 
thinking (p. 256), Yet his efforts to ward off thoughts are 
futile» No sooner has he ordered himself to stop thinking 
than he wanders off on.a long train of thought, trying to 
figure out "what had become of the priest at the mess. And 
Sinaldi" (p. 233). 
Sometimes the author uses Catherine as a lie-detector, 
directing the reader's attention to Frederic's obsessive 
thoughts« 
"What are you thinking, darling?" 
"About whiskey." 
"What about whiskey?" 
"About how nice it is." 
Catherine made a face. "All right," she said (p* 310). 
Catherine's disbelief inherent in the expression of her 
face and her resigned words coupled with Frederic Henry's 
slow movements as he pours soda water over the ice into 
his whiskey imply the hero's lingering thoughts on the for­
bidden theme of war« 
After the stormy events at the front, Frederic finds 
UL Финкельшяейв, peas* соч« о* 70« 
- 12о -himself in a -vacuum and the lack of meaningful action forces 
him to devote himself to thinking more and more - to remem-
ber his war comrades and evaluate bis past experience« 
Irederic Henryks constant declarations that he is having 
a fine time8 make the reader doubt their veracity« She lov-
ers^ concentration on foolish small talk and senseless ac-




 and his growing sense of unrest and empti-
ness e Thusg Catherine suggests that Frederic should grow a 
beard9 since it -would give him ^something to do
6
9
 (pe 298)« 
Their silly talk culminates in the cosmic absurdity of their 
wish to have foxes' tails« 
The author's idea is unmistakable - having "jumped off 
20  the escalator of history
88, Frederic Henry feels lonely and 
stifled in the narrow and stangnant world of personal joys 
and personal sorrows« 
All these implicit assumptions are sustained by S'redesv» 
ic Henry's open confessions that in civilian clothes he felt 
S5a Kaequerader'tpe 243),,¾ criminal"(p. 251) and that he ac-
tually did not have a feeling that the war was over for him« 
Instead, he had "the feeling of a hoy who thinks of what is 
happening at a certain hour at the schoolhouse from which he 
has played truant'
8 (pe 245) e 
The assumed author's message is embodied also in the 
doom mood investing the idyllic story of the lovers' quiet 
stay in Switzerland with jarring overtones.» The time for 
childbirth approaching9 the motif of rain is reintroducedг 
Driving to Lausanne, they see wet brown fields, bare woods 
and wet houses«, 
The sense of danger is heightened by the narrator's in­
formation that all through their stay in Switzerland they had 
"a feeling as though something were hurrying (them) and 
(they) could not lose any time together" (p. 311)» 
The scene of the false spring mounted in before the 
scenes of the final disasterg, only sharpens the sense of im­
minent danger, suggesting, by implications that the lovers* 
idyllic life in peace-time Switzerland had been only a 
V„ Dneprov's term, 
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16 false spring in the midst of the winter of war, 
The fat grey cat with a tail that lifted like a plume 
(p. 219) that rubs against Frederic's feet when they land 
in Switzerland, an image of domestic happinesss is contrast-
ed to the stray dog nosing at the garbage cans and finding 
there only dust and dead flowers, and image of homeless-
ness, hinting at Frederic's impending loss«. 
In the overall atmosphere of unrest and foreboding, 
even a single image» appearing in Frederic's remark that 
Catherine's hospital nightgown "»looked as though it were 
made of rough sheeting" (p„ 314)* tolls a knell of doom« 
All the above-mentioned forms of indirection invest 
Frederic's story of their life in Switzerland with a deep-
ly restless and sad intonation running contrary to the idyl-
lic surface tone«, 
The carefully sustained intonation of unrest and doom 
prepares us for Catherine's death which serves to emphasize 
the fact that you cannot make a separate peace« Hemingway's 
hero cannot be happy alone, without people«, When he loses 
Catherine 9 he is left ©jupty^Iiaadeäjj without any moral support 
to fall back upon« 
Hemingway's novel
 ИА Farewell to Arms" reveals a sensi­
bility deeply hurt and enraged by the senseless butchery of 
war» It is a sensibility celebrating the daring of an indi­
vidual to resist his government, using him as cannon fodder, 
and his courage to take his fate into his own handse The nov­
el reveals an intellect comprehending, long before Harry Mor­
gan uttered his final words г "No matter how a man alone ain't 
21 
got no bloody fucking chance", the futility of individual­
ism and escapism,, 
22  On the other hand, as marked by Ae Petrushkin, the 
open finale of the novel points to the fact, that a concrete 
answer to the problem of how to fight against the imperialist 
war, was not clear to the author, his views on the inter-




 E«, H e m i n g w а у, То Have and Have Not, New 
York, 1970, p. 225. 
22 ft« И«. If e т p j ш к и н, Писатели "потерянного по-
к©ления
и в 23-30-ые годы» Автореферат диссертации на 
©оиекани© уч; степени канд. фил«, наук, Mos I974» сЛО« 
- 122 -This fact accounts for his occasional pessimism inher-
ent in some images, as for example, the image of Catherine's 
operation, The great long, forcep-spread, thick-edged woundt 
the doctors and the nurses in masks remind Ifrederic Efenry 
nof a drawing of the Inquisition" (p„ 325). Placed near the 
end of the novel, the scene seems a sad summary of the "con-
dition humaine"« 
¢0 sum up, the image of the author emerging from the 
first three parts of the novel is built in multifarious ways 
- by the open pronouncements of the narrator, by subtle im-
plications showing the gradual change in the narrator's at-
titude to war, by the feelings and thoughts of secondary 
characters, by the emotional overtones augmenting the atmos-
phere of the dramatic scenes, by a pattern of intellectually 
contrived images directing the reader's attention to the au-
thor's message and by a montage of parallel and contrasting 
scenes« 
In the final chapters of the novel Hemingway has used 
his protagonist as a fallible narrator, through the emotion-
al subtext underscoring the difference in his point of view 
and that of the narrator's» 
The novel vividly demonstrates the fact that the intro-
duction of epic elements - the portrayal of important his-
toric events, intellectual and ideological debate tends to 
reduce the role of subtext in communicating the assumed au-
thor's attitude to his subject,, Ind vice versa, the predomi-
nance of emotions and moods, i«ee lyric elements, in the last 
two parts of the novel, makes the author rely, to a large 
extent, on implications. 
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Рв Абеядана 
Резюме 
Sfsfъя посвящена проблеме образа автора в р®шне ЭЛШШЕ™ 
IJBE ЛЬсща!,, ощ^щв® ж неедхедует раз-нме оубьекЕвде- ж ш§-
субъектные формы выражения авторского сознания« Роман. ^jjlfi™ 
ж^^щш®
п вашгоан в форме сказа, которая не пшвшшет де­
лать щшшш. втодов © отс§еш ценностей автора, о его щршю-
ншанжя is образа рассказчика«, В евязш с втам в oftse жосдае-
дуетея вопрос о томэ в какой етененж герой-рассказчик Bspssa,-* 
ет взгляды автора, как ограниченная течка зрения £!оде§жшру-™ 
етея точкой зрешш иероонаже! второго шхава«, 1вт©р шаи ©з?-




 ршь эпшезжк: 
элементов в романе ^S^^s^^^Se" давлена, в йв&ш e чей 
возросло значение оуоь'ектннх: форм выражения авдареког© отмен 
шенм s окрудасщему аиру ж уменьшилось значение эжовдшшш-
ного подтекста <, Подтекст в первых трех частях романа не явш« 
етоя главным носителем авторской идеи , как в. романе
 и&ео^", 
а лишь мощннм ее азшшпаншентшв-
isfop статьи отмечает, что четвертая часть романа яен@@ 
всего выявляет расхождения во взглядах рассказчика s автора« 
Авторская мысль в не! выражается главнш образом через эмо­
циональный подтекст, анализ которого показывает, что Э'Дешн-
гуэй использовал Фредерика Генри в роли ошибающегося рассказ­
чика /«fallible narrator?/* 
- 125 -элвиштй и гвддащодя ВСЙНА В ЖПАНШ 
/"Испанская земля" и "Пятая колонна"/ 
Э.Э. Gay 
Эстонская сельскохозяйственная академия 
В конце 1930-ых годов были созданы самые лучшие»новатор­
ские произведения американских писателей, в которых отражался 
мятежный дух народа. Мы имеет виду такие произведения, как 
"Пятая колонна" Д938/ и "По ком звонит колокол" /1940/ Эр­
неста Хемингуэя, "Глубинный источник" /1940/ Альберта Мальца, 
"ГРОЗДЬЯ гнева" Д939/ Джона Стейнбека, "У нас это не­
возможно" /1935/ Синклера Льюиса ,t "Тебе не вернудьоя домой":" 
/1940/ Томаса Вульфа, "Здесь лежит" /1939/ Дороти Паркера. 
ж др. Почти все эти произведения, как мы видим, были написа­
ны в то время, когда Европа $т боролась с фашизмом» В те 
года возникло зн&чителное литературное демократическое движе­
ние, охватившее писателей различных эстетических и политичес­
ких убеждений и направившее их в русло реализма. 
Гражданская войн® в Испании потрясла своим героизмом и 
величественной трагичностью всю прогрессивную мировую общест­
венность, она подсказана и Хемингуэю искомого положительного 
героя - человека действия. Этот новый герой примечателен во 
многих отношениях. Если герой предыдущих произведений Хемин­
гуэя /"В наше время", "И восходит солнце", "Прощай,оружие!", 
"иметь и не иметь"/ нередко отставал от идейного развития са­
мого автора, и его борьба за место в жизни приводила в тупик, 
то знакомство с мужественными борцами-антифашистами дало пи­
сателю такие положительные и в то же время реальные примерь 
самоотверженного служения высоким идеалам, которые требовали 
от него серьезной переоценки своих общественно-политических и 
литературно-эстетических воззрений. Уже отмечалось, что Хе­
мингуэй неизменно избрал своего центрального героя из среды, 
ёмт непосредственно знакомой, будь то Ник /"В наше время"/, 
представители "потеряанного поколения",спортиные рыболовы и 
охотники или простые труженики.Участие в битве за демократи­
ям -чеекую Испанию дало ему право писать уже и о сознательных 
политических борцах, к числу которых он сам себя целикш 
причислить не мог. 
Во всех ранних, произведениях Хемингуэя последовательно 
звучала антивоенная тема. Писатель видел в войне концентра-
цию зла и насилия, источник бед послевоенного "потерянште 
поколения" • Хемингуэй очень полюбил Испанию и ее народ, ж, 
может быть, поэтому именно события в Испании вызвали у него 
более глубокую трактовку проблемы войны ж человека на войне, 
именно эта война была названа им "какой-то новой,удшзтель-
ной
и; От этой войны уже нельзя бшю бежать, она захватила 
людей, заставила жх принимать правду одной из борющихся сто­
рон,, 
Мнтернащональнне бригады, участвовавшие в Испании в ош­
ве против фашизма, объединяли представителей многих нацио­
нальностей . Лмермканекие волонтеры,бойцы Джнкольновского ба­
тальона, представляли подлинно передовую часть американского 
народа. Вместе с бойцами были и демократически настроенные 
писатели и журналисты. 7же это окружение сильно вяияго на 
взгляды Хемингуэя отдавшего свое перо на службу народному 
фронту» В американской литературе вышло немало документаль­
ных /ЭеРольф, СНелсон, А „Бесси, МеВольф/ и художественных 
/Ö.Синклер, ЛДьюз/ произведений о тех героических днях* 
Война в Испании уже не является для хемингуэевского героя 
обычной войной; центральный характер этих произведений пи­
сателя становится все более и более еознатедьнш, шншшовдш, 
что Народный фронт ведет справедливую войну, он борется за 
тех, которые "не имеют"„ Конечно, центральный герой не мо­
жет сразу избавиться от своей прежней позиции борца-одиночки, 
но в конце концов он все же находит новый жизненный путь«, 
Поэтому Хемингуэю удалось, как публицисту и беллеяээшту, 
отразить наиболее существенные и определяющие черты этой эпо­
хальной войны«, Уже ранние произведения писателя нередко име­
ли интернациональное звучание. Теперь же, во время испанс­
кой войны его умение понять и оценить представителей самых 
различных национальностей помогает ему глубже осмыслить про­
исходящее . В то же время были опубликованы и его очерки 
- 127 -о войне.*^адцдадвдде теферн
8', /1937/, ^меринздшжий боец
иД938/. 
Первый очерк Й@§ВЗД®Й анткршшс^у,, шоферу Йюдосо s яаванчя-
ва@в@я-ел@вши автора: .'''Sou ©та bet « fraskOg sr Mrasoliai, 
©i




Мзменшюеь существо в@1шг. . ввненЕюеь ©тножежше хешшуэя s 
вейне, жвмекшш в гяоге, ж герой его хдоивведевий. о в©1не0 
Как ецешржй фиша "Менансюж- шя
в f ак и пьеса "Ляжая 
х&щшв§" свидетельствуй о переошшелешш Хшшхуэш ©вонх 
црежмх фшюеефекжх ж нолюте©кщ: взглядов„ 
В сщенар«/а точнее - дикторской тексте/ фщьма "Иовац-
отая^з^да" преобладает дакрюнтадьннй натершая0
2 Хоет. фильм 
IE ноказнвает в определенном отношении ©шаг. одного методог© 
человека го шш Юшанг фактаееки. цеитражиого героя, в нем 
нет « весь фокус направлен не на гвр©я9. а на гразданеку© вой­
ну® Хемингуэй. в этой войне прмвлатает вроде веер© даф@© 
борьбм9 которш жрежопшшен шпанский народ« ®алш целиком 
выполнен в. онтшистичннх тонах, и это вполне соежвететвует 
заявлению Хемингуэя 9 сделанному несколько позже, о тош9 что 
веева 1937 года бета еашм счастливым для республиканцев не*» 
рйодом войнн9 когда онж ж&ш реальные шансы на успехФ 
Зиной ж весной 1937 гада ивхернавдюнвльнне оршады дейот-
воваж очень уенешно ж Хешщгуэй хотел посвятить ж фильм ж 




MSf 1971» Pe 31o* 
2 Первое посещение Хемингуэем Иенанш времен гражданской 
войны состоялось ,о 27 февраля по 19 мая 1937 ге Результатом 
втоЯ ноездкн от фильм ^Испанская з_ешд
и. Шеателъ црвехал 
в Испанию в качеств воещог®. корреспондента но одновре­
менно s &тж он работал и с  УЯ ролландокш решо- сер« йорнсом Ивенсом. Хшжнгуэй шшет кошентарнй ж его 
|жжъму5 ж этот- текст публикуется в США в шне 1938 г„ На­
печатано было всего тысяча экземпляров*, Прежде всего этот 
фильм показывав президенту Рузвельту и его семье» -Штерне 
отнеслись к нему вполне одобрительно. Все деньгй.,вырученные 
демонстрацией фильма бшш отданы в помощь реепуоликанцев. 
Ernest H a i i a g w a js Preface» - Ins Gustav R © g-
ler; "She Great Сзтезайе",, HeY0 » Toronto, Longmans Green 
& Goej, 194os p«. "VIII« j Ernest Hemingway,, Fascism 
is Lie«, "Hew Masses",, SFeYes) 1937ц, June 22? pe 4» 
- 128 -шщу всем свсш друзьям республиканок©! 1ошш, Ost ищет: 
'"Shie Spanieli earth. is toy and Ъвтй9 and the f sees of the 
тша wh© work on the earth, are hard and dry from the аш'* 
Хемингуэй сравнивает испанскую землю„еухув и тверда», © 
лицами жопанцев, работающих на ней, тем еамш .. подчеркивая 
твердостьs ушщютво ж смелость эт©г@ народа* Автор шказм-г-
BaeSs НТО лвдям. для получения внсоког© урожая, нужн© орошать 
вемяв, не. теперь они должны нрервводь новые канавм-окопы дкя 
тото, чтобы завоевав свободу, на, овоel земле* 
Хемщгувй покааываеш простых солдат, которые командуют 
джви8йшш| в Республиканскую армшо идут ташке люди ®ашх pas-
летных профессий. Писатель дает в своей книге тартрежы Диле­
ре© Ибаррури и ишецщго .писателя Густава Рейтера, приехав­
шего в Испанию бороться sa. осуществление своих здеалов« Весь­
ма показательно, кажжа звяканием, с катам желанием пштичь 
источник, их мужества ж веры в будущее народа Хемингуэй гово­
рит о них« В сценарии' Хемингуэй придает бшшшое значение ре-
чж Д©лорес Ибаррури, стремясь подчеркнуть ее характерные 
особенности:
 п
 ево all the new Spanish woman is in hea? voi©e«, 
She - speaks of the new nation of Spain« It ie a new nation^ 
&is©ipl±aed and brave« It is a new nation forged in the dis-> 
oipline of its soldiers and the enduring bravery of its w©~ 
men" « 
В фильме Хемингуэй увековечивает Ибаррури и ее голос для 
будущего общества как документ о ее вкладе в дедо самого на­
рода в 
В предисловии к книге Яспер Вуд пишет о громадном значе­
нии сценария Хемингуэя."Испанская земля". по мнении Вуда,©де­
лал то, что человек может еделать только раз в жизни, s что 
бы он ни писал в будущем, более значительной вещи ему не 
написать. Можно вполне согласиться с Вудом "Испанская зем-
jgg" действительно одна из лучщих работ, написанных Хемин­
гуэем, но тем не менее писатель смог создать и более значи-
4 Ernest Hemingway, The Spanish Earth« Cleve­
land, Savage, 1938, p» 18, 
5 Ibid., p. 32, 
6 Jasper Wood, Introduction« - In: Ernest Heming­
way, The Spanish Earth, p, 9« 
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I7 тедмше щюдаведения, какдаи. являются - роман "По код. зво­
нив к©л©к@л
и и повесть "Стамк и море". В сценарии "ис­
панская ашдя" автор впервые выразил свои ножгаичеокие 
взгляды, но здесь важно и другое: он сам среда борцов на­
родного фронта ж поэтому шшет о виденном щ сами«, Яепер Вуд 
нрав» Хемингуэй действительно поевятил себя енаеени© демо­
крата! в Испаши«, Война, доказала Хемингуэю,. что все ежзш 
далшш быть соединены в борьбе против фашизма и что для mj-
щеетвленжя ©той целж рабочие должны быть солидарными. 
Война дает полезный и нужны! урок как автору, так ж era 
герош® Авз?ер> а вслед sa H®S Ж его герой увидели* что чело­
век в одиночку ничего не может сделать , необходим объеди­
ненные усилия многих людей в борьбе против власти зщущих, в 
борьбе за свободу, 
Соединение документального факта с художественно разра­
ботанным харакаером является шаг« вперед в творческой ЭВО­
ЛЮЦИИ- Хемигуэя«, Эта эволюция была также обусловлена усвое­
нием еамш Хемингуэем иетории и логики социально! борьбы, уже 
в силу документальности нашедшей отражение в очерке. 
Пьеса "Пятая колонна" - единственная произведение Хемин­
гуэя драматического жанра. Герой этого произведения сущест­
венно отличается от своих предшественников. Причину отличия 
нужно искать не только в жанровой специфике работы, сколько 
в новых идейно-эстетических принципах ее автора.хешнгуэй по­
ставил перед собой цель представить события в Испании в ли­
тературной форме настолько правдиво, насколько он будет спо­
собен сделать'это." 
Хемингуэй писал пьесу "Пятая колонна" в течение осени и 
зимы 1937-го года« В предисловии к сборнику» в котором была 
опубликована "Пятая колонна"» автор объясняет название своей 
пьесы» По его еловам9 осенью 1936 года бунтовщики заявили, 
что четыре их колонны двигаются в направлении Мадрида, в то 
время как пятая колонна действует в самом городе для того, 
Результатом второй поездки Хемингуэя в Испанию, которая 
соотоящеь с 14 августа 1937 года по 28 января, 1938 года, 
явилась пьеса "Пятая колонна". В сентябре 1937 года в Мад­
риде была раскрыта террористчеекая организация. Хемингуэй 
пишет пьесу для постановки, но из-за неладов автора e ре­
жиссерами, он публикует ее в сборнике "Первые сорок девять 
рассказов" и пьеса "Пятая колонна"^- в 193Б г.— — —~ 
- 13о -чтобы атаковать защитников Мадрида из тыла, 
Действие пьесы происходит в гостинице осажденного Мадри­
да • Четыре фашистках колонны находятся, около столицы, а пя­
тая действует в самом Мадриде. Герой Филип Роулингс явля­
ется борцом против этой Effipoi колонны. Официально в Мадриде 
он находится в качестве военного корреспондента, но на самом 
деле Филин Роулингс - контрразведчик. Он любит Доротж Бриджес 
и намеревается жениться с ней, но в то же самое время герой 
понимает,, что его долг продолжать борьбу e фашизмом, Оеознав 
это, он покидает героиню» Филип Роулингс находится под еишь-* 
ним влиянием своего товарища по оружию, коммуниста Макса, Ia» 
рактер. главного героя пьесы свидетельствует о дальнейшем раз­
витии образа борца за свои социальные и этические идеалы. 
Филипу Роулингсу не свойственны тот крайний индивидуализш, 
социальный скептицизм и ощущение безысходности, которые яв­
ляются характерной чертой предшествующих ему героев Хедан-
гуэяв' В описании быта и характеров писатель снова, как' и в 
своих прежних произведениях, опирается на личные наблюдения и 
опыт, который он вынес теперь из фронтовых будней и жизни сюаж-
денного Мадрида. 
В задание героя входит обнаружение и захват людей пятой 
колонны, которые убивали простых тружеников. Хемингуэй пока­
зывает, насколько опасны были они республиканцам. Горничная 
гостиницы Петра рассказывает героине, как фашисты расстреляли 
электрика: "They could see he was a working man from his 
clothes«••* That's why they shot him. They are our enemies. 
Even of me. If I was killed they would be happy. They would 
think it was one working person less ...I have no politics»"^ 
Члены пятой колонны, как подчеркивает автор, убивают воех 
работающих на республику независимо от того, занимаются они 
политикой или нето Автор и его герой не хотят видеть 
8 Ernest Hemingway, Preface. - Ins Ernest H e-
m i n g w а у, The First Forty-Nine Stories and the* Play 
"The Fifth Coltmm." N.Y.^Modern Library, 1938, pp. V-VI. 
9 Ernest Hemingway, The First Forty-Nine Stories 
and the Play "The Fifth Column", pp. 54, 29. 
- 151 -сраженных простых людей» ., Писатель неншвдел $ашиш. Это 
чувство предопределило. и ждейный облик. ег© героя« ^лтифашш 
для.него. - неотъемлемая, черта человеческой сущности, раде 
жег© repel. готов поступиться евощ® влечением, к хорошем жизни 
и удобетвш^ярежшш аос^актно-гзманиетдаееетми мллгоаяш 
ж даже любовь®. Очень- убедительно раскрывается ©блшс #нлша 
Роулжнгса в его отношениях.© американок©! журналисткой Доро­
ти Бридже®* .Нельзя-сказать, что герой полшетьв цреодокеж 
ввдивцдувлявн; &т ©еобшжо ярко проявляется в сценах о До­
рожи Бриджес. Ожумщя эк в творчестве еша s© себе не вша: 
гер#. в силу ©бстевеяъств жш летной зшштересовшноотж вм= 
шуждш вкдощхься в борьбу* которая. чш~» увлекает., чем-то. 
отталкивает ж тогда вовникает на его пути женщина» в отноше­
ниях • с которой у него созревает мысль о ВОЗМОЖНОСТИ третьего 
пути, так называемого внхода жш игры» чтобы найти успоко­
ение к двбжтьсялжмого счастья«, Тадая статная схема о не» 
датордаш внноявиеневздкЕ встречалась уже не ©днажда«, Лари-
чеокив даавг, чувства* етршжение хотя бы в лично! жизни дао-
тшчъ медоетаэдей в. социальной сфере-;шрюЕШ, ж. те же вр«я 
шмвдаяся неудовлетворенность @©^ой жоеле какого бегства -
в@§ ©то щщдавале. жжхологщ.еекуш контрастность в ' основном 
еуровшд ж лаконщшм опгоательяш сценам хешшгуэевеввх вро-
взведений. ©даш© в
 u^m^jno^m^
,ii0Sb борьбы выше «тач­
ного» выше любви , усталости ж разочарований. Молодая,краси­
вая и богатая Дороти, овнволвв&рует собой то» от чего Фшжп 
отешет ради борьбы*' Карлое Бейкер нашел символическое тол­
кование в её даенж т» Бридже© /MOOT; переносица - S.C./. По 
его жент, ©на как бы ешволщжрует связь с прошлыми До­
роет предлагает герою.отдаваться от мшит? ненужного» п© её 
нненвюг щ®штт крови, и уехать вместе © ней из Иенакш,жоо 
трагжчееетй исход событий уже виден. Но герой с призрением 
говорит о тех местах, которые они. посетили бы вместе и о том 
образе» который бы ОНИ вели: ".„о* a thousand breakfasts come 
up да trays in the thousand fine mornings of the next three 
years; or the ninety of the next three months? or however 
1o Carlos' Baker, The Spanish Tragedy. - Ins Ernest 
Hemingway. Critiques of Four Ma;}or Novels. ST.Ye,Scribner, 
1962, p« 115. 
- 132 long it took you to be tired of met ©г ше of yora*,*«* W©*d 
stay at the Grilloa, ©r the Rita»' and Ы the fall when the 
leaves were off the trees in the Bois aa3.it.was sharp_ smd 
sold j we
8 ä drive orat to steeplechasiBg«. ««««№at*e it
n1
1 
Вцдщо, эгшшчно! особенностью гаовду&я становится р»~ 
говор G тех местах, в которщ: он никогда e терошей н@ ввбв-
вает. Ö тей же оамш читатель ветречаетея ж в ршан© ^JjlIIl 
ж не жеть", йрри Моршн перед ев©ш #агажьнш pefe« fee 
говорит своей жене о меотах9 куда ©нж ншшгда н'е поедут» Н# в 
иМ»^2а™^^^Ш" ®®Ш1 Роулннго навивает маета, щшвддашщж© 
его прошлой жизни* Поатему он. окажет Доротщ
 н1 1аат® 
Ъееа to all these places^ ала I
8ve left them all behiaji« lad 
wh©r© I go aow I go alone $ ©r with others wh© go th©r® for 
13 
the same reason I go«" ^ 
Герой знает , что логжка жизни не дает возможности для ШЖ-
люзжй ж у героя не мшет бнть другог© пути кроме борьоме Пет-
холохшеская коллизия ж>@сн осложняется тем,, ЧТО Р@5ршг©у-
сказывается не. под силу работа в контрразведке., порой ш ш-
пнтывает беосшше ж даже отчаявхе,.он чувовдует своза отчуж­
денность OS всех тщжшшш его'лвдей» В предаолкшжи автор 
ншет: если в пьеее и есть мораль э f о она ашшоетшетеш в 
томs что у двдей^.раоотакщих в овдедаведоа. едходгаащявс ж«  Г4 
времени. для личной жизни» Я® ПШЕНО в ©SSÜ щшшведенш в§~ 
рой сам отжаэывает себе в нраве на жчнрз швш, ж ехавга 
ждежные шбуждотш выше лжчнш:» оставаясь в рядах ет?ж§аш@~ 
f ов в 
Здесь видно, что автор уклоняет своего героя, о^ таоюявв, 
так называемого сепаратного шра^ к ч«у отравились ег© щю~ 
дацущие герои* Но те. же ешне цр@бледа ставятся перед г©ро^»-
11 Ernest H e a i n g w а у, The First Forty-lia© Stories 
and the Play "The Fifth Column". p» 97* 
12 В этом можно видеть аовтобзвюграфичеокнй элемент? Шшш 
назжвает те самые места, в которых хешнгуей бш ш. ©в®вй 
второй женой Паулине Фейсдор« Когда автор пжоаж пьесу, в@ё 
это уже было в прошлом. 
13 Emest Hemingway, 3?he First Forty-Eiae Sto­
ries and the Play "The Fifth Column", р* 98» 
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- 133 -т. снова в сценах »-когда он должен принять участие в допро­
се $ашстких лидеров. Понимая^ необзшдэмоеть н&шшя в ощхь?-
öe против фашизма, Хедангуэй. делает акцент на это в своей 
пьесе* но. внутренне герой страдает: "And I'm tired tooj and 
I'm worried now«.You know what I'd like? I'd like to never 
kill another son-of-a-Mtehj I don't care who or for whats as 
long as I live« I'd like to never have to lie « I'd like to 
know who I
яm with when I wake up« r*d like to wake up in the 
same place every morning for a week straight »..I'd like to 
marrv a girl named Bridges»" '
5 
Фюшп никого не хочет убивать, ж он щшшает нечеловечную 
сущность войны» однако в конце концов герой приходит к выво­
ду о необходимости убивать во имя принципов гуманизма - для 
тог©в чтобы победить фашизм. Здесь видна разница меду пре­
дыдущими теродаи Хемингуэя ж Филипом Роулингсом. Ник Адаме и 
Фредерик Генрж в опасных условиях войны заключают сепаратный 
мир, в то. вршя как Фшжп. Роулинге побеждает в себе этот со­
блазне Но несмотря на это он все же не участвует в войне с 
полной убевденностыю в своей правоте,, Поэтому герой не пости­
гает , что с жестоким и грубым врагом и он должен бмть бру­
тальным, это обусловливается логикой борьбы. 
Герой, этого произведения вновь выражает противоречивое 
отношение Хемингуэя к современным событиям. Он не испанец, он 
пршелец- извне, по зову своего сердца включившийся в испанскую 
трагедию* Он мужествен, беспощадно принципиален, но рста-
нется внутренне несколько чуждым к самым последовательным ан~ 
тжфашистам -. испанским коммунистам и коммунистам из интерна­
циональных бретад „ Хотя он чувствует себя частицей большого 
коллективами не лишен традиционных для хемингуэевского героя 
черт индииадуализма, дуализма в его оценках событий, в оценке 
©всей роли вновь заставляют в произведении звучать ноты личной 
трагедии. 
Решение продолжать борьбу возникло у героя под влиянием 
15 Ernest Hemingway,, The First Forty-Nine Sto­
ries and the Play "The Fifth Column"9 p«, 44» 
- 15¾. -коммунистов» особенно Макса. Коммунисты появились впервые . в 
произведениях Хемингуэя:- в романе "Иметь и не иметь". но там 
они были вторетепенными лицами. В пьесе они нееут ваету© 
функцию в эволюции хемингуэевского героя* Можно еог<жасить©я 
с Мендельсоном:''Утверждая моральное величие Макса »Хемингуэй-
дает понять., что он видит в коммунистах не только едазнжков 
по борьбе против фашизма, но и вообще носителей высших чело­
веческих идеаловв" *•* Хемингуэй видел и понял, что войну мш*> 
но победить только вместе с коммунистами, дасцишшну которых 
он высоко ценил.. Макс в пьесе борется за дело рабочего клао-
са9 sa дело в которое он верит» Характеризуя героя* Шкс го­
ворит , что он ему доверяет, и эта оценка показывает, что не­
смотря на присущие ему черты, апатии, на Филипа важно жшю» 
житьея. Филип выражает неудовлетворение то! жизнш9 шторой 
они живут! он хочет проснувшись. утром получить зшрошй вав-
трак. В ответ на это Макс говорит: "You do it so every ©a© 
will hare a good breakfast like that, you do it 00 no ©ae will 
ever be hungrye You do it so men will not hav© to f@ar ill 
health or old age| so they ean live and work ia. dignity sad 
not as slave@e eee You do it for all men. You do it for the 
children."
 1? 
Филип Роулингс отвечает утвердительно и без доли едине­
ния: он будет служить этому делу. Снова мы видим сущеетвен-
ную разницу между ранним ипшдадаяхемингуэевскш героем в Пер-
вый не хочет даже и подумать. Таким образом, он избегает по­
добных тем. Правда, сам герой в пьесе не выражает тшшх 
идей, но все же он принимает их«, Герой. Хемингуэя заявляет: 
"We're in for fifty years of undeclared wars and I*v© 
18 
signed up the duration ." 
16 M« Мендельсон, Современный американский ро­
ман, M.f "Наука", 1964, o. 162. ' 
17 Ernest Hemingway, The First Forty~lline Sto­
ries and the Play "The Fifth Column", p« Щ«. 
18 Ibid., p. 95» 
- 135 -Шскшавание, это означает, что-герой веддаюадоя боровдоя 
за евободу, свидетельствует о болшом шаге-героя вперед«. 1тж 
при зтом.оледует ©метит., что он вдет бороться, а не побеж­
дать. 
При ео.даетавлешш структуры ж семантики образов героев 
в произведениях испанец?» тематику с более ранними можно ука­
за» на то, что именн© в "Испанской зешхе" ж в "ДЕТОЙ, КОЛОВ-
не V Хемингуэй достиг наиболее прогрессивного вдейног© звуча­
ния» ж герои вг© становятся особенно рельефщшш, благодаря 
нх вклшенаю. в контекст конкретно! общественной борьбы«, Лйн-
ровые особенности этих произведений не позволяют автору вво­
див своё "я" В'виде $кяое©фоких, лирических или публицис­
тических отступлений» а требуют осуществления наиболее .пере-. 
д©внх идей, подсказанных реально! жизнью через действующие 
лица /иногда второстепенные/. Все это в.конечна« счете спо­
собствует и более наглядно! интерпретации, ж правильной оцен­
ке центрального героя читателем. . 
При аналжзации характера Филипа Роулингса важным оказы­
вается не только сюжет, но-и особые примеры литературной об­
разности - символизм, аллегория и т.д. Самым важнда худо­
жественным приемом становится противопоставление света и тьмы* 
Гер©! первого романа Хемингуэя, Дкейк Барно, говорит; «кшге 
Is no reason why because it Is dark you should look at things 
differently from when it is lighte"
1
9 
Филип Роулинге ночью обещает героине жениться на ней, но 
когда она заговаривает об этом на рассвете, он отвечает: Нов. 
Hot la a hundred thousand bloody years* Hover believe what I 
aay at night* I lie like hell at night•" 
Темнота таким образом оказывается для герой символом лич­
ного счастья, или вернее - возможности его достижения между 
тем как при свете - днем - герой вынужден встречаться'с лом­
кой борьбы.. Днем нет места для личного благополучия. Реаль­
ность категорична -именно она обусловливает то предпочтение, 
которое герой.©тдает дню перед ночью. 
19 " Ernest Hemingway, The Sun Also Rises, H.Y., 
Scribner, 1926, p. 148. 
20 Ernest Hemingway, The First Forty-line Sto­
ries and the Play "The Fifth Column", p. 73. 
- 136 -Большой интерес представляет и роль диалога как :приема 
характеристики действующих лиц« Своеобразный повествователь­
ный стиль ранних произведений Хемингуэя нередко ожтеонял ре» 
чевую характеристику героев на задний план, так что диалог 
иногда оказывался в роли, подчиненной описанию, повествовании 
и авторским отступлениям. **• Подтекст в речи действующих лщ 
был полностью определен ситуацией и звучал порою сильнее и 
шформацгонмо насыщеннее, чем прямое высказывание. Именно в 
пьесе автору пришлось более четко дать языковую характеристику 
своих действующих лиц, воссоздать образ мыслей, индивидуали­
зировать и типизировать их. 
Некоторые буржуазные литературоведы /Л.Трилдинг, Э.Уил-
сон и др./, осуждавшие Хемингуэя за его левые симпатии, соз­
дали в зарубежной критике своеобразный миф о садизме и чел®~ 
веконенавистншествехемзнигуэевского героя, приводя в качест­
ве примера и Филипа Роулингса.. Но такие упреки являются кон-
денциозными и неправедливыми. Наоборот, весь идейный пафос 
пьесы говорит о глубоком гуманизме писателя, да и централь­
ный герой произведения, несмотря на свои колебания, по су­
ществу правильно понимает смысл происходящего. 
Карлос Бейкер пишет, что у Хемингуэя были личные причины 
для его ненависти к фашизму, но русский коммунизм, ко его 
мнению, был не лучше. Война уже шла, и у друзей испанского 
народа не осталось иногда выхода, кроме сотрудничества с ле­
вым крылом коализации народного фронта. Что касается 
взгляда Бейкера на "русский коммунизм", .то он только обна­
руживает его реакционную сущность. Бейкер не видит, что ком­
мунизм, как интернациональная сила, был самым устойчивым бор­
цом против фашизма. Альва Бесси пишет, что роль Советского 
Союза была последовательно честной. В Испании везде можно 
23L При анализе языковых средств изображения хемингуэев-
ского героя автор опирается на исследование И.К а ш к и-
н а, Содержание - форма - содержание" /"Вопросы литера-
Туры, х.Услг, № хг С. 1<<о*""х4У/ • 
22 Carlos Baker, The Spanish Tragedy. - Inг Ernest 
Hemingway. Critiques of Рога? Major Hovels, p. 115« 
- 137 -было, видеть лозунги: Да здравствует Советский Союз - лучший 
друг испанского народа. - Вряд ли пьесу Хемингуэя "Пятая 
колонна" можно отнести к числу лучших произведений писателя, 
но тем не менее.можно все-таки утверждать, что она явилась 
свидетелем- одного из значительных сдвигов в мировоззрении 
писателя. Таким образом, Хемингуэй доказывает, что именно 
ради счастья всех лвдеж.надо бороться с фашизмом. Работа в 
контрразведке республиканцев - это идейное призвание Роу-
лингса, которому он следует наперекор внешним и внутренним 
препятствиям. В нем сохранилось ещё немало от мелкобуржуаз­
ного индивидуализма более ранних хемингуэевских героев,в том 
числе и некоторые этические принципы, мешающие понять,, что в 
решающем бою с коварным противником необходимо следовать ло­
гике классовой борьбы. Он не разочаровывается в идее, однако 
на практике ее осуществление иногда теряет под ногами почву; 
Неоходамость ежедневно соприкасаться с отрицательным, враж­
дебным, частично надламывает его веру в людей, оставляет без 
твердой перспективы. Он идет бороться, а не побеждать. 
Здесь снова мы видам, что Хемингуэй не идеализирует сво­
его героя; Он видит и показывает таких людей, для которых 
война в Испании не только означает выполнение личного долга 
перед человечеством, но и является логическим и эмоционально 
осознанным самовыражением. Для них нет другого пути, нет и 
опасности за абстрактными общими принципами потерять из виду 
жизнь трудящихся. 
В заключительном решении произведения есть намек на ещё 
более высокий идейный уровень, герои, жертвует собственным 
благополучием во имя социального чувства ответственности,ос­
тается борцом, что автор также считает правильным. В то же 
23 Alvah С. Bessie, Review of "For whom the Bell 
Tolls".las Ernest Hemingway.Critiques of Four Major No­
vels", p. 93. 
• Об Испанских событиях и демократических писателях.бор­
цах против фашизма. „См. также :Б.Г и л, e не о н, С Ис­
панией в сердце. - Вопросы литературы" ,* 1972, № Ю,с.Ю7 
-116; 1,Ю рь e в а, Героическая Испания в литературах 
мира. - "Вопросы литературы", 1967, №10, с. 81-97. 
-138 -время ясно, что проводимая борьба не является до конца борь­
бой самого Роулингса, в отличие, например, от Макса,который, 
как коммунист, просто знает, что у него нет и не может быть 
никаких других интересов, кроме интересов Испании и всего 
трудового народа, 
Коммунист Макс, горничная Петра и некоторые другие дейс­
твующие лица вносят своими яркими лаконичными репликами в 
пьесу необходимую для идейно-художественной целостности кон­
кретность, которая отчасти теряется в образе, центрального ге­
роя. Б основе действий Роулингса - этический принцип и идей­
ные побуждения, у Макса и Петра к этому прибавляется и соз­
нание принадлежности к классу трудящихся. Хемингуэй с явным 
уважением создавал их образы, он подчеркнул роль этих людей 
для процесса формирования убеждений центрального героя. Снова 
мы видим, что познавательная функция произведения оказывает 
глубже и шире, чем образ самого героя. Сознательность Филипа 
Роулингса выше, чем у Барнса и Генри. В Максе мы видим чело­
века, сознательность которого обусловлена социально. Но пока 
еще персонаж такого плана не занимает в произведении цент­
ральное место. Герой "Пятой колонны" имеет много общего с. 
героями прежних произведений Хемингуэя. Прежде всего это 
проявляется в сфере восприятия жизни. Но важным и определя­
ющим в характере Роулингса является то, что он переломив себя, 
подписывает договор до конца бороться фашизмом. Именно, это 
принципиально новое отношение к борьбе, которая уже является 
борьбой двух социально и политически противоположных сил,от­
личает Роулингса от героев-бунтарей, выведенных Хемингуэем в 
произведениях,предществовавщих "Пятой колонны". 
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- 14о -S. Hemingway and the Spanish Civil War 
("The Spanish Earth" and "The Fifth Column") 
E. Sau 
Summary 
E. Hemingway first expressed his political views both 
in the film-script and booklet - "The Spanish Earth" (193Õ)e 
Documentation, the connecting of facts drawn from actual 
life and of concrete characters with his fiction contributed 
to Hemingway's development as a writer« This development 
was likewise furthered by history and the logic of social 
struggle, reflecting under the influence of the same reality 
a level of such ideological consciousness which had not com-
pletely been achieved by the author himself. The literary 
image is thus socially more cogent than the author's world 
outlook drawn from his own experience« 
The play "The Fifth Column" (1958) confirms that Hem-
ingway's hero has attained a higher stage in his evolution, 
that he has found his way into the ranks of the fighters 
against fascism. The fact, however, that the author himself 
does not belong to the class-conscious revolutionaries, and 
reveals the hesitations characteristic of a petty-bourgeois 
intellectual, also forces him to choose for his central 
character a person, who in his sincerest aspirations joins 
the fighters for democracy and humanism, but who does not 
find a common language with them in everything, and conse-
quently remains aloof in his innermost self. JhiHp Eawlings 
likes to think in terms of more general categories. In the 
fight against the enemy he proceeds from his own cognition 
of truth, and does not adopt the world outlook of the Com-
munists. In spite of that the work marks a reassessment of 
the writer's earlier values» The hero embodies the negation 
of an individualistic mentality despite his moments of de-
pression and hesitations. 
- 141 -CONTRADICTORY TENDENCIES Ш THE INTER-WAR 
AMERICAN REALISTIC NOVEL: F.SCOTT FITZGERALD 
АЩ) THOMAS WOLFE 
Tiina Aunin 
Tartu State University 
One of the most remarkable phases of the American nov­
el is the period between the two World Wars» Galled by li­
terary critics a period of change and literary experimenta­
tion, of a new "passion and consciousness, an era of great 
contrasts and ironies, it is in this period that the Ameri­
can novel asserted its national form and acquired its inter­
national power and influence. 
A remarkable body of novelists emerged in these two de­
cades of the '20s and '30s: Sinclair Lewis, Sherwood Ander­
son, F.Scott Fitzgerald, William Faulkner, Ernest Hemingway, 
John Dos Passos, Thomas Wolfe, etc. These men shared the in­
tellectual climate of their country, they incorporated the 
best methods of American realism. And although the society 
around them was in decay, literature itself showed every 
sign of life, tried to be a part of life. 
Ho attempt is made here to present a comprehensive view 
of the American novel of the period. The aim of the short 
article is to point out some controversial points and con­
tradictory tendencies in the works of single novelists that 
seem to have expressed a significant aspect of the develop­
ing American writing of the period - the cry for ethical 
liberty of an artist, liberty for the individual to express 
himself. 
At times this impulse for intellectual freedom took the 
form of the so-called "escapism" - withdrawal from.the hate­
ful American reality of mercantilism and avarice (e.g. de­
liberate emigration to Europe in case of the Lost Genera­
tion; retreat into' the "ivory tower" of aestheticismin case 
of literary modernism, etc.). 
How was it possible that such controversial and even 
exclusive philosophical-aesthetic tendencies as critical 
- 142 -realism and individualistic escapism coexisted in the work 
of some sturdy realists of the 1920s-1950s? 
Ho other notion has aroused more argumentation than 
that of liberty and freedom. It has always been the central 
question at crucial stages of economy and politics« There 
is not a single humanitarian thinker who has not claimed 
liberty and regarded it of the foremost value» But in dif­
ferent epochs, separate philosophers and sociologists have 
given the idea of liberty and freedom quite a different, of­
ten contradictory content« Through individual experience and 
interpretation it has found a literary reflection (though 
often an unconscious one) in the creative geniuses of the 
era» 
The epoch under observation was a highly paradoxical 
one, being an era of economic expansion it was at the same 
time, an era of the great initial-phases of modern .American 
writing« The society of the period between the wars9 as 
pointed out by a number of literary critics, was curious 
about, what Americans were, could do, might do, were doing. 
According to H.S. Canby the literary work of these decades, 
taken as a whole, showed a more persistent search for values 
and a more competent control of forms than had done the pre­
ceding decades. 
The aesthetic process of American writers, in its tura9 
reflected the complex collision of the ideas that marked the 
intellectual and cultural life of the country. 
As a result, the single component of the writers* li­
terary-aesthetic programme could now and then acquire dia­
metrically contradictory tendencies. 
That is why during the complicated period of the 1920s 
and the 1930s the writers' belonging to the vital trend of 
critical realism could not totally exclude their possible 
involvement in some separate views of the idealistic trend. 
The. year 1929 is a decisive dividing line between the 
two decades. It was the year, of the .Wall. Street Crash, the 
beginning of the Great Depression. If the nineteen twenties 
Literary History of the United States (ed. R.E. Spil-
ler. We T h о r p, Т.Н. Johnson, H.-S. Canby, ReMe Lud­
wig), London, 1969, p. 1296. 
- 143 -were an era in which **••• a dangerous ideal öf free enter-
p 
prise America ran unchecked", after 1929 America had to he-
gin to grow up. Its literature changed to reflect a changed 
national consciousness and conscience. 
A distinguishing feature of the writers belonging to 
the int©r«-war generation is the early age at which they he-
came established in their profession. And this might also ac­
count for many an inconsistency in their early views. Fitz­
gerald was twenty-four when he published his first novel, 
Hemingway had an international reputation at the age of 
twenty-eight, Dos Passos, Wilder and Wolfe were all estab­
lished writers before they were thirty. Of them F» Scott 
Fitzgerald and Thomas Wolfe are probably the most distin­
guished representatives of their respective decades, "seek­
ing to understand "the dangerous drumming of psychic threat 
that came to man from his intense and contemporary involve-
ment with the times.' Things commonly believed in proved to 
be false, civilization was oppressive: by contrast one ex­
alted the primitive. More often than not the artist Isolated 
himself from the rest of society. The negative statements 
were typical of that era of negations. Thus, in the period 
of tension between the past and the present, of lost orien­
tations, of new manners and tastes, of search for personal 
identity, the writers shared something very important in 
their pattern of feeling. Different critical authorities 
have defined it differently: as "a sense of lost bearings" 
and "backward looking", as "human alienation" and "nostal­
gia". 
One possible attempt to illustrate this general spirit 
is to turn to two writers who somehow seem to embody the 
psychological forces of their, respective decades: F. Scott 
Fitzgerald (1896-1940) and Thomas Wolfe (1900-1938). 
F. Scott Fitzgerald was a writer of the nineteen twen­
ties who most obviously felt the intensity of modern Ameri­
can experience in all its specified detail. 
M» В r a d b u r y, Style of Life, Style of Art 
and the American Novelist in the Nineteen Twenties. In 
M. Bradbury and D. Palmer (ed.) "The American Novel and 
the Nineteen Twenties", London 1971, p. 12. 
M. Bradbury, op.cit., p. 16, 
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and the "double vision" of the writer. There are critics 
who do not notice any criticism of the modern American so-
ciety in his works at all. In their opinion Fitzgerald de-
scribed the decay of man and civilization as a whole« The 
critics of bourgeois America readily agree in one point only: 
for them the appeal of the writer "to hold to opposed ideas 
in the mind at the same time" means a certain duality of 
mind, the refusal of the author to take up a definite atti-
tude towards important social conflicts. Asa matter of fact 
the skill of Fitzgerald to be an observer and a participant 
at the same time, the skill to live the life of the wealthy 
and to apprehend critically his own actions is his great 
ability to know all the particulars of the psychology of his 
social enemies. It is his ability to penetrate -into their 
inner world. Still there are critics even among the Ameri-
cans who dare go further in a positive sense. M. Bradbury 
e.g. maintains the following: "It is often supposed that what 
he (?.Scott Fitzgerald - T.A.) acquired by painful experi-
ence and effort, was the power to stand back and criticize: 
and it is that which explains the quality of his serious 
fiction. The truth is, I think, that Fitzgerald's creative 
gift is better understood from a slightly different empha-
sis: it was not his separation from the frenzied life of the 
times, but his discovery of the psychic forces which compel 
it, that made his best work what it is." 
In his novel of the 1930s, "Tender Is the Night" (1934). 
(a novel appearing after his own crack-up) Fitzgerald ex-
plains these forces. They are, he confesses, psychological, 
economic and social at the same time. Man is, so to speak, 
propelled by them into expressive action, but the action it-
self can come to express the threat of the active consci-
ousness, the dislocation in society. Although the writer him-
self never fully understands the nature of this dialectics, 
he senses the essential dilemmas of his age in a very pro-
found way. The novel becomes an energetic metaphor for the 
1920s and their turn into the 1930s. 
M. Bradbury, op. eit., p,, 30. .,• 
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/9 But here, also, the individualistic character of Fits™ 
gerald's world outlook - the opposition of the individual 
to society'- is visible. The two frequent notions j coercion 
of the society and inability of the individual are often put 
forward by Western philosophers when treating personality 
and creative liberty,•* The typical standpoint of bourgeois 
individualism tries to identify the lack of personal free­
dom as the lack of mental and physical abilities of man to 
face society, 
At the same time the bourgeois critics seem to inter­
pret Fitzgerald as a writer who was ready to satisfy the 
usual American craving for a novelist that would, be one "of 
their own", thoroughly in the national life, and responsive 
to all its popular idols, They find that even his very dis­
harmonies were national. In a sense it is true« Our Soviet 
literary critics have also admitted that at times we have a 
feelings the writer condemns the world of wealth against his 
7 
own sentiment, while doing so he still admires it, ' Of 
course, people need a social ideal in which the objectively 
inevitable and the subjectively desirable become dialecti-
cally interrelated. The ideal E.Scott Fitzgerald chooses^ and 
which he at times erroneously believes in, is the "Great 
Lifq". He is fascinated by the magic properties of wealth 
and, above all, by the immunity it 
could purchase. It has not been stated with­
out valid grounds t "Since Fitzgerald had been unable to adopt 
the symbols of aristocracy, *the sweat and mud of trenches* 
(like Hemingway - T.A,), he concentrated upon others s in 
Q 
particular, upon the aristocracy of wealth," 
As a result of looking at American life Fitzgerald 
develops a perception of complex relations between the tal-
*• See I, Б e г 1 i n, Two Concepts of Liberty, An In­
augural Lecture Delivered before the University of Ox­
ford,, 1958, p. 7. 
See А. К a z i n, Introduction, In F. Scott Fitz­
gerald. The Man and His Work, New Tork Collien Books 
1962,, p. 12. 
' See M. 0. M e н д е л ь с о н, Творческий путь Фрэн­
сиса Скотта Фиджеральда. Проблемы литературы США XX ве­
ка, Москва 1970. с. 165. 
8 M.Cunliffe, The Literature of the United 
States, Bungay Suffolk, 1967, p. 288. 
- 146 -ent for accumulation and the gift of imagination, The gift 
of imagination is very vital for him, no man can visualize 
the Great Life without it. But wealth, he sees, is impor-
tant, too - not for itself, but because wealth, makes it pos-
sible for a man to live the life the imagination has con-
ceived. "With wealth - and also youth, looks and success, 
which were part of aristocracy - one was an afficionado on 
the grand scale» All doors opened, all head-waiters weredif-
erential; all boat-trains, liners, limousines, suites and 
mansions were available,, One could follow the sun. Poverty 
was mean, grey, narrow. With money one could be generous, 
expensive, original. Largesse was a word that.meant both a 
tip and a way of life," " 
According to A. Mizener Fitzgerald is convinced that 
the most important moral choice a man can face exists in its 
most fully developed form among the rich - the choice between 
fineness of perception and of moral discrimination on the one 
hand, and the brutality of unimaginative, irresponsible power 
on the other, 
"That is why," he thinks "the rich are different from 
you and me" - a remark Fitzgerald makes in one of his short 
stories called "The Rich Boy", a detailed study of the spe-
cial character of the very wealthy in America. That is why 
he thinks any failure on the part of the rich to use their 
wealth is tantamount to a crime that common people are never 
given an opportunity to commit. It is this crime for which 
he condemns Daisy and Tom Buchanan in "The Great Gatsby" 
(1925). 
Nick Carroway says: "They were careless people, Tom and 
Daisy - they smashed up things and creatures and then re-
treated back into their money or their vast carelessness, or 
whatever it was that kept them together, and let other peo-
ple clean up the mess they had made." 
Tom is a fully conceived case of the undeveloped imagi-
tion, Daisy is even sadder, she has caught a glimpse of the 
M. Ounliffe, op.cit., p. 288. 
A. Mizener, F.Scott Fitzgerald. The Great 
Gatsby. In W. Stegner (ed.)*,' The American Novel. From 
James Fenimore Cooper to William Faulkner, N.Y. 1965, p. 
181« 
- 147 -Great Life but lacks the courage to live it. 
Fitzgerald's characters are evidently projections of 
himself. Like Gat shy and Dick Diver Fitzgerald himself is 
someway attracted Ъу wealth. But the writer's enthusiastic 
feeling for the very rich is not without adequate reason. At 
the beginning of our century millions of Americans were liv­
ing in a deep conviction that enrichment was the principal 
goal in.the life of every man. The dominating spirit of pro­
fit and the worship of success were forming the world percep­
tion of young Fitzgerald, as well. His writing parallels his 
own experience. But like his characters he also has a sense 
of insufficiency which never leaves him content with wealth 
and.power as goals in themselves. It is as if the writer 
longed for some central certainty, from which he could look 
out upon the world, and criticize it free and safe from hurt. 
What he cannot see, is the fact that personal freedom should 
be regarded to be an individual modification of social-his­
torical liberty, taking into consideration the dialectics of 
the general, special and individual. Fitzgerald does not go 
so deep. He takes one of the most erroneous and tragical 
treatments of this problem - the generalization and division 
of individualism. It comes to nothing else than the self-af­
firmation of the individual on account of society« 
The tragedy of this talented writer, as commented bj 
M.O. Mendelson was in his contradictory world perception, 
which at times reduced the value of Fitzgerald's works though 
they were intended without question to tell people the truth 
of life. It lay in Fitzgerald's deepest conviction that life 
untouched by imagination is brutal and intolerable and that 
the imagined life must be made actual if a man is anything 
more than a daydreamer. The dependence of an individual's 
liberty upon his knowledge, talents and energy has been 
placed in the foreground. Consequently, economic inequal­
ity is simply the result of different efficiency. The fol­
lowing decade totally refuted this illusory point 'of view. 
From the boastful boom era in which the Americans thought 
that their wealth, technological power, and economictheories 
See M.O. Мендельсон, указ.соч. с. 177. 
- 148 -had lifted them to a level of absolute security, they were 
abruptly hurled into a whirlpool of perils, domestic and 
foreign! The Great Depression began late in I929. An old era 
died and a new era opened for the Americans in 1933. "The 
panic was savage, the internal discords were harsh, the 
irony of the abrupt change from posperity to poverty was 
. " „ 12 
grim." 
Thought and emotion were highly chaotic, the psychology 
of unlimited opportunity giving way to the psychology of 
closed opportunity. 
The Great Depression had its most obvious effect in a 
wave of exposure. The press, drama, novel and pamphlet 
united to analyse all the obvious evils. • The nation's mood 
was direct and grim, and the targets of exposure were clear-
ly identified? illiteracy, poverty, physical and intellec-
tual anemia. It all found a literary reflection« A convic-
tion arose that the country was emerging from a careless ado-
lescence into a maturity that demanded prudence arid plan-
13 
ninge A more realistic and scientific approach to the prob-
lems of society gave their colouring to literature. The an-
ger of the artist at the materialism'of American life turned 
into anger at social injustices. 
But the influence the years of 30s had on the different 
outstanding American writers was not similar. It was only-at 
the beginning that the events of the period called forth 
despair, fear and bewilderment. 
In I95I William Faulkner surprisingly ranked Thomas 
Wolfe (1900-1938) first among the contemporary American 
writers, himself second, Dös Passos third, and Hemingway 
14  fourth. On the one hand this estimation may seem a bit 
overbidding. On the other harid, although Wolfe's influence 
on other writers is not to be compared e.g. with that of 
Hemingway, he is by no means a mediocrity. T. Wolfe, a 
R.E. S pi 1 1 e r, et al., op.cit., p. 1233. • 
Ibid., p. 1260. 
B.R. McHlderry Jr.,' Thomas Wolfe. Look 
Homeward, Angel. In W. Stegner (ed.), The American Nov-
el. From 'James Fenimore Cooper to William Faulkner. New 
York, 1965, p. 209. 
- 149 -Southerner, combines the.artist's isolation of the 1920s and 
the documentary fullness of the 1930s« His material is as 
inexhaustible as life itself for, as he one© toM Scott H-ta-
geraJLd; a great writer is not only a leaver-outer hut also 
a putter-inner. Wolfe's epic novels are a serial outpouring 
of his own experiences. According to W. Faulkner he wis will­
ing to put all the experience of the human heart on the head 
of a pin, as it were. 
T. Wolfe has retained (he died young at the age of 
thirty-eight) a large degree of popularity over the years, 
evidenced by the variety and number of books and articles 
about him. The major concerns of the critics are his con­
cepts of time, faith, loneliness and death; his notions of 
isolation, alienation, change and experience; his struggles 
stemming from his views of the city versus the country9 the 
North versus the South; his use of autobiography, folklore, 
language and rhetoric, his humor, etc. 
The contradictory nature of Wolfe's creative work has 
causea great discordance of opinion among his critics« How 
and then they even differ in the determination of the social 
meaning of his novels. But they all must agree in the fol­
lowing и "... in his search and his finding as well as in his 




The meaning of life for him is a, demand for reassur­
ances. Wolfe seeks a stone, a leaf, an unfound door; he is 
lost as all Americans are lost, because their home is a place 
from which they have grown away. Modern times and progress 
horrify him. His characters seek for freedom, for a kind of 
a spiritual ideal, "a door" using the symbolic designation 
of the author, but everywhere they are surrounded by mer­
cantilism, lie and banality. Acute social antogonism makes 
only the regressive side of the dialectic of progress visi­
ble. I'rogress and realization of liberty do not cover. In 
order to obtain intellectual freedom the writer wanders nos­
talgically in the "thicket of man's memory". 
15 
H.A. Анастась'ев, Томас Вулф и реалисти­
ческая литература США 30-х годов". В кн.: Проблемы 
литературы США XX века. "Наука", Москва, 1970,с.363. 
- 15о -The interest in regionalism, one of the most typical 
aspects of the Depression mirrored in the literature of the 
ttdJfcips, finds also its expression in Wolfe's works. Against 
the stereotyped America he contrasts the place, the region, 
the person who by standing still retains his individuality. 
Wolfe is a Southerner, but his attitude toward the South is 
ambivalent. He finds warmth and richness in the South, but 
he ridicules all the Southerners who proclaim passionately 
the superiority of Southern culture and seem eager to die in 
its name. 
Wolfe is a regionalist who is not limited to his re­
gion» Equally he is not limited to the contemporary world, 
but has a deep sense of the past» He chose America with "its 
billion forms and the dense complexity of all its swarming 
life" for his subject as naturally- as other writers took 
their local region. He is a national, not a nationalist. Al­
together this is a rare combination in American letters, and 
it explains the richness, depth and power of Wolfe's real­
ism« 
"Look Homeward. Angel" . (1929) and "Of Time and the 
River" (1935) sire the adventures of Eugene Gant in his 
growth from childhood to maturity, and Eugene is a direct 
portrait of Wolfe himself. "The Web and the Rock" (1939) and 
"You Can't Go Home Again" (1940), the posthumously publish­
ed novels, trace the similar story of George Webber and car­
ry it; through his success as a novelist. The stories in 
"From Death to Morning" (1935) and "The Hills Beyond" (1941) 
are all written as episodes of the great story of,which the 
four novels are parts» 
In "Look Homeward, Angel" Eugene Gant*s existence be­
comes, an emotional combat against death and the pressures 
denying him psychological freedom. J.R* Eeavenand H.G. Stro-
16  zier maintain that the title,of the book "Look Homeward. 
Angel: A Story of the Buried Life" combines the two central 
kinds of, isolation that troubled Wolfe throughout his life: 
the inevitable separation of physical death and the agonis­
ing isolation of creative defeat. Wolfe thinks of isolation 
'. J.R. S e a v e r and R.G. S t г о z i'e r, 
'Thomas Wolfe and Death. In Leslie A. Meld (ed/), Thomas 
Wolfe. Three Decades of Criticism. N.Y. 1968, p.. 37. 
- 151 -as a kind of death. To combat this, he believes in the so-
called "universal- experience". All the people, events and 
visions that cross his experience* become a part of him. The 
artist becomes the embodiment of a man who knows "All the an-
guißh, error and frustration that any man alive can know". '• 
This universal knowledge, Wolfe hopes, will free him from 
psychological anguish. At the same time death and isolation 
are not only to be feared but also to be cherished. Each 
death he endures makes him more capable of coping with his 
next experience in life, permits him to work his way toward 
a secret life... toward freedom. Thus, Wolfe is deeply in-
volved with a paradox. 
True enough, late in his life he sees the need for 
looking outside of himself, for looking at the political, 
social and economic world, and for trying to understand it, 
assimilate it, and somehow bring it into his writing« This, 
in fact, he attempts to do in his last novel "You Gan
#t Go 
Home Again", published in 1940, two years after his death. 
In case of Wolfe one stumbles over contradictions 
everywhere. Like Fitzgerald, Wolfe dramatizes the eternal 
conflict between the "individual and society. He is torn be-
tween the two: what he knows and what he feels. "Loneliness" 
is his most frequent word. It is namely in loneliness that 
his characters see the rescue of a subtle artistic nature 
from the cruelty of world. 
Many critics have blamed Wolfe for the hypertrophy of 
loneliness. They say that his aspiration to the fullest 
knowledge and experience is inconsistent with another im-
pulse, the desire to escape from the world about him. In 
fact, the notion "alone" characterizes only one side of his 
creation, as a whole its purpose is far more meaningful» The 
truth seems to be with N. Anastasyev when he says, that there 
are places where the striving "of the main character for lone-
liness is not an escape but assumes a special character of 
18 " 
protest,, Wolfe himself refers to this escape as a retreat 
behind a "wall". But this freedom, this "wall", is not an 
1 C.H. Holman, The Dark, Ruined Helen of His 
Blood: Thomas Wolfe and the South. In L.A. Field (ed.), 
,, Thomas Wolfe. Three Decades of Criticism
4. K,.:Y., 1968, p. 22. 
0 H.A. A H а с T а о ь e в, указ.соч., с.372."".. v 
- PZ -exclusive withdrawal from life, he says,hut rather a with-
drawal into a- position where he would be free to select the 
experience in which he wished to participate. 
It is after 1935 that the thought and feeling of the 
writer mature for the deep understanding of social con-
flicts. It happens when he comes up against a new phenome-
non of reality - fascism. The angle of his artistic view 
changes. Wolfe's attention, earlier aimed at the contradic-
tions between creative ideals and narrow mercantilism, now 
acquires a deep antihourgeois pathos. 
At first sight the comparison of Scott Fitzgerald with 
Thomas Wolfe may seem somewhat outward and forced, for the 
writers are to.o far, from each other in their aesthetic lik-
ings. Fitzgerald - "the living protagonist of the Lost Gen-
eration" - belongs to the twenties, which Wolfe had been ac-
customed to disparage for its shallow optimism and materi-
alism, its headlong pursuit of pleasure. Likewise are dif-
ferent the decades they represent. It is the similar inner 
conflicts they have to surpass to come to the conclusion 
that justifies a comparison of- this kind. 
To appreciate truly these two writers, readers must 
first of all take into account the suggestive realism their 
work offers. Both authors are unequalled masters in showing 
how the chase for dollar inevitably brings about the deval-
yation of human values and moral deficiency of man. Gener-
alization of the kind is comprehensible., to the contemporary-
Soviet reader and testifies to the following: no matter how 
urging the claim of the authors' "esemplastic power" for 
creative independence and self-isolation, "swarming life with 
its billion forms" has gained the upper hand over conform-
ity and social indifference. 
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- 155 -О противоречивых тенденциях в американском реалисти­
ческом романе межвоенного периода /_Ф. Скотт- Фиддже-
ральд и Томас ВулФ/ 
Т... .Аунин 
Резюме 
Сопоставление Ф.СкоттаФицджвральдас Т.Вулфом может на 
первый взгляд показаться в некоторой мере надуманным - эти 
художники в своих эстетических пристрастиях слишком далеки 
друг от друга. В то же время как Ф. Скотт Фвдджеральд находился 
на позиции, экспатрианства, Т.Вулф обладал необыкновенно остро 
выраженным: .чувством национальной принадлежности.с другой сто­
роны - творчество их отражает ту сложную борьбу идей, которая 
была характерна интеллектуальной и культурной жизни Америки 
в 1920-1930 гг. 
Отдельные компоненты эстетики Ф.Скотта Фидцжеральда и Т. 
Вулфа являются отражением противоречивой буржуазной действи­
тельности. Каждый из них по-своему видит в одиночестве един­
ственную альтернативу меркантилизму и жажде обогащения. 
Но путь любого познания идет через противоречия и новые 
поиски. Как ни настаивают оба писателя на своей творческой ис­
ключительности и самоизоляции, принципы реалистической лите­
ратуры, принятые ими, в конечном счете перечеркивают конфор­
мизм и социальную ищдафферентность. . 
- 156 -HOPES ON THE STYLE OF HENRY JAMES'S TALES 
' Tatyana Amelina 
Latvian Polytechnical Institute 
The art of Henry James has attracted considerable cri­
tical attention. His novels and tales are generally looked 
upon as a new stage in the evolution of psychological real­
ism, An avowed advocate of indirect methods of presentation 
H. James introduced a complex system of literary devices to 
further his realistic vision of things without
5 actually ap­
pearing to state his own view of them. 
Henry James published over fifty volumes of prose — 
some twenty novels, more than one hundred tales, several 
books of criticism, travel sketches, biography and plays« His 
most important achievement is rightly attributed to the art 
of "the beautiful and blest nouvelle",' that form of short 
novel or long tale whose "dimensional ground" delighted James 
most of all, especially in his later years» 
Though there are numerous references to the nouvelle 
in his "Notebooks" and critical writings, James never wrote. 
an essay on the form or compiled a list of his stories which 
are to be taken as nouvelles. What we know is that for years 
he struggled within the confines of the short story, finally 
arriving at his favourite genre', that of "the 'shapely nou­
velle". 
James wrote г "Among forms, moreover, we., had had, 
on the dimensional ground - for length and breadth - our 
ideal, the beautiful and blest nouvelle;' the enlightened 
hour for which, appeared thus at last to shine. It was.un­
der the star of the nouvelle that, in other languages, a 
hundred interesting and charming results, such studies of 
the minor scale as the best of Turgenieff's, Qf Bal'zacjs, 
of Maupassant's, of Bourget's, and."., of Kipling's" bad 
been, all economically arrived at." (H. J a m e si ., -Se­
lected Literary Criticism, L. Peregrine. Books, 1968.-..-p. 
376).
 ! . 
p 
"The Notebooks of Henry James" ed. by F. 0. Matthie-
sen and Kenneth B. Murdock. New York: Oxford' Univ. Press, 
194-7, P» 108. (Further the book is quoted as "Notebooks" 
- T.A.) 
- 157 -Many entries in James's "Notebooks" indicate, .that sag—... 
gesti,ons for stories germinated continually in his con­
sciousness, As soon as he enters a donnee^ (a favourite word 
with James), his imagination begins to enlarge and elaborate 
it. As the situation unfolds in his imagination and the 
characters grow in stature, often what is planned as.a "lit­
tle anecdote", a "morceau de vie", requires more and more 
pages: the intended short story becomes a nouvelle. 
James was writing fiction in the heyday of the short 
story. Dozens of magazines in England and America furnished 
a ready market for the short narrative - six to eight thou­
sand words seems to have been agreed on by the editors as 
the acceptible length. During the 1870s and 1880s James was 
a regular short story contributor to the "Atlantic Monthly" 
and the "Continental Monthly". But hitting.the eight-thou­
sand-word target was almost impossible for him, and his ir­
ritation over the requirement is easily discernible in many 
entries in his "Notebooks". While at work on "The Patagonia" 
in March, 1888, he records, for example, "that with all the 
compression in the world I can't do it in so very short a 
Ц. 
compass as ... demanded". Increasingly through the 1890s 
Janes often expressed his despair over the requirements of 
the short story. What its confinements will not permit him 
to accomplish he puts it by, as the case was, for instance, 
with "The Altar of the Dead". 
Early in 1894 Henry Hailand, a young American editor, 
was arranging for the first issues of v/hat would become the 
most famous literary magazine of the '90s, "The Yellow Book". 
Hailand asked James to contribute to the first number a 
composition which "might absolutely assume its own organic 
5 
form". The writer was told he could have as much space as 
he wanted. James gladly agreed and wrote three nouvelle s for 
"The Yellow Book" ("The Death of the Lion". "The Ooxon Fund". 
"The Neat Time"). ^ke opportunity somewhat released him from 
bondslavery to the short story. Although several of his lat-
•* The main idea (H. James. Selected Literary 
Criticism, p. 92). 
4 "Notebooks", p. 143. 
5 Ibid., p. 208. 
158 -er tales were not taken by any magazines, the sense of free­
dom was there, so to speak, and it made him write tale after 
tale. The result was that James Ъесате a brilliant, master of 
the nouvelle in English and made of it a rich study of men, 
manners and morals on the two continents. 
The commoiily acknowledged poetical quality of Henry • 
James's tales is, to no small extent, due to the natural ef­
fortless flow of his prose. By his subtle peculiar .style he 
evokes in the reader a feeling of immediate participation in 
the events described. Therefore any appreciation of his style 
must necessarily be concerned with the devices contributing 
to this effect. 
Usually the first sentence of a James nouvelle immedi­
ately plunges the reader into the heart of the situation. 
There is no gradual introduction, no setting of the scene, no 
precise information as to the identity of the personages. The 
reader is supposed to be familiar, as it were, with the pro­
tagonists and with their past. Imperceptibly he is drawn in­
to the events as an active observer interpreting everything 
he witnesses. 
This engagement of the reader is. effected in an easy, 
effortless way as if he were one who knows the events and 
needs no explanation. Here are the initial sentences of three 
tales taken at randoms 
"The poor young man hesitated and procrastin-
ateds it cost him such an effort to breach the 
subject'of terms, to speak of money to a person 
who spoke, only of feelings and, as it were, of 
the aristocracy." • •. 
("The Pupil")
6 
"When the porter's wife (she used to answer the. 
housebell) anriounced "A gentleman - with a lady, 
sir," I had, as I often had in those days, for the 
wish was father to the thoughts, an immediate vi­
sion of sitters." 
• ("The Real Thing")
7 
•'• H. J a m.e s. The Turn, of the Screw and Other Stor­
ies. Penguin Books, 1974-, p. 123. 
n 
H. J a m e s. The. Real Thing. - In: Nineteenth-Cen­
tury American Short Stories, Progress' Publishers, Moscow, 
1970, p. 320.
 J -I, 
, - 159 -"I had t aleen Mrs* Prest into, my confidence % 
in truth without her a. should have made hut lit­
tle advance* for, the fruitful idea in the whole 
business dropped from her friendly lips." 
О 
("The Aspern Papers") 
This plunging of the reader into the heart of the mat­
ter at the very outset is not a mere trick for the sake of 
buttonholing his attention« It is part of a deliberate pat­
tern of literary presentation, James always objected to the 
omnipotent and omniscient author, directing every action of 
his personages, and demanded that the reader should be roused 
from his attitude of a passive spectator and. enlisted as an 
intelligent participant and interpreter of the events. This 
illusion, is complete when the narrative is conducted by one 
of the central figures introduced by the narrator9 as is the 
ease in many of James's tales, and the reader is thus seem­
ingly brought into immediate contact with the character re­
presented, as, for instance, in "The Turn of the Screw** and 
"The Madonna of the Future"» 
Besides nouvelles of this kind there are others, also 
told in the first person, however not by a central figure 
characterized by the narrator, but by the narrator himself 
("The Seal Thing"t "The Aspern Papers" and others). This is 
also a way, a kind of inverse way, of eliminating the author 
- the author being made a participant in the events or a 
casual observer, becomes a minor figure in the story - not 
the over-all master determining the behaviour of his heroes. 
The principle of non-intrusion by the author brings 
about James's abstention from describing his characters or 
commenting on their nature, actions or emotions. Character 
portrayal is effected by what the personages say, do, think, 
often by some trifling detail, rarely by assertions on the 
author's part. Acclaim or censure is never explicitly 
stated, though the author's attitude is, of course, implied 
in the very facts chosen for presentation. But above all, 
it is the language, the tone of the narration, which en-
chances the effect of the unobtrusiveness of the author. 
8 H. J a m e в. The Turn of the Screw and Other 
Short Novels.p.153. 
- 160 Passages of conventional narration are extremely rare« 
When the author's speech intervenes, it is so subtly inter-
mingled with the speech of the personages, so imperceptibly 
coloured by their point of view, that we are not aware it is 
the author describing the scene or character, and, yet, not 
certain that we see everything through the eyes of the per-
sonages concerned* This peculiar tone or mode of narration, 
where the speech of the author and indirect interior, mono-
logue s one shading off into the other, is the prevailing one 
in James's tales« 
All recent studies of H„ James's nouvelles serve to 
support a single observation that there is a continuous 
movement in his tales toward a colloquial manner of expres-
sion, an expression that minimizes the presence of the au-
thor while heightening the consciousness of the central char-
acter." In the third-person narrative this effect is achieved 
by a peculiar exploitation of the third-person pronoun, The 
following paragraph opens the tale entitled "Julia Bride": 
"She had walked with her friend to the top of the wide 
steps of the Museum, those that descend from the galleries 
of painting, and then, after the young man had left her, 
smiling, looking back, waving all gaily and expressively 
his hat and stick, had watched him, smiling too, but with 
a different intensity - had kept him in sight till he passed 
out of the great door» She might have been waiting to see 
if he would turn there for a last demonstration, which was 
exactly what he did, renewing his cordial gesture and with 
his look of glad devotion, the radiance of his young face, 
reaching her across the great space, as she felt, in undi-
minished truth. Yes, so she could feel, and she remained a 
minute even after he was gone; she gazed at the empty air as 
if he had filled it still asking herself what more she want-
s'. 0. M a t t h i e s s e n. The Major Phase, New 
York, 1963, pp. 152-86. Albert F. Gegenheimer. The Early 
and Late Revisions in Henry James's "A Passionate Pil-
grim", •'American Literature,'' XXIII, 1951, pp. 233-4-2; 
Vincent 'Tartella. James's "Four Meetings", 
Nineteenth-Century Fiction,: XV, I960, pp. 17-28; Hichard 
Bridgman. "The Colloquial Style in America", 
Ne% York, I960, pp. 78-85. 
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2i ed and what, if it didn't signify glad devotion, bis wStalst 
air could have represented«** 
James begins the first four paragraphs of this tale 
with the third-person singular pronoun» and p& works it with 
great persistence» Rather than introducing us to a charac­
ter, a figure sketched by .an omniscient author, James in­
stantly confronts us with a-character's mind from the moment 
we read the first words Substitute "Julia Bride had walked 
with he'r friend« ee
w and the difference is apparent s here we 
have the hand of an author gradually guiding us into a stary«, 
But with the device the action of the story circulates in 
Julia's mind«, and the reader is deposited in. that mind in 
medias res8 so to speake James draws the reader immediately 
to his subject« Constant reference to Julia or Julia Brid© 
would have reminded the reader of the author's presence and 
his control of the events, As the narrative standss the read-» 
er speedily identifies the third-person pronoun as a part of 
the character's consciousnesss it might almost be said that 
the "she" assumes the role of the "I" in the first»»p8rsoa 
narration« Of course the device cannot replace the complete 
identification between reader and character that the
 ю1
и 
form of narration obtains, but it can approximate the inti­
macy of that manner while barring the fluidity of self-rev­
elation which James did not approve of, 
James cherished the intimacy and intensity of the first-
person form, and at the same time he valued and respected 
the flexible distance inherent in the third-person narra­
tion, She pronoun, through insistent repetitionB forcibly 
attaches the reader to the character, and at the same time 
enables us to step aside from him, to view him with objec­
tivity« 
In another instance James begins his tale as follows: 
"He had been out but once since his arrival, Mark Mon-
teith; that was the next day after - he had disembarked by 
•night on the previous; then everything had come at once, as 
he would have said, everything had changed« He had got in on 
Tuesday«, he had spent Wednesday for the most part downtown, 
1
0
 H. J a m e s. The Turn of the Screw and Other 
Stories, p. 251« 
- 162 -looking into the dismal subject of his anxiety — the anxiety 
that, under a sudden decision, had brought him across the 
unfriendly sea at mid-winter, and it was through information 
reaching him on Wednesday evening that he had measured his 
loesj measured, above all, his pain, these were two distinct 
things, he felt,_ and though both bad, one much worse than the 
other* It wasn't till the 'next three days had pretty well 
ebbed, in fact, that he knew himself for so badlywoundede He 
had waked up on Thursday morning, so far as he had slept at 
all, with the sense, together, of a blinding New York bliz-
aard and of a deep sore inward ache. The great white savage 
storm would have kept him at best within doors, but his 
stricken state was by itself quite reason enough«" 
("A Round of Visits") 
Bather than saying "Mark Monteith had been out but once 
since his arrival", James begins with the third-person pro-
noun, again to place us in immediate connection with the 
character and establish the informal tone. The third—person 
pronoun device creates an interior narrative, as it were - a 
vivid portrait of Mark Monteith reflecting upon his relative-!-
ly recent experience. Here the pronoun allies itself not with 
verbs of mental action, but with those of physical action (he 
had been out, he had disembarked, he had spent, he had mea-
sured, he had waked up, he had slept). Nevertheless, the au-
thor does achieve the impression of a reflective narrative 
by telling his third-person story in the past perfect tense» 
Thus, James's peculiar mode of narration is a much more 
complicated phenomenon than indirect interior monologue as 
used by many writers. Indirect interior monologue, as usual-
ly manipulated by.most authors, is easily discernible ana 
aeparated from the author's speech. In itself a device to 
bring the reader into closer contact with the mentality of 
the characters described without the mediation of the author^ 
it is frequently used by Henry James as well, But, as men-
tioned above9 he also uses another form of narration, where 
the speech of the author acquires a multiple, elusive quali-
ty, - it blends with the speech of the personages, seems 
tinged with their mentality, the atmosphere seems reflected 
in the linguistic form, 
- 165 -Having chosen for his medium a blend of dialogue, indi-
rect interior monologue and story told by intimate to inti-
mate, Henry James uses a language of colloquial colouring and 
that determines his choice of lexical devices. Stylistic em-
bellishments like archaisms, poeticisms or mythological ref-
erences are generally avoided, 
The different forms of imagery used by Henry James cor-
roborate the similar impression» In his tales he employs 
imagery not by way of ornamentation, but as the best medium 
to project on the mind of the reader his peculiar vision of 
the outside world. The abundance of imagery, however9 is not 
an indiscriminate indulgence in this device; for all its seem-
ing lack of control, it is checked by artistic restraint0 
The most extensively used trope with Henry James is sim-
ile e The simplicity of the greater part of his similes is due 
to a conscious-' avoidance of anything that might savour of 
parading the art of the writer« 
The occasion for the figure of similitude in Henry 
James's nouvelles is usually a commonplace object or phenome-
non of everyday life« The image invoked is also taken from 
ordinary surroundings, e.g. 
•'The American flag has quite gone out of fash-
ion! it's very carefully folded up, like an old 
tablecloth." 
• • ' • • i"j 
("•tea International Episode") 
"The man who looked at me ,over the battlements 
was as definite as a picture in a frame." ... 
("The Turn of the Screw") 
"It had not taken them many minutes, after all, 
to put down on the table, like the cards of a pack, 
those that constituted their respective hands." 
("The Beast in the Jungle")
1^ 
•"He knew the small vista of her street, closed 
ät the end and as dreary- as an empty pocket,' where 
H. J a m e s. The Turn of the Screw and Other Short 
Novels, p. 37. 
Ibid.., p. 311. 
Ibid, p. 407. .>. 
- 164 -• the pairs of shabby little houses,, semidetached but 
indissolubly united, were like married couples on 
bad terms«" 
("The Altar of the Dead")
1
4 
Though Henry James often uses simple similes, sometimes 
even close to the pattern of the current similes of popular 
speech of which there are so many in the English language, 
we very rarely find actual ready-made similes in his tales. 
They occur only in the speech of some personages, or in a 
passage echoing their speech. We find such a stock-in-trade 
simile in a tale told by the romantically-»minded hero of 
"The Madonna of the Future" 
"He talked of Florence like a lover." 
("The Madonna Of the Future"),^ 
or in a remark made by Daisy Miller whose simplicity and 
outspokenness have become proverbial 




Apart from 'pure' simile's in James's tales we also come 
across numerous sentences with "as if", "as though"» "it 
seemed", not so much stating a similitude perceived by the 
author, as expressing or only hinting at an association gen­
erated by the elusive and intangible quality of the-picture 
or emotion he wants to convey."In these sentences where the 
author appears to be groping for the exact expression to 
capture an experience, the association insinuated to the 
reader is a means to call forth in him the mental response 
desired, e.g. ' 
"I found as great a facination-in watching the 
old lights and shades of his character as though 
he had been a creature from another planet." 
("The Madonna of the'Future")'
1^ 
14 
H..,J a m e s. The Turn of. the Screw and .Other Short 
Novels, p. 271. 
^ " H. J a m e s. The Madonna of the Future. Leipzig, 
Tauchnitz, 1880, p. 29, 
3 6 •• • 
"•- Я»'J -a me s; The-Turn of the Screw and Other Short 
Novels, p. 146, 
' H. J a m e s. The Madonna of the Future, p. 30. 
- 165 -"The fields and trees were of a cool metallic 





"The ground floor of the hotel seemed to Ъе а 
huge transparent cage." 
("An Internat49aaa.,,^i^ede
n) ° 
Henry James's evident preference for simile as agayast 
metaphor is in keeping with his general approach to repre­
sentation. In the simile he can retain his light touch, in­
dicating a similitude Ъу a casual gesture that leaves the 
reader at liberty to accept it or not» The metaphor, on the 
other hand, which involves a complete identification of oh­
jeet s whose analogy is only partial, has much more of the 
assertive and even axiomatic in its implications. 
That does not mean, of course, that Henry James dis­
cards metaphor altogether. He uses it frequently enough. But 
his metaphors are mostly half-expressed, hinted at in a 
verb, an epithet or the equivalent of an epithet-the "of 
plus noun" construction: 




"Some mysterious action upon the аЩщЬ^щгу of 
nature had turned the tide of their fortunes,," 
("Longstaff's- Marriage")
 x 
"He admired and enjoyed it, hut the very genius 
of awkwardness controlled his phraseology." 
??  ("Madame de Mauves") 
"The chapel of his thoughts grew ... dim." 





H„ J a m e s. The Madonna, of the Future, p. 24-2. 
H„ J a m e s. The Turn of the Screw and Other Short 
Novels» p. 260. 
Nineteenth Century American Short Stories, p. 321. 
H„ J a m e s. The Madonna of the Future, p. 118, 
Ibid., p. 144. 
* H„ J a m e s. The Turn of the Screw and Other Short 




22 Sometimes the metaphor merges into a simile: 
"Something or other lay in wait for him, amid 
the twists and turns of the months and years, 
like a crouching Beast in the Jungle," 
("The Beast in the Jungle")
2
4 
The abundant use of imagery connected with the most fa­
miliar phenomena enhance« the easy, informal tone of Henry 
James's tales as much as it is conditioned Ъу it«, On the 
other hand, the fanciful associations often contained in his 
images constitute one • of the factors that bring about the 
freshness and peculiar flavour of James's style; these are 
perhaps not less important than his handling of oblique ways 
of character portrayal and engagement of the reader's at­
tention« 
James's unobtrusive manner of writing is also achieved 
by syntactical patterns, typical of his prose« His character­
istic sentence is compound« Coordination is much more fre­
quent than subordination» This is not simply a consequence 
of the absence of argumentative comment on the part of the 
author, or of philosophical discussions between the person­
ages * The predominance of paratactical sentence construc­
tion in Henry James's tales is clearly connected with his 
method of presentation. He conveys to the reader a picture8 
the atmosphere of a scene, the sensations of his characters 
by unfolding these graphically, filling in the details one 
after the other in additive strokes, each singled out from 
the other and all merging into a whole. 
Henry James often uses sentences which fall into sev­
eral parallel sections. The successive sections elaborate a 
single idea or add new strokes to the description involved 
and have a mutually intensifying effect: 
"He had understood nothing, he had felt nothing, 
he had learned nothing." 
("Madame de Mauves")
2^ 
H. J a m e s. The Turn of the Screw and Other Short 
Novels, p. 417. 
H. J a m e s. The Madonna of the Future, p. 196«, 
- 167 -"For the first, the last, the only time I Ъе-
held her extraordinary eyes." 
Q'The Aspern Papers") 
On the grammatical level, the construction constitutes 
a sentence with homogeneous parts or a compound sentence« as 
the case may be« Sometimes the parallel sections are ar­
ranged asyndetically, e.g. 
"Their post-horses broke down, their postil­
ions were impertinent, their luggage went astray, 
their servants betrayed them." 
("'Longstaff's Marriage")
2? 
Sometimes polysyndeton is used: 
"He delivered his usual peripatetic discourse, 
and they stopped, and stared, and peeped, and 
stooped, according to the official admonitions." 
28  ("An International Episode") 
"She couldn't spell, and she loved beer, but 
she had two or three 'points', and practice, and 
a knack, and mother-wit, and a kind of whimsical 
sensibility, and a love of the theatre, and seven 
sisters, and not an ounce of respect, especially 




Sometimes anaphora reinforces the emotional effect: 
"There were other churches, there were other 
altars, there were other candles." 
("The Altar of the Dead")
5° 
The parallel sections division and the various repet­
itive patterns form the groundwork of the characteristic 
2
6
 H. J a m e s. The Turn of the Screw and Other Short 
Novels, p. 232. 
2^ H. J a m e s. The Madonna of the Future, p. 117. 
2
8
 H, J a m e s. The Turn of the Screw and Other Short 
Novels, p. 75« 
2
9
 Nineteenth Century American Short Stories, p. 329» 
^° H, J a m e' s. The Turn of the Screw and Other Short 
Novels, p. 2ü5» 
- 168 -oadence of H« James's prose» The parallel construction is 
most frequent in passages giving an inside view of a charao^ 
ter*s state of minds when the emotional quality is dominant^ 
"I was nervous f I could not go further f ijjould 
not leave the place," 
("The Aspern Papers")* 
5*he repetitive patterns typical of-H, James's sentence 
structure impart to his prose a lyrical rhythm, a persuasive 
insistence as of incantation" almost. This rhythmical quality 
of his phrase is greatj.y'conducive to the emotional intensi-
ty suffusing his nouvelles in spite of the general authorial 
reticence in his manner of presentation» 
Henry James's creative achievement found its fullest 
expression in his nouvelles. The tales he has left us show 
him as a writer compassionately concerned for those whom life 
has not favoured On both side's of the Atlantic Ocean. By his 
peculiar style he evoked in his readers a greater awareness 
of the subtleties of human relationships and quickened their 
imaginative perceptions e 
31 
J H. J a m e s. The Turn of the Screw and Other 
Short Novels, p. 225. 
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Т0 Лмелина 
Резюме 
Генри Джеймз, будучи признанным романистом» достигает на­
ивысшего мастерства в жанре новеллы«, Характерной особеннос­
тью новелл Джеймза является отказ автора комментировать еобн-
тия и поступки героев. Выводы не навязываются читателю! он 
воспринимает смысл, вложенный в каждую новеллу, как свое от­
крытие. 
Среди художественных средств, способствующих этому эффек­
ту s особенно важен прием изображения действия в специфической 
окраске субъективного видения персонажей. Даже в тех случаях, 
когда повествование ведется в третьем лице, изображаемый мир, 
тем не менее, воспринимается глазами действующих лип^С помощью 
ненавязчивых образов и лингвистических средств Давима создает 
яркие поэтические рассказы о человеческих судьбах« Поэтич­
ность новелл джеймза в большей мере связана с ритмичным зву­
чанием его языка. Некоторые синтаксические приемы, часто упо­
требляемые писателем, - инверсия, повтор, параллельные кон­
струкции, - способствуют своеобразной лиричность его прозы. 
Тесная связь между синтаксической формой и эмоционально-смыс­
ловым содержанием джеймзовской фразы усиливает воздействие 
его реалистического искусства на читателя. 
- 171 -ТЕМА РЕВОЛЮЦИИ В ТВОРЧЕСТВЕ УИЛЬЯМА ГИЛЬМОРА СШМЗА 
Тайна Аунин 
Тартуский государственный университет 
историзм - знак времени» В особенно бурные эпохи общест­
венного развития, в жроцессе познания расширяющихся социаль­
ных горизонтов возрастает интерес к истории - прошлое как бы 
предлагает современности некие узловые проблемы и аналогии,. 
Стремясь к углубленному осмыслению отношений между личностью 
и обществом, литература изображает прогресс человеческого поз­
навания многосторонних связях прошлого - настоящего - буду­
щего. 
Впервые история властно вторгалась в американскую лите­
ратуру в первой половине ХП века, в эпоху романтизма. В 
своем стремлением сисематизировать и решить проблемы,возник­
шие перед молодым капиталистическим государством, желание ус­
тановить свою принадлежность к национальной культуре, амери­
канские романтики искали опору прежде всего в недавней геро­
ической эпохе национальной истории - в революционной войне за 
независимость 1775 - 1783 гг. 
Однако авторы многочисленных романов, посвященных этой 
теме, по-разному осмысляют исторические события конца -ХУП1 
века. Здесь необходимо учитывать и их принадлежность к тому 
или иному региону, каждый из которых обладал своим специфи­
ческим экономическим и общественным укладом, и ту конкретную 
историческую ситуацию, в условиях которой создавалось то или 
иное произведение. 
Вероятно не будет преувеличением сказать, что интер­
претация войны за независимость в американской литературе 
первой половины ХП века в равной мере отражала как общена­
циональные интересы, так и интересы данного региона в данной 
исторический момент. 
Среди американских писателей-романтиков, обратившихся к 
» 172 -isfoi seise, Уильям Гмшор Симш 'в большой мере епособотвоваж 
раавшта ШФорнчеокого оамоеозвания Юга, и первый в художеет-
вентой форме сумел изобразить вкнув компанию 1780 - Г782 гг» 
До недавнего цэенеии жоадедователи ежлокда бшш. раеодет-
рива» Фворчееко© наследие Сшммза в ©трав© от общественной 
б©рьбы тервой половины ХП векае В результате утвердгася 
вееьма унрощеншй вэхашд на пиеателя как на ультра««сепаратие-> 
та и ателогета IME©га провинциализма, чье значение не выходив 
за щвдеты его родного штата «Южной Каролины« Между тем ана­
лиз романов Сшмза, позвященных войне за независимость, евж«> 
двтеяьетвуют о жшв что позиция писателя была гораздо более 
олодшвй ж отнюдь не укладывается в эту жееткув схему0 
Сшю жрнотуши к еоздашга цикла романов об американской 
революции в атмосфере надвигающегося конфликта между капита­
листическим Севером и рабовладельческим Югом, Неизбежное обо­
стрение ©того конфликта вплоть до братоубийственной войны 
'"of American born 'gainst; American Ъоиз,"« он СОЗНаВал уже в 
1830-е гг« В своих исторических романах этого периода он час­
то прибегает к параллелям между военной ситуацией в конце 
ХУШ столетия и положением своего родного штата в канун Гра­
жданской войны« Так, по спаведливому замечанию Джона Вейклина, 
изображенная Симмзом британская оккупация Чарлстона, по всей 
вероятности, является лишь тонко замаскированным намеком на 
нападки нуллификаторов штата против унионистов. Ири этом не­
обходимо отметить, что если двадцать лет спустя С в 1856 г. ) 
в лекции "Роль Южной Каролины в революции" он действительно 
высказывается в духе воинственного сепаратизма, то в 1830 -
184©«е IT« Симмз еще искренне етарался - как в жизни* так и 
в литературе - найти некое равновесие между интересами нацио­
нальными и региональными«, В противовес отороннокам нуллифика­
ции, его первые романы революционного цикла напоминали сооте­
чественникам о тех эпических страницах истории Юга, когда бы-
ло заложено единство Союза и поднят флаг Конфедерации„ В об­
становке, когда патриотизм американцев перерастал в крайний 
национализм,, а свобода личности » в прагматический индивидуа­
лизм, его роман "Партизан" (1835) утверждает высокие роман­
тические идеалы самоотверженности и бескорыстия, 
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23 В стремлении Симмза создать целый цикл исторических ро­
манов сказалась всеобщая тяга американских романтиков к эда-
су, с другой стороны, он избирает в качестве материала GO6H« 
тия революции, искренне надеясь, что через изучение ©шиб@к 
прошлого его современники изоежат роковых ошибок в настоящем. 
Отсюда возникает тенденция к мифологизации ж, одновременно •, 
к демифологизации некоторых революционных принципов, что оп­
ределяет в конечном счете известную двойственность его мет­
рических романовв 
Семь романов о революции - "Партиз ан
и (183 5), ""Пути па-
дотща*
9 (1836), "Разведчик" (I84l)„ "Кэтршг Уолтов" (1851), 




 Купера, были задуманы согласно опре­
деленному плану. В отличии от своего великого предшествен­
ника, Сшшз свой план выполнил» 
Уже в предисловии к "Партизану" Сшшз четко определяет 
главную тешу и цель будущего цикла: книги должны были быть 
гоевящеда Аней Каролине и'охватывать'определенные периоды в 
ходе революционной борьбы этого штата. Основную цель своего 
цикла Оммт "видет в извлечении из историческогоопыта нраве^ 
венного урока, который-, по его мнению, может помочь в реше­
нии современных проблем. Исторический роман как жанр "оправ­
дывает себя лишь тогда, когда он служит нраветвешоста,чело­
вечеству и обществу", «• пишет он. "Romance" о революции дел-
жен был одновременно выдвигать нравственный идеал и дать 
урок, подкрепленный историей. 
Вера биммза в воспитательное значение искусства во мно­
гом способствовало тому, что он не только правдиво показал 
роковые ошибки некоторых исторических деятелей в изобража­
емую им »доху, но и сумел обнаружить острые внутренние про­
тиворечия между разными социальными слоями Америки, а также 
в рядах самых восставших, где в первую очередь противопоста­
влены друг другу убеждения уроженцев Новой Англии и Юга. 
Поход армии Гейтса, бой под Камденом, военно-полевой суд 
Корнваллмеа - эти заполненные внутренним драматизмом сцены 
дают образную картину бедствий страны в 1780 г., написанную 
в самых мрачных тонах: "Чтобы мы, наши сыновья и их потомки 
знали, как их в дальнейшем избежать". 
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I Жоелвдовагеди неоднократно отаечали8 что во многих рома­
нах Gwaa две главнее его тепы - тема фронжра ш тема войны 
за кезавжешоо» - сливаются в одну. Тесная связь между эти­
ми двумя темами объясняется тем обстоятельством,, что Снвдз 
рассматривал американскую революцию прежде всего как граж­
данскую войну; Ииеиво обстановка гражданской войны на Ьгв 
рвльефю выявла "границу"
1 не только как понятие географжчее«» 
ко®» но Kas гоняете социальное и нравственное. 
Трактовка войны за независимость как войны гражданской 
ж® случайно получила столь широкое распространение в амери­
канской литературе первой половины XIX века. Она была под­
сказана ростом внутренних противоречий и политической борь-
бой этого периода« Начало было положено "Шпионом" Д.Ф.Купе­
ра; в романах Симмза такая трактовка лостигла своей кульми­
нации«, Она привлекала писателей-романтиков еще и потому, что 
открывала широкие возможности для анализа фактов не ТОЛЬКО 
общенационального, но и регионального значения. Для южанина 
Симмза последнее обстоятельство было особенно важным. 
Выше отмечалось,что три первых романа цикла представляли 
собой своеобразный отпор нуллификаторам и развивали идеи 
взаимопонимания и единения. Через исторический опыт Симмз 
пытался утвердить такие общечеловеческие достоинства как ло­
яльность, готовность к самопожертвованию,, уважение и искрен­
нее отношение к ближнему, емелость и храбрость в бою, чувст­
во ответственности за свои поступки. Эти качества автор на­
ходит не столь в благородных джентельменах, как прежде всего 
в простолюдинах, в персонажах, далеко не идеальных, но глу­
боко национальных (в образах рядовых партизан и фронтирсме-
нов, которые, в противоположность аристократам, способны по­
ставить общенациональные цели выше своих личных). 
Литературная критика (в лице Трента, Паррингтона, Хабел-
ла) неоднократно упрекали Симмза за то, что в его романах о 
революции нет главного героя, которого можно было бы срав­
нить, например, с героями Дж.Ф. Купера. Между тем, по словам 
писателя, само название первой книги цикла - "Партизан"-ука-
зывает на его стремление изобразить особенности тактики во­
енных действий на Юге, подчеркивать ответственность каждого 
за всех и показать участие народа в революции, а не судьбу 
- 175 -отдельного человека, 
Однако- среди персонажей Сшива есть яркий и оригинаяьинй 
образ, который ©мело выдерживает сравнение с лучшими героями 
Купера, Это капитан Порта, Через это® образ, воплощающий на­
родную мудрость, Омммз определяет нравственную программу ре« 
волщш 1 выражает усиживающуюся романтическую ©шгозвдт ж 
искажению ее главных принципов«, 
Если в первых романах о револвдни люди из народа высту­
пают как преданные помощники аристократов, то в пятом романе 
цикла "Тайны леса" ("Woodcraft") впервые во весь голое зву<~ 
чит принцип народной мудрости как доминирующей общественной 
силы, "Тайне леса"(1852) отделяют от "Нартизана"(1835) ови-
надцать лет, 8а этот период взгляда Сншза значительно изме» 
нмлжеь в сторону, литературного консерватизма и политического 
экстремизма. Естественно, что и "Тайны леса" но своей остов«? 
ной вдейной направленности'-отличается от "Партизана", Здесь 
Сшмз давыталея создать картину Юга как интегрального я упо» 
рядоченного .общества, .неправильно понятого и истолкованного 
Севером, Американский историк литературы профессор Джозеф 
Ридвли, например, считает это произведение литературным от­
вете« Сииюа на "Хижину дяди Тома" , тщательно замаскирован­
ной речью писателя в защиту института рабства. 
I тем не менее, вера Снммза в оовдательные силы народа в 
моменты'социального кризиса осталась неизменной,, Как и
 nnglh 
JSSSSI", "Тайны леса" посвящен переломному моменту в истории 
борьбы американцев•за свою независимость. Время действия ро­
мана '- первый послереволюционный 1782 год, крайне неустойчи­
вый, Реализация победы в форме новой стабильной социальной 
структуры оказывается не менее трудной, нежели деотизение 
победы, 3 этих условиях складывается национальный характер 
американского народа, отличительными качествами к©торого 
етановятся гибкий ум и непоколебимое чувство шора. 
Понятие "woodcraft" - идеологическое, психологическое в 
нравственное. Оно означает издавна Свойственные народу пред­
приимчивость и находчивость, которые, воплощаясь в тактике 
партизанской борьбы, помогали американцам в неравной схватке 
с врагами; те же ресурсы и та же тактика обеспечивают нала-
176 -живание ноеяереволщионной жизни. "Art is to supersede brute 
valor" «."Ловкость побеждает грубую силу" - этот принцип, во 
мысли Ст,т?,ав существенно важен для раскрытия американского 
характера« 
Целнй ряд героев Ошшза стоит перед проблемой выбора пу« 
»гей для достижения цели« В своем роде символически! является 
избранный генералом Гейтсш во еугубо егоиетжческш сообра­
жениям кратчайший путь до Кямяюл, а также "кратчайший путь" 
предложенный сержантом Шдашузом» который руководствуется во» 
тжнами Бедного Ричарда, для завоевания старой вотчшы Поргя 
- Глен Эберли. Б антшфранклдаовекой оввезвцвв Порта этому 
"крачайшему пути" проявляется позиция самого автора, считаю­
щего, что победа достигается человеку блаидаря ударному 
труду, ®зге находчивости ж ревдтельноетм, но он дожет сохра­
нить при этом свою внутренвдю целостность и веру в идеалы 
демократического гуманизма« 
В свете такой антитезы нравственных характеристик цикл В 
целом является своего рода философской ощеавдией Сшшза р@-
нространешому в начал© XIX в©ка утилитаристскому пвшшмтшш 
щелей ж результатов•американской революции'ХУIII века. 
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The Theme of American Revolution in W.G.Simms's Romances 
Tiina Aunin 
Summary 
During the first half-century of the American novel 
(182OS-186OS) a search for the materials and methods of a vi­
able American romance had been pursued. Before a truly Ameri­
can romance was to come into existence the imaginative ends 
of" European romanticism had to give way to native ends.It was 
the period between 1837-1855 that witnessed an especially 
strong movement toward nationality in American literature, 
characterized by its emphasis on the democratic ideal set up 
in the recent heroic epoch of the American Revolution. 
The vigor with which the Southerner, William Gilmore 
Simms, defended the richness of American materials for ' ro­
mance makes his contribution to the national literature so 
significant that he must be taken into consideration by any 
one who tells the story of American letters. 
W.G.Simms's seven romances in a cycle constitute a kind 
of epic of the 18th - century American Revolution through 
which the author tries to delineate some universally acceptea 
human values - loyalty, self-sacrifice, courage and valor in 
battle, a sense of responsibility toward one's country and 
those dependent on you. 
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